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1 - This is a Game

1.1 - How To Play a Tabletop Game

The first thing you should know is that The
Navarro Knight, the content of this book, is a
game. The entire purpose of this document is to
provide a ruleset and an environment in which to
have fun. If you're not having fun, something is
wrong and needs to be addressed.

Navarro Knight is not a game like those you play
on the computer. Rather, the game revolves
around the resolution of plot lines developed by
both the characters and the narrator. As a result,
'winning' becomes a relative term. The most
agreed upon way to 'win' is to continue the
survival of your character. However, a better way
to view 'winning' is to actively participate in the
interactive story the narrator is attempting to tell
and fulfill your character's motivations.

Ultimately, it is up to the Narrator to decide what
happens in each game session. Before the
game begins, the Narrator creates a general plot
and the specific situations which the characters,
which players have created and control, will be
involved in. Rebel characters could be a sheriff
of a province and his loosely associated posse.
Soldiers could be from the cities that still stand,
well armed and well equipped with discipline
drilled into their bodies. Still other characters
could be spies, working to destroy enemy
factions from within.
The information in this chapter will
provide information about what you’re playing,
specifically the nature of a tabletop role playing
game as well as the various prominent themes
of the game.
Chapter Two provides a brief overview
of the world, its inhabitants, and the roles
players will often take

1.2 - What You Will Need
Though a tabletop RPG is a mostly mental
performance, the sheer information will often
require notation and the randomization elements
can only truly be performed with the use of dice
or an electronic rolling program. For your
convenience, a list of basic items has been
listed that will help you run your first game with
minimal hiccups:
-

-

Chapter Three discusses how to create
characters and utilize the options made
available.

-

Chapter Four discusses equipment and
the modifications that can be applied to
weapons and armor.

-

Chapter Five instructs how to calculate
derived statistics such as health, power points,
and action points.
Chapter Six contains information
regarding advanced rules and tactical options
that may influence gameplay

-

-

Pencils
Dice (Six-sided, recommended at least
eight so that multiple players may roll at
once)
An open play area such as a table or,
alternatively, a whiteboard and a dry
erase marker
Miniatures or tokens if you are not using
a whiteboard
Character Sheets, which can be found
in the back of this book
The ability to cheat on a math test,
regardless of whether or not you’re
caught
Good attitudes, imagination, and
thoughtfulness (Absolute Necessity)
An understanding that you are playing
as part of a group of heroes, not a
singular hero
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2 - The Setting in Brief
The setting of The Navarro Knight is a
wasteland of greenery and gunpowder. Taking
place on the same continents and islands that
populate our reality, the key difference is that the
governments of the world have disappeared and
been replaced by systems that are both more
and less effective in keeping organized societies
safe.
These governmental structures attempt to instill
hope and protection in their own particular
pockets of the world, though they themselves
have no clue what caused the Collapse, what
caused the world to shatter, to become
fragmented and lift into space on massive,
inhuman spacecraft.
Still, those governments try. They try to maintain
their tenuous hold as people go missing, as
bandits and vandals prey on women and
children, and as nightmarish abominations
wreak havoc in the wastelands between cities.
They form a foundation that humanity can rely
on, that helps people sleep easier at night.
But every foundation has its cracks, and into
these cracks fall the player characters. Some
are mercenaries and opportunists, some are
thieves and cutpurses, some are business
owners and tradesmen, and some owe their
allegiance to a military or new world superpower.
All carry a particular set of skills unique to
themselves and are in the right place at the right
time to make a difference.

3 - The Basics
The Navarro Knight is constructed around a
competitive rolling system. This means that all
characters and creatures are given a number of
six-sided dice according to the skill being used
and its related attribute. The dice are collectively
referred to as a die pool and are all rolled at one

time. A die pool may never be less than one die.
The specific number of die in a die pool is
discussed in derivative statistics.
Two specific roles are used to determine how
players control their actions. Attackers are
characters that initiate an action, such as
opening a door or making an attack. Defenders
are characters that are forced to react to an
attacker’s action.
While attackers are free to use any skill
defenders are limited to those skills that can
contest such rolls. Defenders are also limited in
that the first defensive roll they make acts as the
result for all future defense rolls involving that
skill until his or her next turn.
To calculate the totals, players treat odds as
successes and evens as failures. To calculate
the result of a die pool, failures are ignored while
the total quantity of successes are added
together. The attacker's sum is then compared
to the defender's. If the defender's sum is
greater than the attacker's, the attacker's action
did not succeed. In the event of a tie the action
succeeds, however no excess is applied.
If the attacker's sum is greater, then the
attacker's action did succeed. Removing one
success for each of the defender's success, the
player is left with his character's excess. Excess
is then, in the case of an attack, added to the
attacker's lethality. Otherwise, the excess is
used to indicate a degree of progress, such as
to override security protocols on a door. The
more difficult a task is, the more excess is
required to finish that task, with excess being
added until it meets or surpasses the task's
requirements.
In short, the higher the rank of a skill, an
attribute, and the number of bonuses to an
action, the more dice a player receives to roll
and, therefore, the higher the chance of
success.
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This is the basic system which the Navarro
Knight is based upon. Additional rules, which
serve to simulate the setting, are incorporated
later in this book

3.1 - Creating Characters
Characters are more than a loose collection of
statistics. Characters are more than the
equipment that they wear. Characters are, for all
intents and purposes, human beings that have
answered a particular calling and work to
actively influence the world around them. Some
do this merely through survival, while others
manipulate their surroundings from positions of
power.
Characters are merely represented by the
contents of their character sheet. Though limited
to the special abilities and equipment present on
the sheet, they also possess both flaws and
characteristics that cannot be accurately
portrayed by any mechanical means.
The mechanical aspects to a character that can
be portrayed are as follows:
Attributes – The most basic aspects of a
character that define his or her abilities.
Skills – Knowledge and skillsets acquired
through training

Abilities and Masteries – Supernatural
techniques meant to provide short term
assistance
Racial Alternatives – Benefits for mutated
humans and mythical beasts
History – Exceptional actions that serve as
permanent reminders to a character
Derivative Statistics – Basic summaries that
help players use characters to the best of their
abilities
To create a character, a player uses one
hundred experience (xp) to purchase his or her
starting statistics. Additionally, a character is
able to purchase script, in-world currency, by
expending experience when undergoing
character creation. Script is gained at a rate of
one experience for one script. Each of the
sections listed below corresponds to the traits of
a character.

3.1.1 - Quick Character Generation
For players that want to quickly create a
character, or narrators that want to make
character quickly, the following guidelines have
been presented (Based on a standard, one
hundred xp character)

Disciplines – Improvements to character
performance when under duress

Statistic

Added to Character at Generation

Rank 3 Attribute

1

Rank 2 Attribute

3

Rank 1 Attribute

2

Rank 2 Skills

3

Rank 1 Skills

5
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Rank 1 Discipline

2

Rank 1 Ability

2

Rank 1 Masteries

1

Alternative Racial Traits

0-7

Histories

2

Script

15

Derived Statistic

Equation

Maximum Health

10 + Strength Rank + (2 x Endurance Rank)

Maximum Power Points

5 + (2 x Willpower Rank)

Maximum Action Points

5 + Half Agility Rank

Initiative

Intellect Rank + Leadership Rank

3.1.2 – Attributes

what focus the player wishes his or her
character to have as the rank of the attribute will
determine how many dice are rolled when a skill
is used.

Attributes are named according to their general
utility and measured in ranks ranging from one
to ten. Attributes may not drop below one.
Certain items and equipment may add additional
bonuses to these ranks. No attribute overlaps
with another, and all attributes hold sway over
what actions a character can perform. When
creating a character, it is important to determine

Ranks in all attributes begin at one. Attribute
increases may be purchased at the expense of
experience as follows. Increasing an attribute by
one rank requires the previous rank. A character
may not start play with any attribute above four.

Rank Costs
Rank

XP

Total XP Spent

Two

4

4

Three

8

12

Four

12

24

Five

16

40

Six

20

60

Seven

24

84

Eight

28

112
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Nine

32

144

Ten

36

180

Strength is exactly what it implies. Strength is
the raw ability for a character to lift, pull, throw,
and swing objects. Characters with a high
strength benefit from swords, knives, and other
melee weapons as each rank in the strength
attribute provides one bonus lethality with all
melee weapons.

politicians and commanders, leadership is
responsible for influencing other characters and
coordinating soldiers. Characters that operate
within social environments are at an advantage
when they possess high leadership.

3.1.3 - Skills
Agility is a representation of a character's
balance and coordination. Often used for covert
actions, agility is mostly used to ensure that a
character remains unseen. Characters with a
high agility excel with ranged weapons.

Skills are acquired through experience and
training and measured in ranks ranging from
zero to ten. While attributes reflect the core of a
character, skills represent the knowledge gained
through the use of those attributes. Skills form
the core of the game, as every significant action
taken requires the use of a skill. This means that
it is important for players to select skills that will
be accentuated by their chosen attributes.

Endurance is a character's ability to sustain
physical activity. The attribute is best used to
describe athletes and people who engage in
manual labor. Characters with a high endurance
have high health and often take point in a squad.

All skills have a clearly defined use. The melee
skill, for instance, is useful for using melee
weapons while the stealth skill is used to hide
yourself or objects. All skills belong to a general
category that denotes what tasks they are most
useful in completing, such as combat or mobility.
All skills also have a linked attribute, a personal
characteristic that helps utilize the skill. Finally,
skills have a contested skill, which is a skill that
is used by the defender to negate the action.

Willpower is the distinctly human ability to
persevere in adverse conditions. Willpower is
what allows a person to maintain composure
and to pay attention to both body language and
environment. High willpower is necessary for a
perceptive or seductive character.
Intellect is the speed which a person
comprehends his or her environment and draws
accurate conclusions. Often used by
accountants and scientists, intellect is also used
for computers. Characters with a high intellect
are best suited for technical skills and scouting,
making use of the increased reaction speed.

All skill ranks begin at rank zero. A character
may not begin play with any skill above rank
four. During the game and at character
generation, rank increases may be purchased at
the expense of experience as follows:

Leadership is a combination of a character's
personality, charisma, and guile. Used by

Rank Costs
Rank

XP

Total XP Spent
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One

3

3

Two

3

6

Three

6

12

Four

9

21

Five

12

33

Six

15

48

Seven

18

66

Eight

21

87

Nine

24

111

Ten

27

138

Combat Skills are skills that represent an
individual's ability to fight.
Melee involves the use of weapons of sufficient
mass and sharpness to deal damage. Though
these weapons are often primitive, they are
lethal and useful in close combat situations that
render guns useless. Melee's linked attribute is
strength. Melee attacks are contested by an
opponent's defense or, if attacking a vehicle,
piloting.
Ranged involves the use of gunpowder, thrown,
and bow weapons. While most ranged weapons
are capable of dealing large amounts of damage
in short amounts of time, certain ranged
weapons are also capable of causing negative
conditions. Ranged weapons are linked to
agility, though thrown ranged weapons use
strength. Ranged attacks are contested by
defense or, if attacking a vehicle, piloting.
Defense involves avoiding, deflecting, and
bracing against bullets and blows. Though
defense is linked to endurance by the ability to
shrug off lesser blows, it does not directly
reduce damage taken. Defense instead nullifies
damage from different sources, such as melee
attacks, ranged attacks, kinetic attacks, and
mechanical traps if its successes are greater

than the attacker's. Defense can only be used to
contest melee, ranged, and kinetic skills.
Defense is only rolled once per round, with that
result being used to calculate the results of all
melee, ranged, and kinetic skills used against
the defender in that round.
Social Skills are skills that represent a
character's ability to communicate
Awareness involves paying close attention to
one's environment. High awareness often gives
clues to mysteries and details on the
environment. Marked by keen observations,
awareness is linked to willpower. Awareness is
directly contested by both pathics and stealth.
Diplomacy involves using persuasion and
deceit to advance an agenda. Though
sometimes not enough on its own, high
diplomacy can be able to convince people to act
in ways they would not normally consider. Due
to the necessary personality, diplomacy is linked
to leadership. Part of the social triumvirate,
diplomacy is used against an opponent's
diplomacy, intimidation, or sensuality to make
him or her act in a way you wish.
Intimidation involves using physical presence
and body language to influence people. Often
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used by thugs or the mafia, intimidation is
simplistic and effective. Powerful builds are often
more influential, meaning intimidation is linked to
strength. Part of the social triumvirate,
intimidation is used against an opponent's
diplomacy, intimidation, or sensuality to make
him or her act in a way you wish.
Sensuality involves using charm and false
personality to seduce or convince people. Often
used by both women and men who wish to
acquire wealth or status, sensuality is capable of
making people act for an offered reward. Due to
the character having to act with people who he
or she may not necessarily agree with,
sensuality is linked to intellect. Part of the social
triumvirate, sensuality is used against an
opponent's diplomacy, intimidation, or sensuality
to make him or her act in a way you wish.

role, characters can gain influence or alternative
means to a goal through performances. The
manual and bodily dexterity required links
performance to agility. Performance is only
directly contested by awareness if it is being
used as a distraction, otherwise the quality of
the performance is inferred by the number of
successes and dependent upon the narrator.
Technical Skills are skills that require intensive,
specialized training to attempt
Mechanics involves operating or performing
repairs on anything with moving parts. This does
not grant the ability to drive vehicles. Mechanics
use this skill extensively to repair broken objects
while engineers use this skill to operate cranes
or use more complex tools. The skill may even
be used to create mechanical traps, such as dart
launchers or pitfalls. The resistance that metal,
rust, and weight all provide links this skill to
Strength. Mechanics is directly contested by
defense for mechanical traps.
Medical involves knowledge of medicine and
surgery. This skill requires medical kits, first aid
kits, and surgery kits to be of use as clean
supplies and tools are needed. Doctors,
physicians, and psychiatrists all use the medical
skill in their everyday lives. Assassins also use
the medical skill to create powerful toxins and
poisons. The mental library and recognition of
potential cures links this skill to intellect. Medical
is directly contested by athletics for poisons.

Performance involves dancing, playing
instruments, live performance, or singing. Actors
make extensive use of this skill to portray
various roles. Though used seldom in a combat

Science involves operation of computers and
knowledge of applicable theorems. This skills is
often used by researchers, computer
technicians, and scientists. Though not often
used for combat, science can be used to create
traps that others without a formal education
might not be aware of. Science may also be
used to hack electronic security systems or
computers. The education required links this skill
to intellect. Common examples are chemical
traps that release airborne toxins. Science is
directly contested by athletics for poisons and
science for hacking.
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Burglary involves the art of theft. Burglary
includes the acts of lock picking and
pickpocketing. Though most people do not have
any knowledge of these skills, certain members
of gangs or who have a reckless youth tend to
acquire them. Manual dexterity is incredibly
important for burglary, linking this skill to agility.
Burglary is directly contested by awareness to
determine whether an act or the aftereffects are
noticed.
Survival involves movement through rough or
winding terrain and the ability to capture food
and water. Often limited to scouts or parties who
scour the wastelands, survival is useful to
survive prolonged exposure in an environment.
Bodies capable of weathering the extremes are
better suited to the wilds, linking this skill to
Endurance. Survival used to find a trail is
contested by stealth, while survival used to claim
a trophy is contested by athletics.
Mobility Skills are skills that help characters
maneuver, drive vehicles, or control animals
Athletics involves physical fitness and speed.
Athletes get the most use out of the skill for
obvious reasons, but any traveler or soldier who
encounters chasms or rivers
would also be wise to use this skill. Due to the
amount of focus and energy required to
effectively traverse such environmental hazards,
this skill is linked to endurance. Athletics is
contested by the athletics of an opponent.
Stealth involves concealment, both of persons
and of physical objects. Often, this skill is used
by either scouts or thieves, though sometimes
gang members acquire this skill to evade
authorities. Such evasion, such as hiding in a
crowd or in shadows, can only be performed if
the subject being evaded does not have direct
sight of the individual. Though not necessary,
the ability to bend and twist to blend in with the
surroundings is helpful, linking this skill to agility.
Stealth is contested by awareness.

Piloting involves the maneuvering and handling
of vehicles. Though most anyone can drive a
car, specialized training, represented by this
skill, is required to perform advanced maneuvers
in civilian planes and military tanks. Due to the
quick movements often needed, agility is linked
to this skill. Piloting is directly contested by an
opponent's piloting skill.
Animal involves the handling and training of wild
animals and beasts of burden. Often used by
zookeepers and shepherds, the animal skill is
exceptionally useful in avoiding violent
confrontations in the wild. As the personality of
each animal is varied, a high attention to detail
and a steady resolve is required, linking this skill
to leadership. The animal skill is directly
contested by an opponent's survival skill.
Logistics involves organizing large troop
movements through both expanses of
wilderness and hostile locales. Logistics is also
necessary to maintaining morale and providing
requisitions, making it a necessity for effective
commanders. Personal charisma is a
requirement for this skill, linking it to leadership.
Logistics is directly contested by an opponent's
logistics.
Psionics Skills are skills based around the
manipulation of telepathic and telekinetic
energies
Pathics involves manipulating sensory
perception to create illusions and hallucinations
or alter mental states. Useful to distract an
audience for entertainment, many street
performers or magicians use this skill to fool
onlookers. As a psionic skill requires intense
concentration, willpower is linked to this skill.
Unless otherwise noted, a pathics technique has
a range of zero to three zones. Pathics is
directly contested by awareness.
Kinetics involves manipulating objects and
molecules with intense thought. Mostly a military
application, some psychics have used this skill
to amplify already potent combat skills. As a
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psionic skill requires intense concentration,
willpower is linked to this skill. Kinetics is directly
contested by defense or athletics.

circumvent the limitations that others may
encounter.
Disciplines define a character's playstyle and
role. Whereas skills are open to all characters,
disciplines begin to delve into the strengths of a
character that are natural displays of ingenuity
or determination.

3.1.4 - Disciplines
Disciplines are acquired through both
experience and training. Though often barely
recognized beneath a character's array of flashy
techniques and abilities, disciplines play an
incredibly important role. They are the subtle
skillsets and shortcuts that allow a character to

To improve or purchase a discipline requires the
expense of experience as follows:

Rank Costs
Rank

XP

Total XP Spent

One

5

5

Two

5

10

Three

10

20

Four

15

35

Ambidextrous

Improved ability to dual wield

Aware

Improved ability to observe minute details

Brute

Strength that allows a character to wield bulkier weapons

Combat Expertise

Improved ability with a single weapon type

Daring

Increases initiative pool

Eagle Eye

Increases maximum range

Evasive

Reroll failed defense die

Execute

Extra damage to unaware enemies

Field Surgeon

Increases the amount of health that medical supplies health

Focused

Increased maximum power points

Fortune

Improved trinities and resistance to botches
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Gifted

Increases die for psionic skills

Hat Trick

Reduces AP required for reloads

Hot Potato

Pick up and throw grenades during an enemy’s action

Packrat

Increases amount you can carry

Piloting Expertise

Drive advanced vehicles without penalty

Plunging

Enables extra lethality with drop attacks

Proxy

Reroll up to four die when hacking

Pugilist

Increased unarmed fighting lethality

Quick Handed

Reduced AP cost for accessing inventory

Resistant

Reroll up to four die when receiving a pathics or kinetic attack

Resolved

Increased dice pools to resist corruption

Rugged

Increases maximum health by four per rank

Skilled

Two bonus die for a selected skill. Each rank selects a new skill

Steadfast

Reroll die used to defend against social skills

Swift

Increases maximum AP by one per rank

Triage

Reduces the AP cost for medical equipment.

Weapon Familiarity

Increased lethality with specified weapons

Ambidextrous - Natural coordination with both
hands. At rank one, this discipline removes the
penalty for the off-handing condition. At rank
two, this discipline allows a character to make a
single attack on a single opponent with both
equipped primary and secondary weapons, so
long as both are either ranged or melee
weapons. At rank three, this discipline allows a
character to make an attack with two equipped
weapons of any combination. For both rank two
and three, the AP cost of this attack is the
greater of the two weapons with an additional
two AP cost. An attack with two weapons at
once uses the largest minimum range and the
smallest maximum range of the two weapons.
For lethality, add the lethality of the second

weapon to that of the first. Rank four conveys no
benefit.
Aware - A keen eye that renders a character
capable of observing minute details that others
may miss. As such, every rank grants one bonus
die against the first stealth skill use made
against the character each round. Each rank
also adds one health to the character's
maximum. In this way, a character with four
ranks has four bonus die against the first stealth
skill use made against him or her each round
and has four above what would normally be
considered his or her maximum health.
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Brute - Allows you to equip items in different
slots. Rank 1: Primary melee weapons may be
wielded as secondary weapons. Rank 2:
Character’s maximum health increases by four.
Rank 3: Primary ranged weapons may be used
as secondary weapons. Rank 4: Character gains
one additional gadget slot.
Combat Expertise - Displays of exceptional skill
a character performs with a particular weapon
type, such as knives, pistols, or shields. Each
rank grants a one die bonus to ranged or melee
rolls with that particular weapon, or a one die
bonus to defense rolls in the case of wielded
shields. Each rank affects a new classification of
weapon, no classification of weapon that already
benefits from combat expertise may be chosen
when a new rank is gained. In this way, a
character with four ranks gains a one-die bonus
to ranged or melee rolls (or defense rolls for
shields) with four different weapon
classifications. This may include natural
weapons.
Daring - Allows the character to roll one
additional die for initiative per rank. In this way, a
character with four ranks may roll four additional
die when determining initiative.
Eagle Eye - Allows a character to fire a ranged
weapon more accurately at a distance. Each
rank allows one weapon to fire with an increase
in maximum range of one. Each rank applies to
a different weapon.
Evasive - The capability to react instantly to a
perceived threat, moving behind shallow cover
when attacked. As such, every rank grants the
ability to reroll one failed defense die when
defending against a melee, ranged, or kinetic
attack. In this way, a character with four ranks
rerolls up to four failed die against the first
melee, ranged, or kinetic attack made against
him or her each round.
Execute - Allows a character to deliver
devastating deathblows to unwary opponents,
so long as the character performing the

execution is in the same zone as the target and
has not been detected. Each rank adds four
bonus lethality to a melee or ranged attack. In
this way, a character with four ranks in execution
gains sixteen bonus lethality
Field Surgeon - Multiplies the base health that
a medpack, first aid kit, or surgery kit restores
when used outside a combat situation. Base
health restored by these kits does not include
excess. The multiplication of the bonus health is
equal to the rank of this discipline plus one. In
this way, a character with four ranks, using a
surgery kit out of combat, restores fifty health
before adding excess.
Focused - The drive and intensity required for a
character to regularly perform feats of heroism.
Every rank increases the maximum number of
power points a character has by three. In this
way, a character with four ranks has twelve
more than what would normally be considered
his or her limit.
Fortune - Luck itself favors a particular
character, reflected by the world nudging itself in
the user’s favor. Each rank has a separate
effect. Rank 1: Increases the number of 6s
required for a botch to increase by one. Rank 2:
Increases the amount of health a character has
by four. Rank 3: Allows a character to, once per
day, ignore the result of a botch. Rank 4: Allows
a character to purchase a second Trinity Bonus
Gifted - A character talented in the realm of
psionics. Each rank adds one bonus die to any
skill use of either kinetics or pathics, chosen
upon taking a rank of this discipline. This skill
may only provide two bonus die maximum to
either pathics or kinetics. In this way, a character
with four ranks gains two bonus die when using
either the kinetic or pathic skill.
Hat Trick - Possession of increased manual
dexterity that allows a character to reduce the
number of AP required to reload a weapon.
Every rank decreases the AP cost of reloading
an equipped weapon by one point, down to the
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point that the weapon is reloaded for free. In this
way, a character with four ranks may reload any
firearm or crossbow for free.
Hot Potato - Swiftness and speed that allows a
character to throw back a single grenade at an
opponent instead of becoming a victim of the
blast. This act requires seven AP to be
expended and reduced from the user’s next turn.
Every additional rank decreases this AP cost by
one. In this way, a character with four ranks can
throw a grenade, which he or she would have
been affected by, to another location or an
opponent for four AP.
Packrat - Heavy muscles and broad shoulders,
allowing a character to carry more weight than
others. Every rank increases the number of
large items that can be carried in a storage pack
by one. In this way, a character with four ranks
can store four more large items.
Piloting Expertise - Each rank of this discipline
allows a character to select a class of vehicles
with which he or she may pilot without penalty. A
character is not required to possess a lower
class to gain proficiency in a higher class. Class
1: Assault, Salvager, Transport. Class 2:
Command, Shipping, Submersible, Superheavy.
Class 3: Arachnids, Frames, and Overframes.
Class 4: Corvettes, Frigates, Helicopters,
Planes, Runabouts.
Plunging - The training and knowledge
necessary to impart momentum from a descent
and impact deeper with a target. When losing
elevation without the assistance of such devices
as rope or climbing gear, the user may add an
extra point of lethality per rank per elevation lost
to a melee attack made immediately after the
movement that caused the elevation loss
concludes. This bonus reaches its maximum
benefit after five elevations have been lost.
Proxy - Expertise in cyber-warfare and
defending a location within the electrosphere. As
such, every rank grants the ability to reroll a die
against hacking attempts made against a

character with Proxy. In this way, a character
with four ranks may reroll four die against
hacking attempts made against him or her. This
reroll may only be performed once per combat.
Pugilist - Experience and tenacity that allows a
character to fight with fists, feet, and claws with
exceptional skill. Each rank adds one bonus
lethality to a character's attack while attacking
unarmed. In this way, a character with four ranks
gains four bonus lethality while fighting
unarmed.
Quick Handed - Organization and efficiency
allows a character to access his or her inventory
with fewer wasted AP. Every rank decreases the
AP cost of accessing the inventory by one point,
down to the point that access is free. In this way,
a character with four ranks may access his or
her inventory without paying AP.
Resistant - Improved training regimens allow a
character to shrug off the impacts of kinetic and
pathic attacks more easily than others. As such,
every rank grants the ability to reroll one die
against a received kinetic or pathic attack. In this
way, a character with four ranks may reroll four
die. This may be used once per combat.
Resolved - The natural resistance to the
persuasive forces of the otherwordly and the
effects such influences have on their bodies. As
such, every rank grants one bonus die to resist
increases in corruption. In this way, a character
with four ranks has four bonus die against
increases in corruption.
Rugged - Increased resilience to injury and the
ability to recover grants the ability to withstand
more punishment than the normal character.
Every rank adds four health to the character's
maximum. In this way, a character with four
ranks has sixteen above what would normally be
considered his or her maximum health.
Skilled - The ability to draw on a vast library of
information and muscle memory that most
people would not possess. Every rank increases
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the number of die used for a specific technical or
mobility skill by two. Each rank affects a
separate skill. In this way, a character with four
ranks rolls two more die for four skills than would
normally be considered his or her limit.
Steadfast - The capacity to carefully dissect an
argument and see through other people's words.
Every rank allows the user to reroll a die when a
social skill is uses against the character. In this
way, a character with four ranks may reroll up to
four die against a social skill’s usage. This may
only be used once per encounter.
Swift - Constant combat forces a character to
perform actions more quickly than others. Every
rank adds one action point to the maximum
number he or she can normally access. In this
way, a character with four ranks has four more
than what would normally be considered his or
her limit.
Triage - Training in the use of medical
equipment while under duress. Every rank in this
discipline reduces the AP cost for medpacks,
first aid kits, and surgery kits by two. In this way,
a character with four ranks may use a medpack,
first aid kit, or surgery kit for eight fewer AP

3.1.5 – Techniques (Abilities and
Masteries)
Techniques are the core supernatural abilities a
character possesses. Fueled by bursts of
adrenaline, psionic powers, or moments of calm,
techniques serve to help a character pull
through difficult situations.
Techniques are divided into two types: abilities
and masteries. Abilities are techniques that cost
only one PP each time they are used and last for
only a single skill roll. The PP is spent whether
the attack or action succeeds or fails, and only
one ability may be used per round. Masteries,
however, carry both an AP and a PP cost and
can last for multiple rounds. Only one technique,
regardless as to whether it is a mastery or
ability, may be used by a character each round
and may only be activated on that character's
turn.
Both Abilities and Masteries may be improved
with experience. Abilities acquire more power,
while masteries are accumulated

3.1.5.1 - Abilities
Weapon Familiarity - Knowledge of weapon
handling as well as vital areas improves the
damage a character deals with a specific
weapon type, such as clubs, knives, or pistols.
Each rank adds two bonus lethality to a
character's attack while using the indicated
weapon. A character may not choose a weapon
that already benefits from unarmed bonuses. A
character may choose a single weapon up to
two times, increasing lethality by another two
points. In this way, a character with four ranks
gains two bonus lethality when fighting with any
of four chosen weapon types, may deal four
extra lethality with two weapons, or may deal
four extra lethality with one weapon and two
lethality with two weapons.

Abilities are used to provide quick, short-term
advantage to a character. Abilities cost only one
power point to activate and have no AP cost,
however, they are also much less powerful than
masteries.
They are also limited in that an ability requires
that the character has the necessary equipment
to make an attack, such as a firearm for a
ranged attack or be within melee range to make
a melee attack. All abilities utilize the range of
the weapon being wielded, so long as the
weapon relies on the same skill as the ability
being used. Otherwise, a skill only functions on
targets within the same zone.
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To improve or purchase an ability requires the
expense of experience as follows:

Rank Costs
Rank

XP

Total XP Spent

One

4

4

Two

6

10

Three

8

18

Name

Skill

Effect

Armshot

Melee or
Ranged

Causes an opponent to lose strength in his or her arms after being struck by a
ranged or melee attack. Each rank causes the opponent to be crippled for one
round. In this way, a character with three ranks may cripple an opponent for three
rounds

Blast

Kinetics

Causes a successful kinetic attack to detonate the air near an opponent up to two
zones away. Excess is added to damage as per any attack. Each rank adds two
lethality and changes the damage type to explosive. In this way, a character with
three ranks gains six lethality and deals damage as though he were using an
explosive weapon

Blitzkrieg

Melee, Ranged,
Pathics, or
Kinetics

Causes a character to move faster after a successful melee, ranged, or psionic
attack. Each rank moves the user one position higher in initiative if the attack is
successful. In this way, a character with three ranks that makes a successful
attack moves three positions higher in initiative

Blowthrough

Ranged

Causes a ranged attack to penetrate a target's defenses. Each rank reduces the
absorption of the target by two. In this way, a character with three ranks reduces
a target's absorption by six

-

Causes an unsuccessful defense to cushion an impending blow. Each rank adds
one absorption to a character's armor if the defense skill use fails. In this way, a
character with three ranks increases his or her absorption by three for a single
attack

-

Allows the user to move one zone and elevation without AP cost or skill usage,
so long as the user has the ability to see his or her destination. At rank two, this
ability allows the user to ignore prepared attacks that would trigger by moving. At
rank three, this ability allows the user to disallow specific benefits an attacker
might receive through the use of abilities or cultivations such as flanking or
opportunist.

Melee

Causes a melee attack made after the user moves to deal extra lethality with
melee weapons. Each rank allows the character to gain two lethality bonus
for one zone moved prior to a melee attack. In this way, a character with three
ranks may move up to three zones prior to a melee attack for up to six extra
lethality. A character that uses charge to move does not expend AP to change

Brace

Burst

Charge
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zones.

Charity

Pathics

Causes a successful pathic attack to affect multiple occupants of a zone. Each
rank causes one additional occupant to be affected. In this way, a character with
three ranks may affect up to three additional occupants of a zone with a pathic
attack

Charm

Diplomacy,
Intimidation, or
Sensuality

Causes a character to receive one bonus die per rank to the next diplomacy,
intimidation, or sensuality skill usage, chosen when the ability is activated. In this
way, a character with three ranks receives three bonus die to his or her next
diplomacy, intimidation, or sensuality skill usage.

Chastity

Pathics

Causes an ally to gain mental focus and clarity, providing two bonus die to pathic
and kinetic attacks. Each rank causes this bonus to persist for one round. In this
way, a character with three ranks may provide another character with a two die
bonus to pathic and kinetic attacks for three rounds

Cleave

Melee

Causes a melee attack to tear away at an opponent's body, rendering him or her
wounded for two rounds. Each rank adds one round to the duration. In this way, a
character with three ranks renders an opponent wounded for four rounds

Combust

Kinetics

Causes a successful kinetic attack to roast an opponent. Each rank adds one
lethality and changes the damage type to burning. In this way, a character with
three ranks gains three extra lethality and deals burning damage

Ranged

Causes a successful ranged attack to distract opponents from an ally. Each rank
adds one absorption to the target ally for one round. In this way, a character with
three ranks that makes a successful attack grants three absorption to the
specified ally

Daze

Melee

Causes a melee attack to throw an opponent off his or her guard.
Each rank reduces the number of die used for the opponent's next defense skill
use by one. In this way, a character with three ranks may reduce an opponent's
defense skill die pool by three

Diligence

Pathics

Causes an ally to gain endurance and speed, providing a two AP bonus. Each
rank causes this bonus to persist for one round. In this way, a character with
three ranks may provide two bonus AP to an ally for three rounds

Dissolve

Kinetics

Causes a successful kinetic attack to damage an opponent's armor. Each rank
causes the scoured condition for one round. In this way, a character with three
ranks causes the scoured condition for three rounds

Double Tap

Ranged

Causes lethality of a single ranged attack to increase by expending two shots at
once. Each rank increases the lethality of an attack by two. In this way, a
character with three ranks may gain six lethality with a ranged attack

Drain

Kinetics

Causes a successful kinetic attack to freeze an opponent. Each rank adds one
lethality and changes the damage type to freezing. In this way, a character with
three ranks gains three extra lethality and deals freezing damage

Engulf

Kinetics

Causes a successful kinetic attack to affect multiple occupants of a zone. Each
rank increases the number of occupants targeted by one. In this way, a character
with three ranks may affect up to three extra occupants of a zone

Pathics

Causes a successful pathic attack to temporarily sever the empathic connection
to other people, rendering a character unable to use pathic abilities on his or her
allies. Each rank causes this penalty to persist for one round. In this way, a

Covering Fire

Envy
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character with three ranks may cause a character to no longer use pathic abilities
on allies

Flanking

Allows a character to set up an opponent for a second ranged or melee attack
from another source from another zone. The target suffers two bonus damage for
every rank in this ability the next time he or she receives damage from a source
that is not in the same zone as the user, unless the user makes a melee attack
with this ability, and is not the user him or herself. This bonus lasts until the user's
Melee or Ranged
next turn. If the character whose attack would receive this bonus uses the
flanking ability with his action the damage bonus is reduced to one for every rank
in this ability. In this way, a character with three ranks allows a second attacker to
deal an extra three damage, or six damage if the second attacker has not used
the flanking ability

Gluttony

Pathics

Causes a successful pathic attack to increase a character's blood flow and blood
pressure, causing three extra damage from bleeding. Each rank causes this
penalty to persist for one round. In this way, a character with three ranks may
cause a character to suffer three extra damage from the bleeding condition for
three rounds

Greed

Pathics

Causes a successful pathic attack to temporarily render an opponent paranoid
and unable to use items on his or her allies. Each rank causes this penalty to
persist for one round. In this way, a character with three ranks may render a
character unable to use items on his or her allies for three rounds

Hemorrhage

Kinetics

Causes a successful kinetic attack to rupture internal organs. Each rank causes
bleeding for one round. In this way, a character with three ranks may inflict the
bleeding condition on an opponent for three rounds

Humility

Pathics

Causes an ally to concentrate on his opponent, providing a two die bonus to
either melee or ranged attacks. Each rank causes this bonus to persist for one
round. In this way, a character with three ranks may provide a two die bonus to
either ranged or melee attacks for three rounds

Immolate

Kinetics

Causes a successful kinetic attack to set a character on fire. Each rank causes
the ignited condition for one round. In this way, a character with three ranks may
ignite a character for three rounds

Isolate

-

Causes the user's next attack to separate an opponent from cover and allies,
rendering him or her marked for a round. Each rank adds one round to the
duration. In this way, a character with three ranks renders an opponent marked
for three rounds

Kindness

Pathics

Causes an ally's wounds to mend and seal, restoring lost health. Each rank
causes one health to be restored to an ally. In this way, a character with three
ranks may restore three health to an ally

Legshot

Lust

Causes an opponent to lose the use of his or her legs after being struck by a
ranged or melee attack. Each rank causes the opponent to be snared for one
Melee or Ranged
round. In this way, a character with three ranks may snare an opponent for three
rounds
Pathics

Causes a successful pathic attack to temporarily render an opponent's mind
hazy, causing a loss of two die for pathic and kinetic attacks. Each rank causes
this penalty to persist for one round. In this way, a character with three ranks may
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cause a character to suffer a two die penalty on his or her pathic or kinetic
attacks for three rounds

Ranged

Causes the lethality of a ranged attack to increase, so long as the target has
changed zones or elevation this round. Each rank increases the lethality of an
attack by two. In this way, a character with three ranks may gain six lethality with
a ranged attack, so long as the target has already moved

Melee

Allows a defense skill use against a melee weapon to be substituted by a melee
attack. At rank one, the melee skill is reduced by two die. Each rank reduces the
penalty by one and increases the number of attacks that may be parried by one
until the user’s next turn. In this way, a character with three ranks may use the
melee skill instead of defense to deflect up to three melee attacks without penalty

Pathics

Causes an ally to gain insight into opponent's movements, providing two bonus
die to defense. Each rank causes this bonus to persist for one round. In this way,
a character with three ranks may provide a two die bonus to defense to an ally for
three rounds

Pride

Pathics

Causes a successful pathic attack to render a character careless, causing a loss
of two die for melee and ranged attacks. Each rank causes this penalty to persist
for one round. In this way, a character with three ranks may cause a character to
suffer a two die penalty for melee and ranged attacks for three rounds

Pull

Kinetics

Causes a successful kinetic attack to grab an opponent or unattended object.
Each rank moves the opponent one zone closer. In this way, a character with
three ranks may move an opponent three zones closer to him or herself

Raging

-

Increases the number of die used for any skill while a character is bloodied.
Each rank increases the number of die used by two for one round.
In this way, a character with three ranks may roll six extra die while suffering from
the Bloodied condition

Ricochet

Ranged

Causes bullets fired by a ranged weapon to reflect off surfaces, ignoring
environmental factors that affect an opponent. Each rank temporarily ignores one
chosen environmental bonus or penalty present in the opponent's zone

Riposte

Melee

Allows a melee attack to deal extra lethality. In order for the extra lethality to be
applied,the attack must be made against an opponent who failed a melee attack
against the user within one round. A character may not be the subject of two
ripostes within the same round. Each rank increases the lethality of a riposte by
three. In this way, a character with three ranks deals nine extra lethality to an
opponent that has failed to hit him in melee combat

Screaming
Shot

Ranged

Causes a ranged attack to inflict a painful wound to an opponent. Each rank
renders the opponent suffering from a concussion for one rank. In this way, a
character with three ranks inflicts a concussion on an opponent for three rounds

Shock

Kinetics

Causes a successful kinetic attack to electrocute an opponent. Each rank adds
one lethality and changes the damage type to electrical. In this way, a character
with three ranks gains three extra lethality and deals shocking damage

Shove

Melee

Causes a successful melee attack to force an opponent into an adjacent zone.
When this attempt is performed, the melee attack requires two additional AP to
be made. Every rank beyond the first in this ability reduces this AP penalty by

Opportunism

Parry

Patience
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one. In this way, a character with three ranks may push an opponent one zone
away by making a successful melee attack without penalty..

Shred

Melee

Causes a melee attack to inflict bleeding damage. Whether this is internal
bleeding or a gaping wound depends entirely on the weapon used. Each rank
temporarily causes bleeding for one round. In this way, a character with three
ranks causes bleeding for three rounds

Sloth

Pathics

Causes a successful pathic attack to make a character lethargic and lose two AP.
Each rank causes this penalty to persist for one round. In this way, a character
with three ranks may cause a character to lose two AP for three rounds

Smash

Melee

Increases the force of a melee blow. Each rank temporarily adds two lethality to a
melee weapon. In this way, a character with three ranks deals six extra lethality to
an opponent for a single attack

Steady

Ranged

Causes a temporary increase of accuracy with a ranged weapon.
Each rank in allows one extra die to be rolled for a ranged skill use.
In this way, a character with three ranks may use three more die for a ranged
attack

Strike

Melee

Increases melee accuracy. Each rank temporarily adds one die to an attack with
a melee weapon. In this way, a character with three ranks is granted three extra
die to make a melee attack

Temperance

Pathics

Causes an ally's body to purge any diseases and mend any major wounds,
removing conditions. Each rank causes one condition to be removed. In this way,
a character with three ranks may remove up to three conditions from an ally

Kinetics

Causes a successful kinetic attack to toss an opponent or unattended object
through the air. When this attempt is performed, the kinetic attack requires two
additional AP. Each rank moves the opponent one zone away from the attacker.
In this way, a character with three ranks may move an opponent three zones
directly away

Melee

Causes a melee attack to hinder an opponent's movement. Each rank
temporarily removes two AP from the opponent on his or her next turn. In this
way, a character with three ranks may reduce an opponent's AP pool by six on
his or her next turn

Pathics

Causes a successful pathic attack to make a character subconsciously expose
himself, causing the marked condition. Each rank causes this condition to persist
for one round. In this way, a character with three ranks may cause a character to
be marked for three rounds

Throw

Trip

Wrath

3.1.5.2 - Masteries
Masteries are longer-term techniques that carry
a profound effect. Unlike abilities, masteries
have an AP and PP cost that vary depending on
the technique being used.
Characters begin play with a maximum of one
mastery at rank one.

Failures with masteries effectively means that
the mastery does not function. Masteries that
have a beneficial or mostly cosmetic effect
require no roll to see whether or not they will
succeed. Masteries that have a negative effect,
are used on an unwilling opponent, or are used
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on an individual aware of the user's presence
require a contested roll, with a failure causing
the mastery to have no effect while the user
expends AP and retains PP. Masteries, unless
otherwise mentioned, require direct line of sight
without obstruction.

Masteries are organized into overarching
schools, each of which is a generalized
definition of the methods involved in using each
mastery.
A character may use a mastery even if he or she
does not possess the PP for it, so long as he or
she possesses at least one PP. If a mastery's
use would drop the user's PP below zero, the
user's PP is instead reduced to zero and an
added effect, known as a surge, occurs
according to the surge table.

The duration that each mastery lasts for is
determined by the mastery itself. Once the
duration is expended, the mastery ends. Certain
masteries are sustained, meaning that they
either require one power point each round or
impose a three dice penalty, chosen by the user,
on all actions the user makes during the round
he or she is sustaining the mastery. Permanent
masteries never expire.

Each mastery costs ten XP to purchase.

ANIMATION
Animation revolves around the understanding of how energies flow between individuals as well as the
otherworldly. Animists explore the more spiritual constructs of reality in an attempt to understand the world more
intimately.
Name

Skill

AP
Cost

PP
Cost

Duration

Effect

Anathema

Kinetics

2

3

5 rounds

Causes a weapon to ignore the physical resistance
and immunity of a specific type of creature. Can
cause addiction similar to a drug.

Bind

Pathics

10

6

Permanent

Binds two people together or a creature or spirit to
an object. Creatures bound to a user become
subservient and are capable of noting each other's
emotional and physical state indirectly. Allows a
spirit bound to an object or creature to manipulate
said object or creature. Objects with a bound spirit
provide bonuses.

Blight

Pathic

6

8

5 rounds

Immediately deals five points of damage and
poisons the subject for the duration.

Blood
Memory

Pathics

8

5

Permanent

Stores memories within the subject's blood.
Transfusions of this blood allow the people
undergoing the process to access those memories.

Conjure

Pathics

8

4

-

Pulls a random object into the user's hand or into his
or her presence, even across physical or
metaphysical barriers. Spirits and otherworldly
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things may be called through this ability if
knowledge of them is possessed.

Enervate

Pathics

6

2

-

User chooses to sacrifice PP, in which case the
subject regains that amount. Alternatively, the user
may attack an opponent within five zones and
remove one PP for each success. Each PP
removed in this fashion adds one PP to the user.

Eschew

Kinetics

8

4

-

Causes damage to a target within 6 zones equal to
twice the health lost by the user. The amount lost by
using this ability is designated by the user and may
not exceed his or her current health. A user may
store this ability in an object or a creature for up to
three days, though the subject must be willing. A
user, object, or creature that is reduced to zero
health by activating this ability is destroyed instantly,
though the damage increased to three times the
health lost.

Feed

Pathics

10

2

5 days

Subject loses three health from his or her maximum
while the user gains two health to his or her
maximum.

Halt

Pathics
and
Kinetics

2

5

3 rounds

Locks the subject into stasis. Subject can neither
interact with the world for the duration, nor come to
harm.

Nullify

Kinetics or
Pathics

2

4

-

Cancels the effects of a kinetic of pathic technique if
successful. Both attacker and defender use the
same skill the technique relies upon to activate. If a
technique uses both pathics and kinetics, then both
attacker and defender may choose their skill freely
and independently.

Preserve

Pathics
and
Kinetics

4

2

Sustained

Prevents any deterioration of an object such as
through exposure to natural heat, cold, necrosis, or
blood loss.

Anathema uses kinetics to increase the
effectiveness of a weapon against the
supernatural, transforming the weapon into a
conduit for the emotions and concepts that a
creature is weakest against. This, in turn,
causes the weapon to 'bite' through the
resilience many creatures display, such as
physical resistance and immunity, however it
also causes the wielder to be filled with the
same emotions which can lead to addiction.

Bind uses pathic energies to bind two
consciousnesses together, allowing one to feel
the basic emotional and physical state of the
other. As such, the creature or person will be
generally obedient as a result of this spell, but if
this was not placed willingly the creature or
person will search for a way to undo it. This can
also be used to force a spirit to inhabit a body or
object and is necessary for an individual's spirit
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to inhabit and manipulate a body. If bound to an
item, the entity may provide a one die penalty or
bonus to any action involving the item it inhabits
based on its temperament in relation to the
action. This is improved to a two die bonus or
penalty if it is a human's soul, while a demon or
angel's essence will provide a three die bonus or
penalty.
Blight uses pathic forces to mutilate a subject's
psyche and cause a dissociation from portions
of his or her anatomy. This in turn instills a
necrosis of vital tissue, dealing an immediate
five physical damage and poisoning the subject
for five rounds.
Blood Memory uses pathic energies to replicate
nervous tissue and transfer the cells into a
subject's bloodstream. If successfully harvested,
through either violent or nonviolent means, the
subject's blood can be injected into another
person, which in turn causes the neural tissue to
bind with the subject's own system. The result is
that the person being given the blood is able to
access a limited number of randomly chosen
memories of the individual upon whom this
mastery was used. This mastery may also be
used to store memories inside a severed limb,
so long as that limb is still attached at the time
this ability is used.
Conjure uses pathic energies to pull on spirits
and fragmented consciouses, drawing a specific
entity towards the user. If the user has no name,
no picture, and no item belonging to that
individual the conjuration is wild and often pulls
an unknown entity. With each component of an
individual's being, the entity being pulled is more
likely to be the one that the user is searching for.
It is possible for the user to instruct the entity to
inhabit a body or an item, though the entity may
not operate a body without being bound.
Enervate uses pathic energy to press into a
character's being and perform a partial mental
and physical refresh. Before use, the user
determines how many PP to sacrifice, which the
recipient then recieves. Alternatively, the user

may choose to leech PP from an opponent, with
each excess damaging the subject's current PP.
For each PP lost in this way the user's current
PP is increased by one.
Eschew uses kinetic energies to burn through
and erupt from the user's body, transforming
flesh, bone, and muscle into destructive force. If
this kinetic attack is successful, for every point of
health the user sacrifices one chosen target in
the same zone is dealt two points of damage.
The user may not sacrifice more health than his
or her current health. A user that is reduced to
zero health instantly dies from this process,
though the damage increases to three points per
health lost. Additionally, the user may choose to
'store' this mastery in him or herself or another
character or creature, however this requires the
subject to be willing. The subject may activate
Eschew at any time, as may the user, using the
activator's discretion to determine which target
to attack as well as the activator's kinetics skill.
Feed uses pathic energies to bleed away the
essence of a living subject, causing massive
internal trauma as organs shut down and the
brain begins to decay. Victims initially suffer
memory loss and fatigue as the body fights to
regenerate itself, escalating to total system
failure. Every time the subject is fed upon he or
she loses three from his or her maximum health.
When his or her maximum health reaches zero,
the subject dies. In order to recover, a subject
must not be fed upon for five days. While
feeding, the user receives a significant boost in
vitality that raises his or her maximum health by
two for five days.
Halt uses pathics and kinetics to temporarily
force an individual into stasis for three rounds.
Locked into a single moment in time, an
individual in stasis cannot come to any harm, but
also cannot interact until he or she is no longer
under the effect of this mastery.
Nullify uses kinetics or pathics to cancel the
effect of a kinetic or pathic technique. Both
attacker and defender use the same skill in the
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contested roll as the technique that the user is
attempting to nullify. If a technique uses both,
then both attacker and defender may choose
freely and independently. If the user wins the
contested roll, the effect is canceled.

Preserve uses pathic and kinetic forces to
preserve a dying body part or degrading material
by invoking momentary stasis. Unfortunately,
this requires the user to maintain physical
contact with the object at all time. This effect
lasts for up to a day.

Transmutation
Transmutation focuses on the manipulation of the physical world, altering what exists and turning it into something
else. Transmutists are obsessed with unlocking the potential and ideal forms of both objects and themselves.
Name

Skill

AP
Cost

PP
Cost

Duration

Effect

Alchemy

Kinetics

20

15

Permanent

Changes the chemical elements that compose an
item, leaving them radioactive

Bolt

Kinetics

4

7

-

Teleports user to an adjacent zone. Movement can
only be stopped by nonconductive barriers such as
glass or rubber. User may choose to deal an
occupant of the selected zone 10 shocking damage
with a successful attack.

Celerity

Pathics
and
Kinetics

3

6

Sustained

User gains +3 AP for duration. Poison damage
doubled and duration halved

Cleanse

Pathics
and
Kinetics

5

3

4 Rounds

Removes toxins and insanity and restores crippled
limbs from the subject. The user gains these
conditions for the duration. The subject regains the
conditions after this duration.

Enhance

Kinetics

6

4

Sustained

Causes a selected item to deal burning, freezing,
caustic, or shocking damage to either the individual
holding it or, if a melee weapon, things it strikes

Graft

Pathics
and
Kinetics

20

8

Permanent

Reattaches severed limbs and fuses broken items
together

Impersonate

Pathics

10

8

Permanent

If used once per day for three days straight, the user
manipulates his or her body into appearing and
speaking like a chosen subject. A full transformation
requires in-depth research to the subject being
impersonated.

Morningstar

Kinetics

2

3

5 Rounds

Chosen melee weapon ignores armor and
absorption
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Nova

Kinetics

15

6

-

15 lethality explosion to all in a zone. Can destroy
the targeted zone.

Overgrowth

Pathics
and
Kinetics

4

4

3 Rounds

Chosen zone with plants causes -2 AP and snared
condition to all occupants for the duration

Overload

Kinetics

3

5

-

One piece of ammunition or thrown item gains 3
lethality. Melee weapon gains 6 lethality. Successful
hit destroys both types. Miss destroys ammunition
or thrown item.

Primeval

Kinetics

6

6

5 Rounds

Causes +4 unarmed lethality, 2 bonus athletics die,
and restores 5 health

Wholeness

Kinetics
and
Pathics

6

5

-

Subject regains 15 lost health, with an extra health
being restored for every success the user makes.
Alternatively, restore missing organs.

Alchemy uses kinetic energies to transform a
non-organic object's materials into another
substance entirely. Unfortunately this has the
unseemly added effect of leaving the item highly
radioactive for a day, after which the item
becomes stable.
Bolt uses kinetic energies to break down the
user's body, or that of a subject, into heavily
charged particles before launching them into an
adjacent zone. By temporarily storing the user's
consciousness in the electrosphere, the user is
capable of performing a sort of short-range
'teleportation', so long as the individual's
particles do not impact a resistant barrier, such
as rubber or glass, in which case the individual
is immediately vaporized. This ability can also
be used as an attack, striking one opponent in
the target zone chosen by the user for ten
shocking damage.
Celerity uses pathic and kinetic energies to
accelerate the rate which muscles move and the
ability for the mind to react. This increased
cognitive and reactive rate grants three bonus
AP for four rounds. Unfortunately this also has
the effect of causing an increased metabolism,
which doubles poison damage and halves the
duration.

Cleanse uses pathic and kinetic energies to
remove toxins and impurities from a target,
alleviating the effects of insanity, and restoring
the function of crippled limbs by transferring the
conditions to the user. While this defect in the
mastery is often viewed as unseemly, that it
restores function immediately to the subject is of
great benefit. It should be noted that the benefits
and penalties of the mastery are only temporary,
and that the subject's conditions return after four
rounds, while the user's conditions are
alleviated.
Enhance uses kinetic energies to resonate
within a held object, causing the object to deal
burning, freeze, caustic, or shocking damage to
either the person who holds the item or
whomever the item strikes.
Graft uses kinetic and pathic energies to fix
items and, in the case of living creatures, force
cells to reproduce at an incredible rate. This
allows severed limbs to be reattached and
broken fragments of an item to be fused back
together, though most pieces of the limb or item
to be put back together must be present. It
should be noted that this ability allows
individuals to gain traits of dead creatures, if that
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individual is willing to accept a warped
appearance.

prematurely by being cut free with a melee
attack against the user's kinetics skill.

Impersonate uses pathic energies to mold a
character's body and voice into that of a desired
figure over a number of days. This
transformation provides no bonuses, but also no
penalties, though copying an existing being
requires full study of his or her entire body. This
effect is permanent, though it requires three
uses over the course of three days. This effect
cannot be used to acquire extra limbs or other
such racial features.

Overload uses kinetics to create a massive
charge of kinetic energy within a weapon or a
bullet. On impact with any surface the weapon
or piece of ammunition shatters in an explosion
of force. Modifications remain intact even though
the weapon does not. Ammunition and thrown
items are granted three bonus lethality. Melee
weapons are granted six bonus lethality. This
affects the next successful or unsuccessful
attack for ranged weapons, while this only
effects the next successful attack for a melee
weapon.

Morningstar uses kinetics to amplify a single
melee weapon's impacts with kinetic energy.
This energy creates subatomic vibrations that
shake the entire structure of the weapon while
maintaining its shape, allowing the weapon to
'phase' through and ignore armor and
absorption. Only one weapon is affected,
chosen when the mastery is used.
Nova uses kinetics to solidify a tiny speck of
antimatter within a zone, creating a massive
explosion that burns, if not outright disintegrates
everything within the zone. All occupants within
the zone suffer fifteen damage and are forced
into adjacent zones. All environmental effects in
a zone are removed and, if the zone is
suspended or elevated artificially, the zone is
destroyed.
Overgrowth uses pathic and kinetic energies to
accelerate the movement and growth of plants,
causing them to whip at all occupants in a zone.
All struck occupants suffer a two AP penalty and
are snared. Both effects may be ended

Primeval uses kinetic energies to transform the
user's limbs and body into a more bestial, primal
mockery of their normal shape. Also referred to
a 'controlled atavism' this often results in
elongated canines, jutting jaws, and alteration of
the person's musculature and skin tone. This
grants a lethality bonus of four while unarmed or
wielding claws, two bonus athletics die, and
restores five lost health.
Wholeness uses kinetic and pathic energies to
close a character's wounds and cease any
hemorrhaging. Afterwards, the user utilizes
pathic energies to regrow nerves and force the
body to accept the regenerated tissues. Though
this is incapable of restoring an individual to life,
this ability is often used to heal an individual that
has suffered intense trauma by restoring fifteen
health, with additional successes restoring more
health. Alternatively, an individual may choose to
restore organs, though doing so does not
restore any lost health.

Obfuscation
Obfuscation focuses on hiding the truth from individuals, warping perception through kinetic and pathic forces.
Obfuscists are often flighty and unsure, though they come across as well-meaning in their less-scrupulous acts.
Name

Skill

AP
Cost

PP
Cost

Duration

Effect
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Aggregate

Aggression

Pathics

Pathics

6

6

4

5

3 Rounds

User may use abilities up to twice per round for the
duration. User may not use an ability twice in
conjunction with a single action.

5 Rounds

Subject suffers erratic behavior and paranoia.
Subject's melee attacks gain +2 lethality. Subject
suffers 5 poison damage when this ends, caused by
a minor, non-lethal heart attack.

Falsify

Pathics

3

4

6 Rounds

Alters information present on a digital medium,
permanently. May also be used to appear as
something else, visually, to either machines or living
creatures for the duration.

Hallucinate

Pathics

4

4

Sustained

Causes a subject to suffer audible and visual
hallucinations

Invisibility

Kinetics

6

5

Sustained

+2 automatic successes to not be seen in a zone

Silence

Kinetics

4

4

Sustained

+2 automatic successes to not be heard in a zone

4 Rounds

Subject follows the user's commands. Commands
may not be violent. Subject suffers 5 poison damage
when this ends and is knocked unconscious, both
caused by a minor, non-lethal aneurism.

Sleepwalk

Pathics

14

6

Aggregate uses pathic energies to create a
second thought process in the user's
subconscious which shadows the first. This
second process causes a user to be able to
quickly retain information and replicate motions
that aren't retained in muscle memory. When
used, this mastery allows a character to use
abilities twice per round, rather than only once
per round.
Aggression causes pathic energies to affect a
character's sympathetic nervous system,
increasing heart rate, accelerating adrenaline
production, and inducing mild paranoia. This
results in erratic actions for six rounds as well as
two bonus melee lethality whenever an attack
hits. This lasts for five rounds, afterwards the
character suffers five poison damage from a
minor, non-lethal heart attack.
Falsify uses pathic energies to impress a
different image of the user or another person or
an object in the minds of individuals or within an

electronic recording. This image is created
according to the user's whim, however the user
must specify the image each time the mastery is
used as whether the image affects people or
machines. To affect both people and machines
the mastery must be used twice.
Hallucinate causes pathic energies to invade a
subject's mind, pulling the subconscious into the
individual's perception. As such, the
hallucinations render the subject blind and
impose a two-die penalty on melee attacks.
Depending on what hallucination the user has
instilled, the subject may suffer from various
mental and psychological trauma, but in some
cases may have psychoses alleviated.
Invisibility uses kinetics to warp light around an
individual or an item, causing it to become
invisible for a brief period of time so long as the
subject moves slowly and is not seen seen from
a vastly different angle. So long as no creature
touches an object and the previous instructions
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are followed, the subject receives two automatic
successes to his or her stealth skill.
Silence uses kinetic energy to halt all sound in a
zone, rendering all actions performed silent. So
long as a character is seen, he or she receives
two automatic successes to his or her stealth
skill. Unfortunately, due to the lack of sound,
most individuals become concerned or at least
aware that something has happened, even if
they are unsure what.

Sleepwalk causes pathic energies to wrap
around a character's mind, deadening all
personality and willpower for a brief moment.
During this time, the subject may be ordered to
perform a number of actions equal to the
amount of excess, so long as these actions do
not cause injury to the self or someone else.
Giving such an order causes the mastery to
automatically fail. This lasts for four rounds, after
which the subject passes out from an acute,
non-lethal aneurism and is dealt five poison
damage.

Interdiction
Interdiction uses the power of commands to force people to perform acts that they might otherwise not consider.
To these users, the power of the word and all its connotations must be considered as context alters the viability of
their commands. Interdictists are often authoritarian in their viewpoints and attitudes.
Name

Skill

AP
Cost

PP
Cost

Duration

Effect

Amplify

Pathics

2

3

6 rounds

Causes emotions to flood the target's mind, causing
the subject to react accordingly

Disrupt

Pathic and
Kinetic

8

5

Sustained

Causes all within a zone, or a single individual, to
suffer a three dice penalty whenever using pathic or
kinetic abilities

Forget

Pathics

10

5

Permanent

Rewrite a character's memory according to a given
description. Can be overwritten by a second usage

6 rounds

User gains three stealth die against a single
individual to not be noticed, or for an object to not
be noticed. The benefit immediately ends if the user
or ignored object attacks the subject

1 Day

Engrains a series of instructions into a sleeping
individual. These instructions cannot directly cause
harm to the individual. Over the course of the next
day, the subject will attempt to accomplish the
designated actions

1 Action

Force a person's body to react once to a single,
one-word command, at his or her own discretion.
This cannot involve actions that will directly cause
harm to the subject

Ignorance

Instruct

Obey

Pathics

Pathics

Pathics

2

12

4

4

6

6
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Placate

Pathics

8

4

4 Rounds

Causes the target to become calm, often halting
aggressive and hostile actions. Any hostile actions
performed suffer a three-dice penalty

Polarity

Pathics

10

8

Sustained

The user's personality shifts to being the complete
opposite of his or her normal state

Sleep

Pathics

4

3

10 Rounds

Puts the target to sleep for the duration. This is
canceled by loud sounds or aggressive actions
towards the sleeping subject

Wyrding

Pathics

8

8

Sustained /
Permanent

User manifests supernatural traits through gaining
corruption

Amplify causes pathic energies to force
emotions to surge in a subject, the most
prominent one coming to the fore before being
amplified tenfold. As such, the individual
becomes a slave to that specific emotion.
Disrupt imbues the next fired bullet or thrown
projectile with pathic and kinetic energies that
serve as 'white noise' capable of nullifying other
psionic fields. If this attack hits a zone, all
characters suffer a three die penalty when using
their pathic and kinetic abilities. When an
opponent attacked, this same effect occurs to
that single individual, however the target has all
pathic and kinetic based protections are ignored
when determining whether the attack hits.
Forget causes pathic energies to invade a
person's mind, rewriting a piece of the
character's memory and placing mental
contingencies in place in case the character
should question the past. This can be
counteracted if the subject pursues
inconsistencies, however, and relearns the truth
of forgotten events.
Ignorance uses pathic energies to cause a
subject to ignore your presence, or the presence
of an item, providing three bonus stealth skill die
so long as the subject and no other person is
aware of your presence.
Instruct uses pathics to engrain a series of
instructions to an individual's subconscious. This

can only affect an individual that is sleeping, and
cannot involve actions that will directly cause
harm to the individual following the instructions.
A number of instructions can be given equal to
the excess and these instructions last for a
single day, during which the subject will attempt
to complete them all within the normal limitations
of his or her routine.
Obey causes pathic energies to force a person's
body to react to a simple, spoken one-word
command. This command is immediately and
compulsively followed, though the exact
interpretation of the command is left to the
subject's discretion. This cannot involve actions
that will directly cause harm to the individual
following the instructions. This lasts until the
single action has been performed.
Placate uses pathic energies to render an
individual serene and calm towards the user or
towards another character or object. This often
causes hostile actions to cease for a brief time
and any future hostile actions towards the
specified character suffer a three die penalty.
Polarity uses pathics to shift an individual's
mindset away from the normal, resulting in a
personality that is completely the opposite of
how he or she usually acts. Whenever polarity is
used a character acts in the opposite way he or
she typically would, though these actions will not
typically be violent unless the subject was
previously unstable.
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Sleep uses pathic energies to overwhelm a
subject's mind, causing the target to fall into a
deep slumber if he or she fails to defend against
the pathic attack. This sleep lasts for ten rounds,
but is canceled as soon as any loud noise
occurs around the individual being affected. This
also immediately cancels if the subject is
harmed in any way.
Wyrding uses pathics to bridge a person's body
with the realms of super- and subnatural

creatures. In doing so, the subject begins to
manifest inhuman traits as their bodies are
slowly turned into a form befitting an
otherworldly nature. Whenever wyding is used,
the subject gains a number of points of
corruption equal to the mastery's excess. If a
use of wyrding would cause a spontaneous
alteration, the user may choose the alteration to
be inflicted. This mastery may be either
sustained or permanent, with all corruption
gained by the sustained version being lost when
the mastery is cancelled.

Precognition
Precognition focuses on unraveling the truth of a situation before it occurs, often in the hope of undoing an event's
cause. Precognicists are mostly optimistic in their viewpoints, but are also emotionally hardy individuals.
Name

Skill

AP
Cost

PP
Cost

Duration

Effect

Augury

Pathics

5

3

4 Rounds

Gain glimpses of information from the past or future
from events within five zones. The user is rendered
unconscious for the duration

Aura

Pathics

4

6

Sustained

Detect individuals' auras within one zone and gather
information from them

Commune

Pathics

6

2

Sustained

Communicates with a specific species of animal,
draws a specific species of animal close, or
frightens a specific species of animal away

Dualism

Pathics

6

4

Sustained

User telepathically follows an object or an individual
and detects events that happen around him, her, or
it as well as environment and surroundings

Guidance

Pathics

4

6

2 Rounds

Provides two bonus die for any skill use or provides
near-infinite detail of a single object or person

Hack

Pathics

2

4

Sustained

Allows an individual to directly interface with the
electrosphere without need for specialized
equipment

Insight

Pathics

2

3

One Roll

User gains one extra awareness roll to capture
minor details in a zone

Trajectory

Pathics
and
Kinetics

6

2

One
Attack

Maximum effective zones for the user's next ranged
attack are increased by two
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Vision

Pathics

2

3

Sustained

Augury uses pathics to give brief glimpses into
the past or provide warning from the future,
focusing on specific moments in time that have
occurred or may occur within up to five zones.
Unfortunately, this process causes the user to
lose consciousness and be rendered helpless
for the duration. This lasts four rounds.
Aura uses pathic energies to scan for the
vibrations that living creatures naturally exude.
Each of these is a unique signature that the user
can identify emotional state and use as a means
to follow and identify an individual. This also
allows the user to recognize how many
individuals are in the zone he is standing in as
well as in adjacent zones.
Commune uses pathics to speak with a specific
species of animal through the use of precise
body language and eye contact. Most animals
are not self aware and cannot communicate
complex information, while animals that have
been uplifted are capable of comprehending and
discussing matters in depth. This ability can also
be used to draw animals closer or to emit a
pathic howl that drives them away.
Dualism uses pathic energies to follow an
object, creature, or manifestation that has been
touched by the user within one week. While this
is in effect, the user may at any time choose to
focus on the object and discern its location, its
surroundings, and events happening in those
surroundings.
Guidance uses pathics to slow the perception of
time for the user as well as the rate which
events are registered within the human brain.

User can see heat, ignores the effects of darkness,
and gains two extra dice to contest stealth rolls

This grants a two die bonus to all skills as well
as provides near-infinite detail of any item or
person.
Hack uses pathics to allow a character to enter
the electrosphere without the use of a computer.
Unlike spirits traversing the electrosphere, the
character may not enter bodies and control them
and may not interact with the environment.
Characters may, however, bypass physical
barriers and move unseen to creatures that are
not present in the electrosphere. During use, the
user is unconscious and, therefore, helpless.
Insight uses pathic abilities to see a single
event from multiple points of view, which in turn
allows the character to capture details that
would otherwise not be possible. As such, this
grants an extra roll for awareness to capture
details for an event.
Trajectory uses pathic and kinetic energies to
determine the angle and force which an item
must be lobbed in order for it to strike a target.
This in turn allows the thrown weapon or piece
of ammunition to follow an irregular path to strike
a target. Whenever this ability is used the next
ranged attack does not have to travel directly
through zones to affect a target, it may instead
travel through up to two more zones than it
normally would. These extra zones count as
extra distance for the weapon's effective range.
Vision uses pathic energies to stimulate the
user's eyes, granting the ability to see heat, to
ignore the effects of darkness, and providing two
bonus die against the stealth of living things.

Manifestation
Manifestation focuses on causing events and using raw kinetic forces to force objects and concepts to become
reality. Manifists are stalwart and opinionated, often to the point that they are perceived as hard headed.
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Name

Skill

AP
Cost

PP
Cost

Duration

Effect

Detonate

Kinetics

5

3

3 Rounds

Causes two burn damage each round and imposes
a two die penalty to defense

Familiar

Kinetics or
Pathics

4

10

Sustained

Creates a creature capable of remotely accessing
the user's abilities and power points

Fangs

Kinetics

5

6

-

Deals four physical damage and causes the
bleeding condition for five rounds

Force

Kinetics

6

5

-

Force may cause rough terrain, remove light cover
and disperse fog, or may deal five freezing damage
to all occupants of a zone

Lift

Kinetics

6

5

Sustained

Levitates a melee weapon around the user, allowing
him or her to make hands-free melee attacks using
the kinetics skill

Multiply

Kinetics

4

6

3 Rounds

Creates an infinite supply of ammunition or thrown
items from a single item present. The item that is
multiplied is destroyed after the duration

Trace

Kinetics

4

3

Sustained

Creates an unmodified melee weapon in the user's
hand.

Wisp

Kinetics

6

4

5 rounds

Manifests a semi-sentient explosive capable of
movement and detonation

Detonate uses kinetic energies to burn and boil
the air around a target or object, searing
exposed flesh and causing armor to catch fire.
This has the effect of dealing two burn damage
each round and imposing a two die penalty to
defense, with both effects lasting for three
rounds.
Familiar uses kinetic and pathic energy to
create a creature from the user's subconscious.
A loyal construct, the familiar is an independent
incorporeal entity that acts under its master’s
commands and shares its senses with its
master. A familiar may use the user's PP to use
masteries and abilities the user has and share
the user’s health, meaning that an attack that
hits the familiar affects the user as well. A
familiar also shares its user’s absorption, gained
through equipment, and its basic attack’s

lethality is the equivalent of a Poleaxe. A familiar
may never move beyond one zone away from its
user. Otherwise the familiar's attributes are the
same as any domestic animal, though these
statistics may be improved at a rate of one rank
for any one attribute per additional power point
spent by the user above its base cost. Unlike
other masteries, a familiar does not have a cost
to sustain, instead a familiar is manifested for its
PP cost when the user wakes and exists until
the user is reduced to below ten health at which
point the familiar disperses.
Fangs uses kinetic energy to fling sharp pieces
of force at a subject's body, tearing through flesh
and muscle and severing arteries. This causes
four physical damage and causes the bleeding
condition for five rounds.
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Force uses kinetics to create a howling, tearing
tunnel of energy capable of picking up loose
items and shearing through light materials. This
has one of three effects, chosen by the user as
the mastery is activated. First, Force is capable
of churning the ground beneath characters' feet,
turning a zone into rough terrain. Second, Force
may shred apart foliage in a zone and disperse
fog. Third, force may drop the temperature at the
center of its effect, freezing water and dealing
five freezing damage to all opponents in a zone.
Lift uses kinetic energies to levitate a melee
weapon around an individual so that it can be
used without being physically touched. While
being lifted, an object retains its base AP cost
and all beneficial abilities, save that the weapon
utilizes the wielder's kinetics skill instead of his
or her melee skill.
Multiply uses kinetic energies to materialize
ammunition and thrown weapons for a short
period of time. For three rounds after its use, this
mastery causes no loss of ammunition or thrown
weapons or thrown gadgets such as grenades,
after which all unspent ammunition in the
weapon's magazine or the equipped thrown
weapon or gadget is destroyed from the duress.
Trace uses kinetics to create a figment of a
melee weapon in the user's hand. This weapon
has all the same statistics as an unmodified
weapon, though the weapon may be changed at
any time by the user for two AP. The weapon
cannot be dropped, however it can be dispelled
by the user willingly or by the user being
knocked unconscious.
Roll

Wisp uses kinetic energy to manifest a solid
sphere of crackling energy held in a magnetic
field, a state that causes the wisp to be
immediately noticeable. A wisp that touches an
object, such as making or being the subject of a
melee or ranged attack, has its magnetic field
ruptured and is immediately destroyed.
However, the resulting blast causes the
individual that attacked the wisp to suffer eight
burning, freezing, or caustic damage if he or she
is in the same zone as the wisp at the moment
of the attack. This damage is chosen by the user
on the wisp's creation. Additionally, the user may
use his or her kinetics skill to make an attack
against an opponent, prematurely detonating the
wisp. A wisp has only four AP with which the
wisp may only move or make this suicide attack,
which costs two AP.

3.1.5.3 - Surges
Surges are rapid expenditures of energy
released by an unfocused and weary mind.
Surges can vary in their effects, as they may
either add an audio or visual effect to occur
based on the mastery or ability being used, or
they may cause severe harm to the user.
Surges occur whenever a character attempts to
use an ability or mastery without sufficient PP.
The surge that occurs is randomly determined
using three six-sided die and the table below.

Effect

3

The character finds clarity and focus and has two expended power points replenished

4

The character suffers a heart attack and dies instantly, so long as he or she relies on a single heart.

5

The character loses his or her sight, though there is no physical cause, until he or she rests for six or
more hours.

6

The character's flesh spontaneously combusts, dealing ten damage and, if the character is reduced to
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zero or fewer health, killing him or her instantly.
7

The character's body jerks and snaps with renewed energy and receives two bonus AP on his or her next
turn.

8

The expenditure of energy causes hot sparks to erupt where the effect occurs

9

The character has two lost health restored.

10

The surge causes a loud klaxon of sound where the effect occurs

11

The character begins to dissociate mentally from him or herself gaining one point of corruption.

12

The character becomes mute, though there is no physical cause, until he or she rests for six or more
hours.

13

The character's flesh bursts as fragments of manifested bone work their way out through the meat. The
character loses five maximum health until he or she rests for at least six hours.

14

The character's legs cease to function, though there is no physical cause, until he or she rests for six or
more hours.

15

The character may no longer use abilities or masteries until he or she rests for six or more hours

16

The character dissociates heavily from him or herself, gaining two points of corruption

17

The character's internal organs rupture heavily, the character drops to negative two health and must
return to positive health within two rounds or die

18

The surge causes a random portion of the user's body to burn apart from the inside, disintegrating it

3.1.6 – Racial Alternatives
Racial alternatives are inhuman qualities a
character may possess that have significant
impact upon the mechanics of a game. Though
minor mutations can influence gameplay,
individuals with an anatomy comparable to a
human are treated as though they were human
in capability.
Racial alternatives are separated into two
sections: advantages and disadvantages. Each
individual racial alternative has an associated
point cost, labelled a benefit or penalty. These
points are not related to experience used during
character generation. A character chooses racial
alternatives at creation and is limited to seven
individual traits. The penalty cost of racial
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alternatives must always be greater than or
equal to the benefit cost.

3.1.6.1 – Advantages

Name

Bonus
Cost

Berserker

2

Berserker creatures are fueled by anger and rage, a state that allows them to ignore
lesser blows, resulting in five point increase to his or her maximum health.

Chameleon

1

Chameleon creatures are capable of altering the pigmentation of their skin, resulting in
two bonus stealth die if the character expends four AP to match his or her skin color to
his or her surroundings. This benefit is negated if the creature moves to a differently
covered or textured surface.

Chitin

2

Chitinous creatures are covered in hardened plates of naturally occuring carapace. Due
to the materials found in their surfaces the plates are resistant to electrical shock,
reducing shocking damage by five points.

Claws

1

Claws are present in most moreaus and other bestial creatures. A creature with claws
naturally has them instead of being unarmed. These cannot be disarmed from the
character, but they also may not be modified.

Digitigrade

2

Characters that are digitigrade have strengthened leg bones, elongated metatarsals,
and walk on their sesamoid bones, elongating the length of their legs and increasing
the musculature of their lower bodies. Whenever a digitigrade character moves two or
more zones in a round, he or she may move one more zone for free.

Doppel

2

Doppel creatures are capable of assuming a second form, such as that of another
human being or a creature such as a werewolf. Though this is normally cosmetic, it
may provide two bonus social die depending on circumstances.

Echolocation

4

Echolocation allows a creature to interpret the world through sounds as well as sight,
negating the penalties of fog and low light and halving the penalties of being blinded.

Flighty

2

Flighty creatures are unable to stay still for extended periods of time, resulting in one
bonus AP.

Four Arms

4

Four armed characters possess a second pair of arms beneath their first. Though often
structurally weaker than the primary arms, these extra arms are capable of wielding
lighter weapons, such as pistols, and carrying lighter pieces of equipment. This
advantage is represented by two extra secondary weapon slots.

Fur

2

Furred creatures are covered in an over-abundance of fur that is thick enough to
reduce freeze damage by five points.

Giant

3

Giant creatures are very large and robust. The massive size usually results in
additional muscle mass, which translates into the ability to carry two more large objects
in the creature's storage pack as well as one bonus melee lethality.

Hardy

2

Hardy creatures are naturally physically fit, receiving two bonus athletics die.

Magnetically
Aligned

1

Creatures that are aligned are able to accurately sense the position of the planet's
northern magnetic pole at all times, allowing for easier travel without the use of a

Benefit
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compass. The only time this ability fails is if an electromagnetic field more prominent
than the planet's is present.

Midget

3

Midget creatures are diminutive. This lack of physical presence is not necessarily a
negative, however, as a smaller frame means less armor plating to cover vital areas,
which in turn means that such a creature has one extra gadget slot as well as an
additional armor modification on any worn equipment.

Natural Flight

4

Creatures that possess natural flight are able to fly without the use of any equipment,
though this uses the character's arms in most cases. A character must be winged in
order for natural flight to function.

2

Creatures that are primal have maintained a limited use of their hands, often made
immediately apparent with a lack of thumbs. Primal creatures regain the use of their
limbs for grasping objects, though they are unable to wield any ranged weaponry with
these hands. This can only be taken by creatures that are bestial.

Protective
Eyelids

1

A creature with protective eyelids has developed nictitating membranes that are
capable of providing natural protection from environmental effects, such as dust and
wind. Anything that would render a character blind from irritation has no effect on this
character.

Regeneration

2

Regeneration increases a subject's metabolism and rate of cellular reproduction,
causing the character to return to full health after six hours of rest.

Resilient

3

Resilient creatures are capable of shrugging off inordinate amounts of damage,
resulting in two bonus absorption.

Scales

2

Scaled creatures are covered in a thick layer of scales and hide that reduce fire
damage by five points.

Scent

2

Creatures that possess scent are capable of perceiving the world through enhanced
olfactory organs, resulting in one bonus awareness die to find trails and two bonus die
to follow a specific individual if an unwashed article of clothing belonging to that
individual is available. This ability's bonus is negated if the creature being followed
washes or crosses a stream.

Serpentine

3

Serpentine creatures lack legs, instead moving by means of a single large tail. This
increase in torso length allows the creature to possess two extra small slots within a
backpack as well as an extra secondary weapon.

2

Slimy creatures are covered in a layer of naturally secreted oil, perspiration, or
semi-solid gel that reacts and bonds with acid. This has the benefit of reducing caustic
damage by five points of damage.

3

Tauric creatures possess a second, bestial torso beneath the first, humanoid torso.
Supported on four legs, this anatomy allows such a creature to wear one additional
storage pack as well as an additional primary weapon. The character also loses their
secondary weapon slot.

Uplift

2

A creature that is an uplift is a much more intelligent version of a mundane animal,
such as a wolf, a tiger, or a bear. Often, these creatures have the quadrupedal
disadvantage, though some may have been further altered to be more human, they
may use all skills, abilities, and masteries and may progress to any rank. Narrators
should use care when determining whether to allow an uplift character.

Winged

2

Winged creatures are capable of gliding.

Primal

Slime

Tauric
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3.1.6.2 – Disadvantages
Penalty
Cost

Penalty

2

Creatures that are asthmatic cannot breathe properly when exerting themselves or
when exposed to allergens. An asthmatic creature suffers the poisoned condition for
one round if he or she makes more than three athletics checks in a single round or is
exposed to smoke or fog for two rounds.

4

Creatures that are bestial lack thumbs and long enough fingers to effectively grasp
objects. Often limited to animals, this disadvantage is also known to manifest in some
severely mutated humans. Creatures that are bestial are unable to operate
machinery, weapons, or carry objects, aside from the basic ability to carry things in
their mouths.

Cardiomegaly

3

A medical condition based around a heart that is too large for its confines,
cardiomegaly causes chest pain, shortness of breath, and fatigue. After three rounds
in combat or under duress, a character loses five PP from his or her max. This is only
restored when he or she rests for at least six hours.

Clumsy

1

Clumsy creatures have difficulty manipulating knots or maneuvering under duress,
resulting in a two round extension of the snared condition.

Easily Deluded

2

Easily deluded creatures have difficulty seeing through pathic effects, suffering a two
die penalty against such abilities.

Feral

4

Feral creatures, either through birth defect, psychological trauma, or physical
damage, are incapable of using their higher mental functions. Though many
deficiencies can be alleviated through careful training and experience, feral beings
are unable to use kinetic or pathic abilities as well as masteries.

Flammable

2

Flammable creatures often produce bodily oils that are of a different, more
combustible nature than the average human being, resulting in a two round extension
of the ignited condition.

Frailty

2

Frail creatures are unable to fight effectively, either in that they experience pain too
vividly or they have anatomical problems. This results in a five health penalty to his or
her maximum.

Hemoglobin
Addiction

4

Hemoglobin addicted creatures are unable to effectively synthesize and maintain
protein levels within their bodies, resulting in an obligation to drink blood or consume
protein rich organs. A single day’s worth of blood to offset hemoglobin addiction
carries the same price, size, and stacks as an antidote gadget. Failure to consume
hemoglobin within 24 hours results in a ten health penalty to the character’s
maximum.

Leprosy

3

Creatures that have limited sensitivity in their flesh suffer from leprosy. A creature
with leprosy receives four bonus lethality to determine the damage he or she

Name

Asthmatic

Bestial
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receives.

Metal Anathema

1

Creatures that suffer from metal anathema suffer from rashes and metal poisoning
whenever copper, silver, or gold comes into contact with their skin. Mechanically, if a
creature with metal anathema contacts copper, silver, or gold to his or her bare flesh,
that creature suffers one point of damage each round of exposure.

Monocular Vision

1

A creature that has either lost an eye or only possesses a single eye, resulting in a
lack of depth perception and a two die penalty to melee.

Osteopenia

3

Creatures with osteopenia have naturally lighter and weaker bones, which result in
an inability to withstand blows, reducing absorption by two to a minimum of zero.

Permanently
Blind

3

Permanently blind creatures are unable to see and therefore suffer the penalties of
being blinded at all times.

Photosensitivity

2

Photosensitive creatures possess a deficiency of melanin within their skin, a state
that causes blisters and burns on the creature's body until it is removed from direct
exposure to sunlight. Mechanically, if a photosensitive creature is exposed to sunlight
without proper cover, that creature suffers one point of damage each round of
exposure.

Sensitive

2

Sensitive creatures are unable to effectively counter psionic attacks, receiving four
extra damage from kinetic attacks.

Sluggish

3

Sluggish creatures cannot cope with extended physical labor and become winded
quickly, resulting in a two AP penalty.

Susceptible

2

Susceptible creatures are very weak against poison, resulting in two extra damage
from poison.

Unretentive

2

Creatures that are unretentive cannot maintain water within their bodies when
exposed to excessive heat. An unretentive character in excessive heat must hydrate
once every three hours or fall unconscious.

Vertigo

2

Creatures with vertigo are unable to coordinate when on higher ground, resulting in
no bonus from standing on higher ground than an opponent.

Weak

3

Weak creatures lack the bodily resilience required to wield heavier items such as
rifles and sledgehammers as weapons, resulting in the loss of a primary weapon slot.

Weak Arms

1

Creatures with weak arms are unable to properly recover from a debilitating blow,
resulting in a two round extension of the crippled condition.

Weak Eyes

1

Creatures with weak eyes are unable to see properly with eye strain, resulting in a
two round extension of the blind condition.

Weakened Skull

1

Creatures with weakened skulls suffer head trauma more easily and more
extensively, resulting in a two round extension of the concussion condition.

3.1.7 – Histories
Histories are a reflection of the trials and
tribulations a character has endured. Histories
also serve to motivate and explain specific
portions of a character's being. Finally, histories
provide minor bonuses and penalties and, with

agreement from the player, may be used by the
narrator to emphasize or cause certain events.
A character begins play with two histories. Each
specific history means that the character has
esteem within the particular branch of society.
Each history also gives a bonus die to a skill as
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well as a circumstantial bonus die to another
skill
Histories are best used to create links between
player characters so that characters know one
another before play begins. This is not
necessary, but serves to allow players to enter a
more active role sooner than they would
otherwise.
The Narrator is responsible for invoking the
penalty for each history at key moments. It is
possible for a player to 'ignore' the Narrator
invoking a history's penalty by paying one luck
token. If a player accepts the Narrator invoking a
history's penalty, the player receives one luck
token instead.
Players may also invoke a history's penalty
when it would be beneficial to an action, but pay
one luck token to do so. In this circumstance,
the player receives a one die bonus to the action
involved with his or her penalty.

HISTORIES
Name

Benefit

Penalty

Agent

Agents receive a one die bonus to ranged, when
using small-sized firearms, and the awareness
skill

Agents have many enemies, often other
agents, that often cause difficulties,
complicating situations

Air Force

Air force personnel receive a one die bonus to
piloting, when using an airborne vehicle, and the
mechanics skill

Air force personnel have very little contact with
other people. Instead, they mostly spend their
time with their precision instruments, a state
that, to some people, can be considered
compulsive

Army

Army personnel receive a one die bonus to
piloting, when using a land-based vehicle, and
the logistics skill

Army personnel are often regarded as
expendable, faceless troops to many
individuals, making them likely to receive less
pay or less backing

Augmented

Augmented individuals receive a one die bonus
to the mechanical skill, when dealing with

Augmented individuals are almost always
distrusted by the populace due to their
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augmentations. The character also gains an
implanted Cortex jack and one additional
cybernetic implant up to a value of 500.
Prosthetics do not count towards the implant
provided

tendency to leave a corporation after
augmentation. To counter this employers
occasionally implant explosives to ensure
loyalty

Burnt Sleeper

Burnt Sleepers receive a one die bonus to
pathics to communicate with individuals
soundlessly, and a one die bonus to the kinetics
skill

Burnt Sleepers are highly sought after for
research and lack the natural resistance to
pathic attacks that most people possess

Businessman

Businessmen receive a one die bonus to
intimidation, when referring to financial
information, and the logistics skill

Businessmen can possibly be locked out of
their finances and are subject to the constant
fluctuations within the market

Catalyst

Catalytic psions receive a one die bonus to the
pathic and kinetic skills when utilizing a catalyst,
which can be any one simple, mundane, or easily
replaced item such as a cigarette, deck of cards,
or necklace. Catalytic psions also receive a one
die bonus to the performance skill

Catalytic psions can have their powers fail
should they not possess a catalyst, often at
inopportune times and times of stress

Citizen

Citizens receive a one die bonus to stealth, when
inside the confines of a city, and the diplomacy
skill

Citizens, being openly identified with a nation
or city, may encounter difficulty while moving
through other regions of the world

Criminal

Criminals receive a one die bonus to the
diplomacy skil and melee when creating an
improvised weapon

Criminals are well known and often mistrusted.
Some criminals may even have a recurring
bounty placed on their head due to the threat
they pose

Cultist

Cultists receive a one die bonus to defense,
Cultists are prone to secrecy to most of the
when defending against an attack by an outsiderl, normal public, however almost every cultist is
and the pathics skill
known to daeva, demon, and angel alike

Devout

Devout individuals receive a one die bonus to
pathics, when using pathic skills against an
outsider, and the awareness skill

The devout find the super- and subnatural
drawn to them, often because they their will, if
broken or deluded, would create a loyal
servant

Entertainer

Entertainers receive a one die bonus to
sensuality, when filling role, and the performance
skill

Entertainers are easily recognized in a crowd
and often tend to draw a crowd when
recognized

Farmer

Farmers receive a one die bonus to science
when dealing with plants, and the athletics skill

Farmers often are not believed by their fellows
and often suffer aches based on the weather

Fatalist

Grifter

Fatalists receive a one die bonus to ranged and Fatalists can be pushed to believing that there
melee attacks when facing enemies with superior
is no other solution for a problem that they
numbers. Fatalists also receive a one die bonus
face, often when violence seems an
to the logistics skill
inevitability
Grifters receive a one die bonus to athletics,
when running from authorities, and burglary

Grifters are considered societal unwashed and
are often both avoided by the populace and
treated with disdain by the authorities
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Guardian

Guardians receive a one die bonus to
intimidation, when dealing with people
threatening the guardian or his charge, and the
survival skill

Like murderers, guardians are often subject to
bounty, though they are often targeted by less
savory elements of society

Living Sacrifice

Living sacrifices receives a one die bonus to
performance, when attempting to appear and act
normal. The character also gains one chosen
corruption

Living Sacrifices are haunted by whispers and
are contracted with the otherworldly entity to
which they have offered their bodies

Momento

Memento receive a one die bonus to pathics
when divining the past, present, or future.
Memento also are not affected by memory loss
when transferring to a new body

Memento are not merely affected by their most
recent life, they can also catch glimpses of the
future and the past, memories that may be true
or false

Moreau
Degenerate

Moreau degenerates receive a one die bonus to
animal, when attempting to tame wild animals.
The character also gains two penalty points with
which to buy racial alternatives

Moreau degenerates often have psychotic
episodes and experience hallucinations. Some
hallucinations may be influenced and directed
by spirits present in the area

Murderer

Murderers receive a two lethality bonus, when
Murderers are often recognized in regions that
executing an opponent, and a one die bonus
they have struck before and often have large
when making an attack against unwary creatures
bounties placed upon their heads

Navy

Navy personnel receive a one die bonus to
driving, when using a naval vehicle, and the
athletics skill

Navy personnel are often conscripted by cities
or governments due to a general lack of
individuals with such skills

Nobility

Nobility receive a one die bonus to logistics,
when ordering others, and the diplomacy skill

Nobility are prime targets and their absence
from certain major events is greatly noticed

Physician

Physicians receive a one die bonus to science,
when analyzing ingested substances, and the
medical skill

Good physicians are desired as slaves and are
worth a lot of money in ransom. A physician is
also fairly open to the psychological effects that
some undead produce

Privateer

Privateers receive a one die bonus to burglary,
for the purposes of vandalism, and the
intimidation skill

Because privateers are contracted, even in
secret, and operate outside the law, they are
often known far more than they would like

Scholar

Scholars receive a one die bonus to animal,
when handling lab specimens, and the science
skill

Scholars tend to readily disclose information,
often with little to no provocation, and contain a
wealth of information regarding specific
projects

Slaver

Survivor

Most free men and women will distrust and fear
Slavers receive a one die bonus to awareness,
slavers and governments that have banned the
when watching someone for an extended period,
practice will often pursue them over minute
and the intimidation skill
infractions
Survivors receive a one die bonus to survival,
when not in combat, and the animal skill

Survivors are often weaker members of a
group, relying on greater brainpower than
physical strength. When cornered, a survivor
often becomes submissive
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Technician

Technicians receive a one die bonus to athletics,
when within a mechanical environment, and the
mechanical skill

Technicians require a security clearance,
making their personal lives while in the
occupation publicly accessible

Thug

Thugs receive a one die bonus to melee, when
using an improvised weapon, and the survival
skill

Thugs are wanted criminals and are openly
pursued by the police, a status that often
results in violence

Tribal

Tribals receive a one die bonus to science, when
trying to analyze a plant or animal, and the
animal skill

Tribals, though intelligent, may be unable to
grasp technical or social intricacies

Volunteer

People distrust volunteers because they are
Volunteers receive a one die bonus to diplomacy,
aware that such individuals tend to quickly
when dealing with individuals they have helped,
curry favor. Volunteers also have difficulty
and the awareness skill
declining tasks, either because of an inability or
saving face

Wealthy

Wealthy characters receive ten extra script upon
character creation

4 – Equipment
Equipment forms the second half of a
character's abilities by either emphasizing key
strengths or reducing the impact of
inadequacies. Because equipment
encompasses everything a character can
possess, equipment is organized into several
different categories: Weapons, Weapon
Modifications, Armor, Armor Modifications,
Gadgets, Load Bearing Gear, Cybernetics, and
Anomalous Materials.

Wealthy characters can be targeted for debt
collection or racketeering from various criminal
and government organizations

stored in load bearing gear requires four extra
AP to use. Items that are in a character's load
bearing gear do not have to be equipped to be
used.
All items have a specific size, small, medium, or
large, that determines where objects may be
placed. Small objects may fit in small, medium,
or large slots, medium objects may fit in medium
and large slots, and large objects may fit in large
slots only.

Characters equip items in slots, which are
relative locations on a person's body. All
characters have the following basic slots, which
can be further altered by racial alternatives,
armor modifications, load bearing gear, or
disciplines: One primary weapon, one secondary
weapon, one armor, one vest, two thigh rigs, one
combat pack, one storage pack, one gadget,
and one active relic.
A character may carry equipment in two
locations: either equipped upon his or her
person or within load bearing gear. Items that
are actively equipped on a person's body require
no extra AP to access, while equipment that is
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A character's inventory, depending on the load
bearing gear, likewise possesses an indicated
number of slots. A number of large slots, equal
to the character's strength attribute, are added to
those granted by the storage pack. These bonus
slots are not useable if the character does not
possess a storage pack. Ammunition for
firearms consumes one small slot for every
standard purchased quantity of ammunition.
Accessing items that are in the inventory
requires the expenditure of four AP, unless the
character is reloading. Placing items into the
inventory does not cost any AP if they are
equipped and costs two AP if they must be
grabbed or picked up from the ground. If
reloading, the access cost is replaced with a
reload cost of two.
Items may also be stored in remote locations for
ease of use. These items may be acquired
whenever the user needs them, so long as the
character may access them between the end of
one session and the beginning of the next.
These items may not be accessed during
regular play, save if the Narrator makes logical
exceptions such as being closed to the stash
that contains the items.
All equipment may break from over-use, failure
to maintain it, disuse, or improper usage. To
repair such equipment, a character must expend
either one quarter the equipment's cost to have
someone repair it or make repairs through
crafting.

4.1 – Money
Characters also carry two forms of currency. The
first, referred to as 'script' (sc), is in the form of
Pre-Collapse currency, often United States
Dollars, Euros, or checks. The second is
referred to as 'slats' (sl), which are fist-sized iron
plates. Fifty slats are worth a single script.

Characters purchase script at character creation
for xp, with which they can buy equipment or
modifications. Characters make purchases with
their starting funds before play begins, with
purchases being subject to narrator approval.
Any remaining money is available to the
character for later use.
Characters purchase starting funds at a rate of
one xp for one script.
All equipment for characters are listed in slats.

4.2 – Weapons
Weapons are objects such as knives, rifles,
pistols, and golf clubs and are organized
according to the related skill as well as the
related modifications.
All weapons are given a weapon type, either
primary (p) or secondary (s), that determines
which weapon slot the weapon can be placed
within. Secondary weapons can be wielded in
the primary weapon slot.
All weapons are given a range, which
determines the minimum and maximum number
of zones away a target can be in order for the
weapon to hit. Ranged weapons may attack
outside their indicated range. For every zone
below or above the indicated range, an attack
suffers a one die penalty. In this way, an attack
against an opponent three zones above or
below the indicated range incurs a three die
penalty. A ranged attack may not attack greater
than four zones outside its optimum range.
All melee weapons, as well as certain ranged
weapons, can be used to subdue an opponent.
In this case, a weapon's lethality is only used to
overcome absorption, all further damage dealt
by lethality is ignored. Instead, the character's
excess determines the total amount of damage
dealt and any character would normally fall
below one health is instead placed at zero
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health, falls unconscious, and gains the helpless
condition for four hours.

scratched condition with an intensity equal to the
damage that would have been applied.

All ranged weapons require ammunition.
Reloading a weapon costs two AP. A character
reloads ammunition from spare ammunition in a
character's inventory. This does not cost the
usual four AP to access. A box of ammunition,
fully loaded or not, takes a small inventory slot.

Weapons may be produced with special
qualities:

Some weapons may perform special actions
if they are capable of burst fire or fully
automatic fire:
Focus Fire - Available to burst and fully
automatic weapons, this allows a weapon to
expend four additional rounds to deal four bonus
lethality. This may only be used if the weapon
has five bullets in the present magazine.
Suppressive Fire - Available to burst and fully
automatic weapons, a weapon expends nine
extra rounds, deals no damage, and causes a
one die penalty to the target's ranged, melee,
kinetics, and pathics for every two successes.
Suppressive fire ignores cover bonuses.
Suppressive fire increases the maximum range
by two and minimum range by two for this
attack. The applied penalty lasts until the
beginning of the next round. This may only be
used if the weapon has ten bullets in the present
magazine.
Pray and Spray - Available to fully automatic
weapons. This allows a weapon to expend nine
extra bullets in a magazine in order to attack all
occupants of a zone. This also improves the
dice pool by two. This action may only be used if
the weapon has ten bullets in the present
magazine.
Bulletstorm - Available to fully automatic
weapons. This allows a weapon to expend nine
extra bullets in a magazine in order to attack a
single target with five additional lethality. This
action does not deal damage and is not reduced
by absorption. Instead, this attack creates the

Masterpiece weaponry costs two extra script
and possesses a single additional modification
that cannot be removed and does not consume
a modification slot, the cost of which must be
added independently.
Iconic weaponry costs six extra script and
possesses two additional modifications that
cannot be removed and do not consume a
modification slot, the costs of which must be
added independently.
Iconic weapons may integrate or be integrated
into another weapon unless the required
modification is in one of these additional slots.
In the case of both Iconic and Masterpiece
weaponry, benefits and penalties are
cumulative. In the case of magazine size,
multiplication and division of magazines
capacities occurs after specific amounts are
added or subtracted.
Weapons may be damaged in combat:
Both melee and ranged weapons may be
damaged in combat. Whenever a character rolls
a botch while attacking, his or her weapon
malfunctions, if it is ranged, or becomes dull, if it
is melee. While dull or malfunctioning, a weapon
imposes a two die penalty to all rolls. A
malfunctioning weapon may be fixed and a dull
weapon may be sharpened for ten AP.
If a weapon is dull or malfunctioning and a
character suffers a botch, the weapon is
destroyed. All modifications attached to a
weapon are destroyed as well. Destroyed
weapons may not be used and provide no
benefits.
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Destroyed weapons and modifications may be
repaired to full functionality for one quarter their
cost to purchase. A character may also repair
weapons and modifications with spare parts or
the item required to construct it as though
crafting. This process requires number of
successes equal to the total required to create
the basic weapon or modification.
Weapons may deal alternative damage:
Weapons typically deal physical damage, which
can be lessened or blocked by absorption or
armor.

Melee weapons require two combatants to be
close to one another, often without access to
cover. The positive side to this, however, is that
the combatants cannot run out of ammunition
and are provided a bonus to lethality equal to his
or her strength attribute rank.
Small and large shields may be destroyed by
when the user suffers an overwhelm. When a
shield has been destroyed, it does not provide
any benefit and cannot be used as a weapon. All
modifications made to a shield are also
destroyed when the shield is.

When receiving damage, the character being
struck rolls the sum total of absorption provided
by equipped items, with each success lowering
received damage by one, to a minimum of one
damage.
Armor lowers received damage by its sum total.
Weapons with the explosive quality are able to
counteract this benefit, causing armor to be
rolled like absorption.
Alternatively, due to modifications as well as
special qualities, weapons may deal burning,
shocking, caustic, or freezing damage instead.
These damage types ignore the benefits of
absorption, however have their damage
lessened without the need to roll by their victim’s
resistance ratings and armor
Unlike physical damage, if burning, shocking,
causting, or freezing damage is combined with
explosive, then armor’s benefit is ignored.
It is important to note:
Any weapon that is purchased is unloaded.
All costs are in slats.

4.2.1 – Melee Weapons
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Destroyed shields and modifications may be
repaired to full functionality for one quarter their
cost to purchase. A character may also repair a
shield or modification with spare parts or the
item required to construct it as though crafting.
This process requires a number of successes
equal to the total required to create the shield or
modification.

Thrown melee weapons require the use of the
ranged skill, though they both use strength
instead of agility to determine the total dice pool
as well as retain the damage bonus received
from strength.
A human or demi-human’s natural weapons are,
unless stated otherwise, melee weapons with no
range that have a lethality of zero.

Melee weapons have no range unless they are
thrown, characters must be within the same
zone.

Weapon
Name

Weapon
Type

Size

AP
Cost

Lethality

Axe

P

M

6

3

Claws

S

S

3

1

-

-

Club

S

M

5

2

-

-

Dust Kicker

S

S

4

2

Range

-

-

Box
Bullet
Count

Box
Cost

-

-

30

-

-

15

-

-

Maximum range
increase of one for
grenades.

-

Benefits from
unarmed bonuses,
reduces target
absorption by two
when calculating
damage

Magazine

Cost

-

165

-

135

-

Special Qualities

Two bonus die
against inanimate
objects
Benefits from
Unarmed bonuses

Hammer

P

L

7

5

-

-

230

-

-

Reduces target
absorption by four
when calculating
damage

Hatchet

S

S

4

2

-

-

60

-

-

Can be thrown with
the range of a rock

Knife

S

S

3

1

-

-

25

-

-

Can be thrown with
the range of a rock

-

Can be thrown with
the range of a rock,
two bonus lethality
while riding in a

Lance

P

L

5

2

-

-

170

-
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vehicle or on an
animal
Large
Shield

Poleaxe

Rifle Butt /
Pistol Whip
/ Grip Blade

P

P

S

L

L

-

6

8

4

2

6

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

50

205

-

-

-

-

-

Always worn if
equipped, two bonus
die to defense if worn

-

Two bonus lethality
against anyone in a
vehicle or riding an
animal

-

Can be used with any
ranged weapon
regardless of other
weapons

Small Blade

S

S

4

2

-

-

80

-

-

Two bonus lethality
against opponents
wearing leather armor
or weaker

Small
Shield

S

M

5

1

-

-

20

-

-

Always worn if
equipped, one bonus
die to defense if worn

Sword

P

L

5

3

-

-

145

-

-

One bonus die to rolls
when used with a
melee ability

Tremorfist

P

S

5

3

-

-

200

-

-

Benefits from
unarmed bonuses

Unarmed

S

-

3

0

-

-

-

-

-

Can be used
regardless of other
weapons

Walking
Stick

P

L

5

1

-

-

-

-

-

One bonus die to
defense if equipped

-

Two bonus lethality
against opponents
wearing leather armor
or weaker

ZweiHander

P

L

5

4

-

Axe – A staple of firefighters before the
apocalypse, axes are plentiful in once-populated
regions of the world. Useful for tearing down
doors, the weapon has seen renewed use by
scavengers and looters.
Claws - Claws, Fangs, and other bladed or
animalistic appendages that are capable of
dealing damage. This weapon is free for

-

250

-

creatures that grow claws, fangs, or horns
naturally. This also includes improvised
weapons that can be fitted across the knuckles,
such as dusters. Creatures that have claws
naturally do not have to pay for this weapon, but
also cannot sell them.
Club – A large, heavy piece of lacquered wood
or other stiff material, great for breaking pieces
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of bone without tearing flesh. Some people
might find it useful to get a bit more distance
with grenades.
Dustkicker – A gauntlet that fits over a person's
hand and thrusts forward a pair of bladed or
blunt pistons on impact. Dustkickers are
exceptionally lethal weapons often fashioned by
individuals that prefer getting their hands dirty,
but need extra power behind the blow. Some
users complain of side effects similar to carpal
tunnel after using this weapon.
Hammer – A huge, heavy weapon that is
effective against armor, often because it
smashes armor plating and buries the fragments
in a person's flesh.
Hatchet – A small axe with a weighted head
normally used for throwing competitions. The
alternative fighting style, chopping, is still
useable, but often reserved for their larger
brethren.
Knife - A large knife, an all-round utility weapon
carried by any decent survivalist or military
personnel. This weapon provides a two die
bonus to removing the snared condition if it is
caused by an object that can be cut.
Lance – A long pole-arm with a blunt tip or a
spear, a basic weapon that is useful for cavalry
engaging animals and people running away.
Large Shield - A riot shield attached to an arm
by leather straps or metal bars, providing
adequate cover.
Poleaxe – A large polearm with a cutting blade,
traditional poleaxes are relatively rare in the
modern world. Bush hooks can be acquired,
however, by thrifty scavengers not adverse to
hunting through garden sheds.
Rifle Butt / Pistol Whip – The stock or grip of a
ranged weapon, quite effective when swung
quickly. This weapon costs nothing, though is
only available to ranged (Firearms) weapons.

Small Blade - A large, wide chopping blade
meant to clear through dense foliage. It's
occasionally useful on people. The wide blade is
specially treated to resist bending and keep its
shape in most circumstances.
Small Shield – A steel disc attached to an arm
by leather straps, providing minimal cover.
Sword – A three to five foot long blade, such as
an arming sword or katana, meant to cleave and
carve through flesh, or in some cases just stab
through it, often used by soldiers investigating
the narrow confines of abandoned buildings.
Most experienced swordsmen know that the
weapon can be quite difficult to handle and
requires manual dexterity.
Tremorfist – A gauntlet that fits over a person's
dominant hand and emits a soft hum when
activated. Tremorfists vibrate at a frequency that
shakes apart whatever the weapon impacts,
often resulting in a violent eruption of debris.
Unarmed - Your fists, feet, legs, elbows, knees,
forehead, and hard-boiled rage. Understandably,
this 'weapon' is free.
Walking Stick – An ordinary six foot piece of
wood sturdy enough to rest your weight upon.
Most individuals don't actually consider the
walking stick a weapon, though some people
have taken to beating others to death with the
heavier, denser knobs of wood to spite such
viewpoints.
Zweihander – A large sword with a broad blade
effective against flesh and bone, Zweihanders
are very rare in the wastelands. They are more
common within cities, where they are often given
as a mark of esteem or gratitude. In most cases,
they are made from pieces of destroyed aircraft.

4.2.2 – Ranged (Bows) Weapons
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Bows are shorter ranged weapons than most
firearms, however they are naturally silent
weapons that will not draw attention, save if they

strike a target or a hard enough surface to
create noise.

Weapon
Name

Weapon
Type

Size

AP
Cost

Lethality

Range

Magazine

Cost

Box
Bullet
Count

Box
Cost

Special Qualities

Arbalest

P

L

6

6

1-3

1

375

20

10

Silent, +2 AP cost to
reload, Treats target
absorption as 2 lower

Crossbow

P

M

4

3

0-2

1

230

20

10

Silent

Heavy
Crossbow

P

M

5

4

1-3

1

260

20

10

Silent, +1 AP cost to
reload

Longbow

P

L

6

3

2-3

1

220

20

10

Silent, no AP cost to
reload

Shortbow

P

M

5

2

0-1

1

155

20

10

Silent, no AP cost to
reload

Utility
Crossbow

P

S

4

1

0-1

1

205

20

5

Silent

Arbalest – A steel bow with a durable
high-tension string, an arbalest is used to punch
through armor and deal deathblows to
individuals that would otherwise be able to
absorb all other impacts.
Crossbow – A small bow mounted on a stock
with a high tension string, a crossbow is used by
hunters who find it easier to remove an
arrowhead than a bullet or slug.
Heavy Crossbow – A larger bow mounted on a
stock with a high tension string, a heavy
crossbow is often used to kill people instead of
game.
Long Bow – A bow as long as the character is
tall, made from either wood or composite
material. Without proper footing, the weapon is
quite difficult to use, however it is still possible
with training.

Shortbow – A small bow made with either wood
or a composite material. It's relatively easy to fire
from a vehicle or while riding an animal.
Utility Crossbow – A diminutive crossbow that
straps to a character's wrist, a utility crossbow is
capable of delivering poisonous, sedative, or
phosphorous darts to a target.

4.2.3 – Ranged (Firearms) Weapons
Firearms are the modern day equivalent of the
medieval sword, widely available and used to
cause injury. Firearms, unless equipped with a
silencer or using subsonic rounds, are relatively
loud. Explosive weapons cannot be silenced.
Firearms require varying munitions, named after
the weapon itself (i.e. pistol bullets)
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Weapon
Name

Weapon
Type

Size

AP
Cost

Lethality

Range

Magazine

Cost

Box
Bullet
Count

Box
Cost

Special Qualities

Carbine

P

L

5

5

1-3

12

320

30

17

Capable of burst fire

Light
Machine
Gun

P

L

5

5

2-3

25

480

30

17

Capable of burst and
fully automatic fire

Pistol

S

S

4

4

0-1

12

150

20

3

+1 die to conceal this
weapon

Rifle

P

L

6

6

3-4

5

285

15

10

+1 maximum range
when in cover

Shotgun

P

L

5

6

0-2

7

245

12

7

Minimum range can
never increase
beyond zero

Sniper
Rifle

P

L

7

8

4-6

5

515

8

20

+1 maximum range
when in cover

SubMachine
Gun

S

M

5

3

1-2

20

270

30

4

Capable of burst fire

Carbine - A burst-fire capable rifle built to fire
between short and medium ranges, the
carbine also possesses a five round burst
mode that significantly increases lethality.
Often beyond the price range of mercenaries
and scavengers, military troops enjoy using
carbines as general purpose weapons.
Light Machine Gun – A large, fully automatic
weapon capable of burst, automatic, and
single fire. Normally found mounted on small
vehicles, a light machine gun may also be
used by troops and is often employed by
special military units using ambush tactics.
Pistol – A small hand-held firearm that finds
use by most characters in the world. Common
and everyday, ammunition is plentiful and
relatively cheap.
Rifle – A hunting rifle with a long barrel, this
weapon is normally used to eradicate mutants
from afar. Though not in wide use by
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scavengers, mercenaries like to use these to
safely eliminate targets from afar.
Shotgun - A close quarters weapon often used
to clear rooms, a shotgun most commonly fires a
single slug at an opponent, often of a larger
caliber than other weapon types. In some cases,
the weapon can also be loaded with buckshot
that exclusively causes the scratched condition
for the same price as regular shot. Scavengers
find much use with this weapon, as it provides
incredible stopping power per individual shot.
Unlike other weapons, modifications can never
increase this weapon's minimum range, causing
it to always be effective in close quarters.
Sniper Rifle – A high-power rifle capable of
punching through most armor, a soldier with a
sniper rifle can strike targets often without being
seen. Used by military scouts or freelance
assassins, sniper rifles are effective in removing
sole targets.
Submachine Gun – An automatic pistol, often
with an extended barrel and foregrip,
sub-machine guns are useful for close

encounters among military units. Mercenaries
and scavengers find less use with them due to
the high rate of fire and ineffective use of
ammunition.

4.2.4 – Ranged (Heavy) Weapons
Heavy weapon systems are firearms that are too
large for most individuals, meaning that only the
strongest tend to carry them. Their high AP cost
tends to force them to be used in only specific
scenarios, though their effectiveness is often
unparalleled in these circumstances.
A heavy weapon takes a primary slot. Only one
heavy weapon may be equipped at any time.
Heavy weapons may be modified per any other
firearm.
Heavy weapons require varying munitions,
named after the weapon itself (i.e. heavy
machine gun bullets).

Weapon
Name

Weapon
Type

Size

AP
Cost

Lethality

Range

Magazine

Cost

Box
Bullet
Count

Box
Cost

Special Qualities

AntiMaterial
Rifle

P

L

10

10

5-8

5

725

5

45

Ignores cover, halves
absorption, treated as
a vehicle weapon

70

Ignores absorption,
fully automatic fire
only, fully automatic
fire empties magazine
and increases lethality
by five

Cherry
Blossom

P

L

8

4

0-3

25

625

25

FlameThrower

P

L

6

5

1-2

5

430

5

60

Deals burning damage
and causes the ignited
condition on either hit
target or zone for 3
rounds

Flechette
Rifle

P

L

6

6

2-5

5

670

5

50

Ignores absorption
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Grenade
Launcher

P

L

5

11

2-3

1

480

1

50

Explosive

Heavy
Machine
Gun

P

L

8

7

0-3

200

615

50

40

Fully Automatic Fire
Only, 2 AP cost to set
up, Functions as a
vehicle weapon

Mass Rifle

P

L

8

6

1-5

12

590

30

40

Capable of burst and
fully automatic fire

Micromissile
Brace

P

L

10

10

2-3

10

715

10

120

Explosive, Fully
Automatic Fire Only,
Ignores Elevation

Mortar

P

L

8

15

4-7 or
1-4

3

514

3

105

Explosive, 4 AP cost
to set up, +2 AP cost
to fire without set up

Rocket
Launcher

P

L

10

15

3-5

1

525

1

90

Functions as a Vehicle
Weapon

Rocket Rifle

P

L

10

8

1-5

8

755

10

175

Explosive, Fully
Automatic Fire

Anti-material Rifle – Using a massive bullet
flung with an incredible amount of velocity, the
anti-material rifle is capable of penetrating nearly
everything in its path. As such, an anti-material
rifle ignores cover and halves the target’s
absorption die. Against vehicles, this functions
as a vehicle weapon.
Cherry Blossom – A beautiful name for an ugly
weapon, the cherry blossom appears to be little
more than a large brick with a perforated end at
first glance. When fired, however, the cherry
blossom empties its twenty five
electrically-activated barrels in a single moment,
devastating body armor with a single, loud
explosion. Fully automatic fire causes this
weapon’s lethality to increase by five.
Flamethrower - A high-pressure hose meant to
direct and ignite flammable liquids, a
flamethrower is a brutal, yet effective weapon
against anything that attempts to get close to the
user. Often used by military organizations to
eliminate ground troops, a flamethrower is
sometimes used by a mercenary to clean out
nests of mutants.

Flechette Rifle – More aptly described as a
shotgun that fires a cluster of eight inch long
tungsten rods, the flechette rifle is capable of
penetrating body armor with ease, while the
aerodynamic spikes are given incredible
accuracy by a series of fins. Unfortunately, due
to the force of the impact and size of its
ammunition, a flechette rifle often causes
opponents killed by its projectiles to be 'stapled'
to any object that stands behind them.
Grenade Launcher – A weapon capable of
launching a cased grenade over a large
distance, grenade launchers are often used by
military units to clear rooms or destroy
barricades. Exceptionally rare and difficult to
produce, grenade launcher rounds are valuable
enough to be a currency.
Heavy Machine Gun - A heavy, fully automatic,
gas-powered or motor-powered machine gun,
this weapon is often used to destroy incoming
infantry formations through the application of
excessive ammunition. Due to its heavy weight
and recoil, a HMG must be set up in a zone or in
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a vehicle before it can be fired, an act which
costs two AP. A HMG may be packed up for
movement without expending any AP. This
weapon functions as a vehicle weapon against
armor.
Mass Rifle – An assault rifle using oversized
ammunition and modified with a relic to avoid
premature detonation in the user's hands. A
mass rifle operates by using the gravitas relic to
eliminate the weight and recoil of the
ammunition as it is fired, increasing accuracy
dramatically. A mass rifle must be stored in a
relic pack when not in use.
Micromissile Brace – A miniaturized array of
vehicle-class micromissiles, the micromissile
brace is a weapon that swarms a target with a
series of ten missiles at once. Due to the lower
volume of explosives, the micromissile brace
does not deal a large amount of direct damage,
however its tracking ability still allows the swarm
to ignore the bonuses and penalties elevation
provides.
Mortar – A relatively low-velocity bomb, the
mortar is capable of long-distance through its
large, arcing trajectory. Though its usage is
difficult, the mortar is capable of striking targets
from a very large distance. To use a mortar, it
must first be set up in place, an act which
requires four AP. Should a target be closer than
the standard distance, a mortar may also be
used without being set up, in which case its
maximum and minimum ranges are three less,
and in which case the weapon's AP usage is
increased by two.
Rocket Launcher – A tube designed to aim and
safely launch an unguided warhead, a rocket
launcher is an anti-vehicle weapon primarily
used by various military organizations during
campaigns.
Rocket Rifle – Considered an excessive use of
firepower, the rocket rifle is capable of flinging a
short volley of 35mm rocket propelled gyrojet

grenades over medium distances. These
explosive rounds do not detonate immediately,
instead they sink into a soft or hard target before
exploding, leaving a particularly gruesome
mess.

4.2.5 – Ranged (Energy) Weapons
Energy weapons are the fusion of human
adaptability with alien technology. While many
were researched prior to The Collapse, only the
knowledge gained through the use of the
Electrosphere and alien technology has allowed
the concepts to reach fruition.
Energy weapons function like firearms, however
they rely on a single, universal ammunition
known as energy cells. Energy cells are
interchangeable between weapons and gadgets,
though some weapons will require more energy
cells stored within their frame to function.
Weapons that require multiple energy cells drain
from one energy cell at a time. A single reload
action only replaces a single energy cell. Energy
cells can be recharged at any active power
outlet at a rate of one charge per hour. Energy
cells contain up to ten charges.
Energy weapons may not use most firearm
modifications due to inherent flaws. Whereas a
firearm may alter ammunition, iron sights, and
scopes to increase or reduce accuracy or cause
varying effects, an energy weapon's
'ammunition' comes from a single source and
deteriorates as it travels from the weapon,
rendering it only effective at a specific range. As
a result of these unique features, energy
weapons only benefit from the multigun and
barrel modifications.
Should an energy weapon be destroyed, the
energy weapon deals damage to the user equal
to one lethality per charge of energy remaining
in the cell.
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Weapon Name

Concussion
Rifle

Cryogen Rifle

Weapon
Type

P

P

Size

L

L

AP
Cost

8

4

Lethality

2

2

Range

0-1

0-2

Cell
Charge
Usage

4

6

Cost

870

1005

Cell
Storage
Count

1

1

Cell
Cost

Special Qualities

50

Successful attack
pushes target one
zone directly away
from the user

50

Deals freezing
damage,successful
attacks reduce the
target's maximum AP
by two, to a maximum
penalty of four, on his
or her next turn

Debilitation
Pistol

S

S

5

3

0-2

3

560

1

50

Any non-primarch
opponent reduced to
zero health is
immediately knocked
unconscious

Fusion Cutter

P

L

10

15

1-4

5

1040

3

50

Ignores armor, double
damage to vehicles
and frames

50

Deals shocking
damage, cannot target
individuals, affects all
occupants of the
targeted zone

Lightning Arc

P

L

10

6

0-3

8

965

2

Microwave
Rifle

P

L

4

4

3-6

2

745

2

50

Deals burning
damage, target's
defense die are
reduced by two when
attacked by this
weapon

Particle
Stream

P

L

10

20

2-4

20

1060

4

50

Ignores absorption,
functions as a vehicle
weapon

Plasma
Thrower

P

M

6

6

1-3

6

990

2

50

Ignores absorption
from body armor

Shredder

P

L

8

6

0-2

8

1210

1

50

Increases lethality with
higher opponent armor

Concussion Rifle – Sometimes referred to as a
gravity gun or a tosser rifle, a concussion rifle
uses resonant sound waves to create a literal
sphere of super-condensed vibrations in front of

the weapon while the trigger is pulled. When the
trigger is released, the orb is launched at an
opponent with enough force to move the target
one zone directly away from the user. If a target
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cannot enter another zone, he or she is dealt an
extra four lethality. This does not function
against vehicles or frames. The use of a
concussion rifle can be immediately identified by
its characteristic whine while the sphere is being
created.

accomplish, the lightning arc's electrical
dissipation is capable of affecting all occupants
in a zone, providing a powerful, debilitating
shock. Unfortunately, the ionized particles are
unable to determine the difference between
friend and foe.

Cryogen Rifle – Literally a freeze ray, a cryogen
rifle uses air pressure and vibrations much like
those found in a pain gun. However, rather than
excite nerves, the cryogen rifle uses these to
create localized regions of static matter, freezing
the targeted location as the rate at which
molecules move is slowed. A deadly weapon,
the cryogen rifle is noted for its ability to slow
opponents and, with prolonged exposure,
perfectly preserve bodies.

Microwave Rifle – Occasionally incorrectly
referred to as a laser rifle, the microwave rifle
uses beams of microwave radiation that
overexcite the molecules in the air as they travel
to the target. Like traditional gunpowder rifles, a
microwave rifle generates recoil and impact.
This is due to super-heating air and the
generation of plasma along the path of the
beam. Despite this, due to the weapon's
relatively light weight, precision, and the
incredible speed which the beam travels, a
microwave rifle causes the target's defense die
against the attack to be reduced by two.
Unfortunately, due to the energy projected by
the weapon, a microwave rifle creates a loud
crack and a visible line that immediately reveals
where the user is located.

Debilitation Pistol – Affectionately referred to
as a 'pain gun', a debilitation pistol uses focused
microwaves combined with sonic resonance to
overexcite nerves in a target's body and induce
acute nausea. Overexposure causes vomiting,
ruptured blood vessels, and the eventual loss of
consciousness. Unlike a normal ranged weapon,
a debilitation pistol treats all attacks as an
attempt to subdue an opponent.
Fusion Cutter – A weapon that uses directed
thermal and electromagnetic radiation to melt
and fuse solid materials together, the fusion
cutter is a devastating weapon capable of
tearing through armor plating that traditionally
protects vehicles and frames. Lighter armors
that protect soldiers remain effective against this
weapon by having pliability and the ability to
safely disperse thermal and electromagnetic
radiation instead of directly absorbing it. The
high heat and energy of this weapon are more
than capable of destroying fuel cells and
ammunition, allowing it to deal double damage
to vehicles and frames.
Lightning Arc – Occasionally referred to as a
lightning gun, the lightning arc uses
electromagnetic pulses to create a field of
ionized particles that are recombined with a bolt
of electricity. Though this process takes time to

Particle Stream – A large cannon that uses
power cells to cool its internal mechanisms and
provide energy to its particle gathering
mechanisms. When fully charged, a process
which takes an average of five seconds, the
weapon can be used to fire a stream of particles
into a target, bludgeoning and ripping away at
vehicles and body armor.
Plasma Thrower – A complex weapon that fires
large bolts of ionized gas, the plasma thrower is
an effective weapon against heavily armored
targets. Though the metal armor covering
vehicles is too dense to penetrate, plasma is
capable of easily tearing through the relatively
thin armor that foot soldiers wear. When hit by
plasma bolts, targets experience large burn
wounds and rounded tears on the epidermis.
Shredder – A heavy weapon created from
components similar to those used in the particle
stream, the shredder was developed as an
alternative to the plasma thrower. Whereas the
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plasma thrower tears through heavy body armor
with ease, the shredder releases a blast of
particles that are followed by an electromagnetic
field. This field charges the armored surface it
strikes, hardening it after the particles penetrate,
causing them to bounce through soft tissues and
shred the victim inside his or her armor. Due to
this, heavier armors cause more rebounds
before the particles escape, but may also
prevent particles from entering. For every point
of absorption a target's armor possesses above
six, the lethality of this weapon increases by two.

opponent. Thrown weapons do not rely on
agility, instead they use strength to determine
the ranged skill roll.
Thrown weapons do not possess magazines.
Instead, a maximum number may be stacked
together in an equipment slot or an inventory
slot. Equipped throwing weapons may be freely
thrown for their AP cost without requiring the
user access his or her inventory so long as he or
she retains at least one throwing weapon in the
stack.
Thrown melee weapons require the use of the
ranged skill, though they retain the damage
bonus received from strength. Thrown weapons
increase their maximum range by one for every
four ranks in strength.

4.2.6 – Ranged (Throwing) Weapons
Thrown weapons are limited in range and
damage, however they are capable of causing
several conditions that can debilitate an
Weapon
Name

Weapon
Type

Size

AP
Cost

Lethality

Range

Cost

Max
Stack

Full Stack
Cost

Special Qualities

Bolas

S

S

4

0

0-1

20

2

40

Deals no damage, causes
the snared condition for four
rounds

Dart

S

S

3

1

0-1

-

20

5

Two may be thrown in a
single attack to double
weapon lethality

Net

P

M

5

0

0

30

1

30

Deals no damage, causes
both the snared and crippled
conditions for four rounds

Rock

S

S

3

1

0-1

-

3

-

Successful attack causes the
concussion condition for two
rounds

Bolas - A hunting weapon that uses three rocks
tied together with rope that trips and sends an
opponent falling to the ground.
Dart – A bladed object that, when thrown or fired
by a utility crossbow, cuts an opponent upon
impact. Though not altogether useful on their
own, assassins sometimes use darts to deliver
poisons.

Net - A large net with a weighted edge and
holes large enough for limbs, but not bodies to
slip through. Some mercenaries carry these to
capture mutants for science teams.
Rock – An ordinary, fist-sized rock used to bash
someone's skull in. Especially useful against
anyone needing to concentrate.

4.2.7 – Telekinetic Weapons
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Telekinetic weapons rely on a character's
kinetics skill to do damage, rather than ranged
or melee. All telekinetic weapons require at least
one rank in the Kinetics skill to be used.

Weapon
Name

Weapon
Type

Size

AP
Cost

Lethality

Range

Telekinetic weapons do not have ammunition.
Telekinetic weapons naturally strike incorporeal
targets as though they were material.

Magazine

Cost

Box
Bullet
Count

Box
Cost

Special Qualities

Kinetic
Lance

P

S

6

2

1-2

-

309

-

-

Deals physical,
burning, electrical, or
freezing damage,
chosen when used to
attack

Razor
Wire

P

M

5

4

0-1

-

205

-

-

+2 die to conceal this
weapon

Shock
Cestus

S

S

4

2

-

-

170

-

-

When hit, the target
suffers -1 die to
defense and athletics
until his or her next
turn

Wild
Spark

-

-

4

0

0-1

-

-

-

-

Requires four ranks in
kinetics to use.

Kinetic Lance – A gauntlet that encases a
person's hand and is modified with a special
material in the palm. This material reacts to
kinetic energies and is capable of unleashing a
burst of physical kinetic force. This burst is
further modified by the device, altering the
'lance' to deal physical, burning, electrical, or
freezing damage each time it is activated.
Razor Wire – Razor wire is composed of long
strands of reactive wire taken from the fiberwire
relic. These strands are hooked to a device,
worn by the wielder, that registers kinetic pulses
and are weighted at the unsecured end. On its
own, this weapon is incapable of dealing
damage, but when utilized by a telekinetic the
thin wires are capable of incredible mobility and
exerting pressure. These qualities, combined
with the width of the material, allows the wires to
slice through flesh and armor with ease. Due to
its lightweight construction and innocuous

appearance when not in use, this weapon is
difficult to detect.
Shock Cestus – A gauntlet that encases a
person's hand and is modified with a special
material across the knuckles that reacts to
kinetic energies. Unlike a tremorfist, this weapon
remains silent when activated, only releasing a
loud bang whenever an opponent is struck. This
miniature explosion directly effects the subject's
central nervous system and brain, mainly the
regions affecting balance, causing minor nausea
and vertigo.
Wild Spark – The basic ability of a psychic, the
wild spark is, effectively, the natural emission of
a psychic’s mind that has been weaponized with
training. This generated kinetic force is weak
without amplification, but it forms the base
statistics of all kinetic abilities if the user does
not possess another kinetic weapon. This attack
does not consume ammunition or a weapon slot
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and may not be removed once gained, but does
require four ranks in kinetics to be utilized
without an ability being activated.

Pathic weapons are incapable of causing direct
harm to an individual. Instead, they are used to
cause specific conditions that work to debilitate
an opponent.

4.2.8 – Pathic Weapons
Pathic weapons do not have ammunition.

Weapon
Name

Weapo
n Type

Size

AP
Cost

Lethality

Range

Magazine

Cost

Box
Bullet
Count

Box
Cost

Special Qualities

Hive

P

L

5

4

-

-

302

-

-

Causes one chosen
condition for one round
(wounded or bleeding)

Mindtouch

-

-

4

0

-

-

-

-

-

Requires three ranks in
pathics

Mirrored
Glaive

P

L

6

5

-

-

587

-

-

Full damage and
effects against
incorporeal

-

Causes one chosen
condition for one round
(concussion, blind,
crippled, or snared)

Psi
Sphere

P

S

6

0

0-3

Hive – A large device that attaches to a
subject's shoulder and bicep, this weapon
utilizes a collection of pseudo-sentient shards
housed on the item's surface. When activated,
the shards react to the wearer's pathic abilities,
forming chains of tearing blades. Unlike most
uses of the pathics ability, this weapon is
contested by defense.
Mindtouch – The basic ability of a psychic, the
mindtouch is, effectively, the natural empathic
connection a pathic forms with others. This link
is weak without amplification, but it forms the
base statistics of all pathic abilities if the user
does not possess another pathic weapon. This
attack does not consume ammunition or a
weapon slot and may not be removed once
gained, but does require three ranks in kinetics
to be utilized without an ability being activated.
Instead of dealing damage, using the mindtouch
without an abilty allows a character to read
surface thoughts including, but not limited to

-

280

-

general wellbeing, destination, emotional state,
and current task.
Mirrored Glaive – Though not an actual
polearm, the mirrored glaive is a device that
attaches to the wielder’s bicep and forearm and
is capable of projecting thoughts and emotions
into reality as a fully capable weapon of various
sizes and shapes. Unlike most weapons, the
weapon projected mirrored glaive is naturally
able to strike incorporeal objects and beings with
ease. Unlike most uses of the pathics ability, this
weapon is contested by defense.
Psi Sphere – A small, featureless, multicolored
sphere that is held in the palm of a person's
hand, a psi sphere is used by psychics to induce
hallucinations and headaches for a time. More
directly, it can be used to cause physical trauma
to a subject, causing internal organs to rupture
and antibodies to target healthy cells. When
used to extend the range of a beneficial ability,
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the psi sphere does not cause any negative
effects to an ally.

determine whether the attack hits when the trap
is activated, rather a trap uses the same number
of successes used to place the trap.

4.2.9 – Mechanics (Traps)
Traps can be purchased. Alternatively they can
be created either through manipulation of the
environment or of items in characters
inventories. After being created, they are stored
and used like any gadget.

Traps are special weapons in that they are not
activated immediately. Instead, traps only
activate when a character enters a zone or
performs a specific action involving the
environment. There is no die roll used to
Weapon
Name

Weapon
Type

Size

AP
Cost

Lethality

Range

Maximum
Stack

Cost

Creation
Requirement

Special Qualities

Capture
Trap

P

L

20

0

0

1

431

Psi Sphere

Deals no damage and,
if successful, renders
the victim helpless
Deals caustic damage
or may be set up to
scour the target for 5
rounds

Caustic
Trap

P

L

12

5

0

1

112

Acids and
reactive
chemicals

Electrical
Trap

P

L

12

5

0

1

-

Electrical
generator

Deals shocking
damage, +2 die to hide
the trap

Explosive
Trap

P

L

10

6

0

1

50

Any explosive
device

Explosive
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Oil, alcohol, or
other
combustible
liquids

Deals burning damage
or may be set up to
ignite a zone with 2
intensity for 5 rounds
Deals freezing damage
or may be set up to
reduce the target's
maximum AP by 5 for
2 rounds
Explosive,can be used
to destroy zones

Fire Trap

P

L

12

5

0

1

Freezing
Trap

P

L

12

5

0

1

124

Freon, liquid
nitrogen, or
other such
chemicals

High
Explosive
Trap

P

L

14

10

0

1

93

Three
explosive
devices

Capture – A capture trap is a debilitating trap,
such as a net or rope, that completely ensnares
a subject. Capture traps are commonplace, as
scavengers and mercenaries both use these to
acquire food.

Caustic – A caustic trap is anything that can
expose a character to a damaging basic or
acidic solution. A caustic trap can be acid from
an exploding car battery or a redesigned car
wash. Acid traps are viewed as particularly
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violent because they do not kill immediately, but
eat away at a person's flesh and belongings.
Electrical – An electrical trap can be anything
from a loose electrical wire to a generator
deliberately providing voltage to a standing pool.
Electrical traps are less common than fire traps,
but do not always have immediately noticeable
traits.
Explosive – A standard trap often created by
rigging a grenade with a trip wire or activating a
landmine, an explosive trap is both relatively
common and exceptionally lethal.

Freeze – A freeze trap is anything that can
cause immediate frostbite or freezing of the
flesh. The most common component in a freeze
trap is liquid nitrogen, due to its low temperature,
though other components are possible.
High Explosive – An improved version of an
explosive trap, a high explosive trap often packs
more explosive compound as well as shrapnel
into its design. More rare than a normal
explosive trap, a high explosive trap is used by
expert bomb makers.

4.3 – Weapon Modifications
Fire – A fire trap can be anything from an open
flame, such as a fireplace or campfire boosted
with flammable gas, to the flames of a specially
designed incinerator. Fire traps are dangerous
because they are common, but not always
avoidable.

Weapon modifications are used to alter how a
weapon functions, often increasing or
decreasing range, altering the damage type, or
increasing lethality. Each weapon type holds
certain types of slot

Melee

Ranged (Bow)

Ranged (Firearm or
Heavy)

Ranged (Throwing)

Blade and Handle

Bow and Quiver

Barrel, Magazine and
Sight

Ordinance

Weapon modifications installed in a weapon do
not count towards a player's inventory limit,
while modifications that are not installed do
count towards this limit. All weapon
modifications are medium items.
Weapon modifications may be installed in
primary, secondary, and natural weapons.

Modifications require sixteen hours to install or
remove. These hours are not required to be
concurrent.

4.3.1 – Melee Weapon Modifications

Modification Name

Modification Type

Cost

Effect

Aetheric-Ceramic

Blade

211

Affects incorporeal targets as
though they were material

Alloy

Blade or Handle

165

+1 melee die for modified
weapon

Balanced

Blade or Handle

202

-1 AP cost for weapon,
minimum of 2 AP
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Caustic Gel

Blade

159

Weapon deals caustic
damage

Ceramic

Blade

140

Weapon is not automatically
detected by metal detectors

Electric Gel

Blade

148

Weapon deals shocking
damage

Integrated

Handle

39

Weapon may be used when
another is wielded

Ion Sheathe

Handle

267

+2 lethality

Nitrogen Gel

Blade

136

Weapon deals freezing
damage

Oscillating Edge

Blade

344

+2 lethality

Phosphor Gel

Blade

112

Weapon deals burning
damage

Projection

Blade

603

Weapon may use telekinetic
skill instead of melee, ignores
armor as though incorporeal,
affects incorporeal targets as
though they were material

Subtle

Handle

131

+2 die to conceal weapon

Aetheric-Ceramic – A weapon's blade is made
from a stone composite that has been grown
with pieces of vitae. This allows the weapon to
affect incorporeal targets, such as spirits, as
though they were physical entities.
Alloy – A weapon is made of a customized alloy
that retains its shape better than steel. The
integration of this alloy allows the weapon to be
more effective in penetrating armor and flesh,
resulting in one bonus melee die.
Balanced – A restructuring of the entire weapon
to make it balanced and easier to draw and
swing. Whenever a weapon is balanced, the AP
cost to use the melee weapon is reduced by
one, to a minimum of two AP.
Caustic Gel – A gel that coats the weapon's
surface and eats away at exposed flesh or

metal, causing the weapon to deal one bonus
lethality and caustic damage instead of physical.
Ceramic – A weapon that is made with a
ceramic blade does not risk detection through
any method that would react with metals. X-ray
machines and other similar devices still function
normally.
Electric Gel – A gel that coats the weapon's
surface and carries an electrical charge, causing
the weapon to deal one bonus lethality and
shocking damage instead of physical.
Integrated – A weapon is incorporated into a
firearm or into another melee weapon, allowing it
to be used without consuming an equipment
slot. An integrated weapon may not be removed
from a weapon without further modification. A
weapon may only have one integrated weapon
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at any time. An integrated weapon may not have
a weapon integrated into it.
Ion Sheathe – The integration of a small-scale
ion generator into the hilt and handle that coats
the weapon in a sheath of ionized particles that
rotate at a high frequency, tearing at the affected
party, resulting in two bonus lethality.
Nitrogen Gel – A gel that coats the weapon's
surface and absorbs heat, causing the weapon
to deal one bonus lethality and freezing damage
instead of physical.
Oscillating Edge - The inclusion of a
micro-motor into the construction of a weapon
that further moves either small tearing blades or
causes the surface impacting a target to vibrate
at an intense frequency. In both cases, the
added kinetic energy works to literally tear apart
the affected party.
Phosphor Gel – A gel that coats the weapon's
surface and ignites, causing the weapon to deal
one bonus lethality and burning damage instead
of physical.

Projection – The removal of a weapon's blade
and incorporation of a projection system allows
any telekinetic individual to project the weapon's
blade as a beam of force. The nature of this
beam allows the wielder to use his or her
telekinetics skill for attacks instead of melee.
When striking an opponent, the weapon ignores
armor as though it were incorporeal and affects
incorporeal targets as through they were
material.
Subtle – A weapon that has been made subtle
possesses a sheathe or a form that disguises its
true utility, providing a two die bonus to stealth
skill rolls to conceal the weapon. Such examples
include hiding a sword in the body of a cane or
hiding a spear in an umbrella. As an added
benefit, subtle weapons hidden in such objects
may be used as their more mundane
counterparts when not being used to attack
someone.

4.3.2 – Ranged (Bows) Weapon
Modifications

Modification Name

Modification Type

Cost

Effect

Caustic Arrows

Quiver

159

Weapon deals caustic
damage

Compound

Bow

125

+1 ranged die with modified
weapon

Electric Arrows

Quiver

148

Weapon deals shocking
damage

Explosive Arrows

Quiver

173

Explosive

Flat

Bow

95

-1 minimum range

Ion Arrows

Quiver

267

+2 Lethality

Nitrogen Arrows

Quiver

136

Weapon deals freezing
damage
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Phosphor Arrows

Quiver

110

Weapon deals burn damage

Recurve

Bow

118

+1 maximum range

Caustic Arrows – A replacement of an arrow's
head with a glass vial of acid, granting one
bonus lethality and dealing caustic damage.

Ion Arrows – An ionization of an arrow's head,
cloaking it in a field that tears through the target
it strikes, granting two bonus lethality.

Compound – A replacement of the bow's
assembly that increases power as well as draw
difficulty, providing one bonus ranged die.

Nitrogen Arrows – A replacement of an arrow's
head with a glass vial of liquid nitrogen, granting
one bonus lethality and dealing freezing
damage.

Electric Arrows – A replacement of an arrow's
head with a glass vial of electrical gel and
powered by a small, but powerful capacitor,
granting one bonus lethality and dealing
shocking damage.
Explosive Arrows – A replacement of an
arrow's head with an impact explosive, granting
the explosive quality.
Flat – A replacement of the bow with a flatter,
easier to draw design, providing lighter and
easier movement when in close quarters,
decreasing the minimum range by one.

Phosphor Arrows – A replacement of an
arrow's head with a glass vial of magnesium and
water, granting one bonus lethality and dealing
burning damage.
Recurve – A replacement of the bow with a
second curve, making the draw more difficult
and providing more distance, increasing
maximum range by one.

4.3.3 – Ranged (Firearms or Heavy)
Weapon Modifications

Modification Name

Modification Type

Cost

Effect

Aetheric Rounds

Magazine

126

Attacks strike incorporeal
targets as though they were
material

Armor Piercing Rounds

Magazine

88

Target absorption pool is
halved

221

Reduces a weapon’s size.
Large weapons become
medium. Medium weapons
become small. Small
weapons remain small.

168

+2 ranged die with modified
weapon if said weapon is
linked to the user's cortex
jack

Condensed Manufacture

Cortex Uplink

Barrel

Sight
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Densified Ammunition

Magazine

122

-2 maximum health on target
on successful attacks

Digital Scope

Sight

150

+1 ranged die with modified
weapon

Double Barreled

Barrel

250

Increase size of weapon by
one (up to Large), +3
Lethality, Doubled
ammunition consumption

Double Magazine

Magazine

30

Reload AP cost halved

Explosive Rounds

Magazine

166

Explosive

Extended Magazine

Magazine

50

+5 magazine size

Fly-By-Wire

Magazine

105

+1 die, or usage of Drive dice

Fragmentation Rounds

Magazine

77

+5 lethality, target absorption
doubled

Gyroscopic Stabilizer

Barrel

256

-1 AP cost for weapon,
minimum of 2 AP

Helical Magazine

Magazine

137

Magazine size doubled, +1
AP to reload

High Explosive Rounds

Magazine

100

+3 lethality, weapon must be
explosive without
modifications

Large Caliber Magazine

Magazine

94

+2 lethality, -5 magazine size
(minimum: 1)

Long Barrel

Barrel

104

+1 maximum and minimum
range

Multigun

Barrel

39

Weapon may be used when
another is wielded

Phosphor Rounds

Magazine

129

Weapon deals burning
damage

Reflex Scope

Sight

125

-1 minimum range

Rifle Scope

Sight

125

+1 maximum range

Rotary Barrels

Barrel

241

Allows burst and fully
automatic fire, +5 magazine
size

Security Magazine

Magazine

112

Only registered users may
fire the weapon
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Short Barrel

Barrel

92

-1 maximum and minimum
range

Subsonic Rounds

Magazine

103

Stealth may be used to not
reveal position when firing

Trigger Group

Barrel

89

Burst fire consumes 3 rounds

Aetheric Rounds - A replacement of the
weapon's magazine and barrel to carefully
handle the hard surface of rounds made from
crystalline vitae. Though this has no benefit
against material targets, incorporeal targets are
unable to simply ignore the damage the weapon
deals.
Armor Piercing Rounds - A replacement of a
weapon's magazine and barrel to best
accommodate high velocity slugs, armor
piercing rounds treat a target's absorption as
though it were half of the indicated value
(rounded up).
Condensed Manufacture - Movement of the
barrel and magazine well into the weapon’s
stock, or reducing the weapons size by other
means without infringing on its capabilities, this
modification reduces the size of any firearm by
one size category. In this way a large weapon
becomes a medium weapon while a medium
weapon becomes small. Small weapons receive
no benefit. This modification has no effect on
heavy weapons.
Cortex Uplink - The addition of a small
computer and a modified digital scope to a
weapon's iron sights, which grants two bonus
ranged die so long as the weapon is linked to
the user's cortex jack. As an added bonus,
weapons that are linked to a user's cortex jack
can be fired with a thought, rather than a pull of
a trigger.
Densified Ammunition - A replacement of a
weapon's magazine with densified ammunition.
When struck with this ammunition, a target loses
two health from his or her maximum for six
hours, or until he or she is fully healed.

Digital Scope - The addition of a digital scope
to a weapon's iron sights with a computer that
renders a crisp image and IFF information,
granting one bonus ranged die.
Double Barreled - A classic, effective
enhancement that adds a second firing chamber
and barrel to a weapon in order to add three
lethality, the double barreled modification’s
greatest drawback is its increased weapon size
and its doubled ammunition consumption.
Double Magazine - A relatively low-tech
modification of a weapon's magazine performed
by taping two magazines together, or by
providing a speed-loader, allowing the weapon
to be reloaded for half the usual AP cost.
Explosive Rounds - A replacement of a
weapon's magazine and barrel to best
accommodate explosive rounds, granting the
explosive property to the weapon.
Extended Magazine - A modification of a
weapon's magazine, extending it, increasing a
weapon's magazine size by five shots.
Fly-By-Wire - A modification exclusively for
rocket launchers, Fly-By-Wire allows an
individual to steer a rocket directly into a target.
The benefit translates into either a bonus die to
hit the target, or a replacement of the standard
attack dice with the user's piloting skill dice.
Fragmentation Rounds - A replacement of a
weapon's magazine and barrel to accommodate
slugs that break apart upon striking a target's
surface, causing severe lacerations, internal
bleeding, and hydrostatic shock. The lethality of
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these rounds is increased by five, while the
effective absorption of the target is doubled.

accommodate incendiary rounds, granting
burning damage instead of physical.

Gyroscopic Stabilizer - The addition of a
motorized gyroscope into the weapon allows it to
be balanced and more easily sighted. Due to
this ease of use, the ranged weapon's AP cost is
reduced by one, to a minimum of two AP.

Reflex Scope - The addition of a reflex scope
atop a weapon's iron sights, decreasing
minimum range by one.

Helical Magazine - A full modification of a
weapon's magazine and feeding structure,
replacing a magazine with a high-volume helical
version, which doubles a weapon's magazine
size including any other modifications that
increase magazine size. The weight of the
magazine increases the difficulty of a reload,
however, requiring one additional AP to perform
the action.
High Explosive Rounds - A replacement of a
weapon's magazine with high explosive rounds,
which can only be performed on weapons that
are already explosive, granting three bonus
lethality
.
Large Caliber Magazine - A modification of a
weapon's magazine, firing mechanisms, and
barrel size, increasing lethality by two, but also
decreasing the weapon's magazine size by five
shots (to a minimum of one).
Long Barrel - A full replacement of a weapon's
barrel with a longer, heavier version, causing the
weapon's maximum and minimum ranges to
increase by one.
Multigun - Integrates the modified firearm into
another firearm, allowing it to be used without
consuming another equipment slot. An
integrated weapon may not be removed from a
weapon without further modification. A weapon
may only have one integrated weapon at any
time. An integrated weapon may not have a
weapon integrated into it.
Phosphor Rounds - A replacement of a
weapon's magazine and barrel to best

Rifle Scope - The addition of a rifle scope atop
a weapon's iron sights, increasing maximum
range by one.
Rotary Barrels - The addition of extra barrels,
spun by a motor integrated into the weapon,
allows the modified weapon to use burst fire and
fully automatic fire. Due to the alterations to the
firing mechanism, the weapon's magazine size
is increased by five shots. Additionally, because
the cycling mechanism is powered externally,
the weapon suffers from fewer jams.
Security Magazine - An integration of a
fingerprint scanner into a weapon's firing
mechanism, disabling the firing pin if the
indicated user does not hold the weapon, or at
least press his or her thumb to the scanner.
Short Barrel - A full replacement of a weapon's
barrel with a shorter, lighter version, causing the
weapon's maximum and minimum ranges to
decrease by one.
Subsonic Rounds - A replacement of a
weapon's magazine and barrel to best
accommodate bullets, slugs, and shot that are
relatively underpowered and suppressed by
modifications to the cycling mechanisms. This
renders the weapon silent when it is fired,
allowing the subject to use a stealth roll with an
attack to avoid being detected. Using a silencer
gadget with this modification grants one bonus
die to avoid detection.
Trigger Group - The addition of a weapon fire
control system and modification of a weapon's
iron sights and barrel to be less influenced by
recoil allows a weapon to use a three round
burst with a higher cyclic rate. This modification
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allows burst fire to consume three bullets for the
same benefit.

4.3.4 – Ranged (Throwing) Weapon
Modifications

Modifications that affect throwing weapons may
only be applied to throwing weapons. They may
not be applied to any other weapons, including
weapons that can be thrown with the range of a
rock.

Modification Name

Modification Type

Cost

Effect

Balanced

Ordinance

23

+1 ranged die with modified
weapon

Caustic Gel

Ordinance

46

Weapon deals caustic
damage

Electric Gel

Ordinance

32

Weapon deals shocking
damage

Explosive Gel

Ordinance

52

Explosive

Ion

Ordinance

60

+2 lethality

Nitrogen Gel

Ordinance

39

Weapon deals freezing
damage

Phosphor Gel

Ordinance

25

Weapon deals burn damage

Aetheric Load – A thin coating of crystalline
vitae is added to a weapon's surface or is added
to its ordinance, allowing the weapons to affect
incorporeal targets.
Balanced – A restructuring of the entire weapon
to make it balanced, easier to throw, and more
forceful when it strikes an opponent, granting
one bonus ranged die.
Caustic Gel – A gel that coats the weapon's
surface and eats away at exposed flesh or
metal, granting one bonus lethality and dealing
caustic damage instead of physical.
Electric Gel – A conductive gel that coats the
weapon's surface and is powered by a small, but
powerful capacitor, granting one bonus lethality
and dealing shocking damage instead of
physical.

Explosive Gel – A gel that coats the weapon's
surface that is sensitive to impact, causing the
thrown weapon to gain the explosive quality.
Ion – The integration of a small-scale ion
generator in a weapon which covers the weapon
in a sheathe of ionized particles when thrown,
granting two bonus lethality.
Nitrogen Gel – A gel that coats a weapon's
surface and absorbs head, granting one bonus
lethality and dealing freeze damage instead of
physical.
Phosphor Gel – A gel that coats the weapon's
surface and ignites, granting one bonus lethality
and dealing burning damage instead of physical.

4.4 – Personal Armor
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Personal armor counts as any covering that can
reduce the impact of blows. As such, even
heavier clothing can be considered a basic
armor. Armor offers no improved ability to avoid
the impact of a blow, rather it offers an
opportunity to lessen or ignore the effects of an
attack.
All personal armors possess an absorption
statistic, which is the possible amount of
damage removed from an opponent's successful
attack. When receiving damage, the character
being struck rolls the sum total of absorption
provided by equipped items, with each success
lowering received damage by one. Absorption
can only do so much, however, and a successful
attack will deal a minimum of one damage
regardless of absorption due to causing fatigue
and pain.

Any personal armor may be purchased as a
masterpiece. Masterpiece personal armor costs
two extra script and possesses a single
additional modification that cannot be removed
and does not consume a modification slot, the
cost of which must be added independently.
Any personal armor may be purchased as an
iconic work. Iconic personal armor costs six
extra script and possesses two additional
modifications that cannot be removed and does
not consume a modification slot, the costs of
which must be added independently.
Personal armor may be destroyed by when the
wearer suffers an overwhelm result greater than
or equal to nine. When armor has been
destroyed, it does not provide its absorption. All
modifications made to an armor are destroyed
when the armor is.

All personal armors are large items.
Armor may not be donned in combat. It may,
however, be removed by expending 20 AP.
All personal armors possess modification slots,
which is the number of modifications an armor
may possess.

Destroyed personal armor and modifications
may be repaired to full functionality for one
quarter their cost to purchase. A character may
also repair armor and modifications with spare
parts or the item required to construct it as
though crafting. This process requires a number
of successes equal to the total required to create
the basic armor or modification.

Armor Classification

Absorption

Modification Slots

Cost

Clothing

0

0

30

Combat Armor

9

2

425

Dragonskin

7

4

355

Field Plate

5

5

295

Heavy Power Armor

15

3

1600

Kevlar

5

3

270

Leather

3

4

155

Light Power Armor

10

4

1000

Liquid Vest

6

3

340
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Padded Clothing

1

3

60

Plate Armor

11

1

600

Power Armor

13

3

1300

Symbiote Armor

12

5

2500

Clothing – Ordinary clothing, such as denim
jeans, t-shirts, leather jackets, skirts, and
blouses. Ordinary clothing is worn under armor
and provides no protective benefits. Each unit of
clothing relates to a specific set of full-body
garb.
Combat Armor – Kevlar full-body armor with a
ceramic chest piece, arm guards, and shin
guards. Military units and mercenary leaders
wear combat armor not only for its protective
value, but because they are often emblazoned
with squad colors and insignias.
Dragonskin – A suit of kevlar armor with scale
patterned plates that provides adequate
protection from bullets while also retaining a
large amount of mobility. Though it allows more
modifications than a liquid vest, it is also more
expensive.
Field Plate - A suit of steel rings, kevlar plating,
and ceramic scales mounted on a leather
backing, this armor is designed to constrict on
impact and provide decent protection while
retaining flexibility. Worn by wanderers and
individuals with access to the required
components, field plate is noted for its ability to
house a vast number of modifications.
Heavy Power Armor – A bulky, reinforced steel
and ceramic full-body armor supported by a
hydraulic system and powered by a miniature
reactor. Heavy power armor is often worn in
assault situations where tight confines render an
individual less able to evade attacks, such as
breaching and clearing buildings or storming
emplacements.

Kevlar – Kevlar vests with a few armor pieces to
protect vital areas such as the neck and the
legs. Worn by nearly anyone who can get their
hands on it, kevlar vests provide ample
protection from bullets.
Leather – Full-body leather, either in multiple
pieces, such as pants and shirts, or as a single
unit, such as a bodysuit. Leather armor is
expensive and mostly reserved for hunters and
experienced scavengers.
Light Power Armor – A full-body ceramic armor
that is supported by synthetic musculature
distributed over the wearer's body and is
powered by a miniature reactor. Light power
armor is worn by military troops on scouting
campaigns into foreign nations.
Liquid Vests – A suit of kevlar body armor that
holds an additional plate of semisolid gel over
the chest and stomach. This gel solidifies as
sudden kinetic shock is applied to the kevlar that
surrounds it, causing bullets and impacts to be
dramatically reduced. Worn by police and
soldiers, liquid vests provide excellent protection
without severely limiting mobility.
Padded Clothing – Heavier clothes with layers,
such as multiple thick shirts, winter coats, and
especially dense pants. Padded clothes are
often worn by people who must live in the
streets or by scavengers of the wastelands.
Plate Armor – Ceramic armor that covers an
individual's entire body in resilient plates, plate
armor, also referred to as carapace armor, is
often too heavy for most military engagements,
aside from direct assaults. For this reason, plate
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armor is often only worn by larger individuals
that can withstand both the weight and the
trapped body heat.
Power Armor – A full-body steel and ceramic
armor that is supported by an exoskeletal
muscle system and powered by a miniature
reactor. Worn by military units entering heavier
combat, power armor is able to deflect most
lethal shots.
Symbiote Armor – A lithe full-body armor
scavenged from the wasteland composed of
form-fitting, ablating steel, ceramic, and kevlar
plates. Unlike other power armors, symbiote
armor contains multiple synthetic components
that are from black ships and are therefore
capable of limited self-repair. Due to being
partially biological, symbiote armor naturally
protects against incorporeal attacks.

4.5 – Armor Modifications

Armor modifications installed in a suit of armor
do not count towards a player's inventory limit,
while modifications that are not installed do
count towards this limit.
All unequipped armor modifications are large
items.
Armor modifications are additions to a worn suit
of armor that provide a special benefit. Though
none are required for play, many can make
specific scenarios or situations easier to
accomplish.
Armor modifications with the same name cannot
be equipped together. Each armor modification
consumes a single slot on an armor.
Armor modifications installed in a suit of armor
do not count towards a player's inventory limit,
while modifications that are not installed do
count towards this limit.

Modification Name

Cost

Bonus

Aetheric Polymers

241

Allows the armor to treat incorporeal attacks as though
they were physical

Artificial Intelligence Integration

421

Allows an AI to integrate with a suit of Power Armor,
providing various benefits to the wearer

Armament Strappings

20

+2 medium inventory slots

Armor Plating

61

+1 armor absorption

Buckler

50

+1 defense die

Camouflage

51

+2 stealth die in proper environment

Cloak

25

+1 die to survive exposure, +1 die to avoid having face
seen

Electro-Adhesive Gear

212

Automatic climbing successes for 5 rounds

Electronic Camouflage

375

+2 stealth die against non-visual and non-thermal
sensors

Emergency Medical System

304

Restores 1 health each round
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223

Negates environmental radiation, weakness, and
exhaustion

External Rigging

431

Allows use of a vehicle weapon for a power armor or
symbiote armor. User suffers the off-hand condition
when equipped with a vehicle weapon when not using
the equipped primary weapon.

Fireproof

94

Reduces burn damage by the armor's absorption

Flight Generator

500

Requires flight thrusters, surfacing, and stabilizer.
Removes limitation on flight distance and recharge
cost

Flight Stabilizer

216

Doubles flight thruster distance

Flight Surfacing

216

Doubles flight thruster distance

Flight Thrusters

410

Allows flight for 3 zones or elevation units.requires an
energy cell to use and uses two charges per use.

Gas Mask

50

Negates asphyxiation by gas. Functions for 2 hours.
Replenished by gas mask filters.

Light Amplification Goggles

85

Negates low-light penalties

Munition Belt

48

Can carry 2 boxes of ammunition without using
inventory slots

Oxygen Tank

109

Provides 1 hour of air to a rebreather.

Quick-Draw Sling

35

Extra secondary weapon slot

Rebreather

70

Negates asphyxiation by drowning, or by vacuum if
combined with a vacuum seal. Functions for 20
rounds. Replenished with rebreather canisters.

Retardant

128

Reduces a chosen damage type (burn, freeze,
shocking, or caustic, chosen when purchased) by ten

Servo Motors

211

+2 melee lethality

Shielding Generator

1132

Adds 10 bonus health that recharges an hour after
usage. Removes the ability to carry a storage pack.

Stability Motors

247

+1 melee and ranged die

Therm-Optic Camouflage

375

+2 stealth die against visual and thermal sensors

Thermal Goggles

105

Negates fog penalties

Environmental System
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Vacuum Seal

156

Aetheric Polymers – The inclusion of polymers
with vitae latticeworks allows an armor to deflect
attacks from incorporeal targets as though they
were physical. Additionally, natural weapons and
fists may affect incorporeal targets.
Artificial Intelligence Integration – Complex
sensors and integrated controls allow an AI
nexus to be integrated into a suit of power
armor. When integrated, the AI may control the
power armor, remotely operate any items that
the power armor is wirelessly interfacing with
(such as drones, gun turrets, and vehicles), or
provide a one die bonus to the wearer's skill
rolls.
Armament Strappings – Armament strappings
are leather loops and straps that can easily be
used to attach items to the inside flaps of coats
and other such bulky garments. When in use,
armament strappings grant two bonus medium
slots for carrying equipment.
Armor Plating – Armor plates hidden in the
least protected regions of an armor, which
increases absorption by one.
Buckler – Bucklers and spaulders are small
metal or wooden shields or barriers attached to
the arms and shoulders respectively. These
provide one bonus defense skill die.
Camouflage – A basic replacement of cloth
covering with camouflaged fabric that serves to
help hide a person from sight, providing two
bonus stealth die.
Cloak – A piece of fabric with a hood or a
shroud that is secured around the neck, a cloak
is often used to protect an individual from the
effects of exposure. It is also effective at hiding
an individual's face from view. Whenever a cloak
is worn, a character receives a one die bonus to

Negates effects of environmental toxins. Can be
combined with a rebreather to negate asphyxiation by
vacuum.

both resisting the effects of exposure and to
avoid having his or her face seen.
Electro-Adhesive Gear – A set of boots and
gloves that are capable of temporarily fusing
with any surface they touch through the use of
an electromagnetic burst. This modification
allows individuals to perform gravity defying acts
such as running along or up walls without the
use of the athletics skill. Electro-adhesive gear
may be activated if an individual fails the use of
his or her athletics skill when performing these
acts or holding onto an object to force a
success. The charge the gear carries is limited
and may only work for five turns before it must
be recharged by an outlet for thirty minutes.
Electronic Camouflage – An expensive
modification that weaves electronic-dampening
material into a wearer's body armor that
provides two bonus stealth die against robotic
creatures.
Emergency Medical System – An automated
medical system that administers regenerative
stimulant to damaged portions of a person's
body, restoring one lost health every round.
Environmental System – The installation of an
automatic chemical dispersal system that
counteracts the effects of radiation on the
wearer's body, this modification negates
environmental irradiation, weakness, and
exhaustion.
External Rigging – A modification that can only
be installed upon power armor or symbiote
armor, external rigging dramatically increases
the user’s strength through expanding on the
armor with hydraulics and synthetic
musculature. When installed, the character may
equip a vehicle weapon up to two slots in size in
his or her primary equipment slot, though a
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vehicle weapon installed this way requires an
amount of time equal to installing a modification
to mount or dismount. Installation of a vehicle
weapon with external rigging forces the wearer
of the armor to suffer the off-hand condition
when performing any action other than the
vehicle weapon.
Fireproof – The incorporation of multiple flame
retardant compounds to an armor renders it
resistant to fire, reducing burn damage by the
armor's absorption value.
Flight Generator – A specialized generator that
uses recombinant materials to reduce fuel
usage. Combined with flight thrusters, flight
surfacing, and flight stabilizers, a character may
fly indefinitely without need to refuel.
Flight Stabilizers – Integration of articulated
thrusters into an armor's surface allows an
armor with flight thrusters to double its flight
capability before being refueled.
Flight Surfacing – Integration of articulated
panels into an armor's surface allows an armor
with flight thrusters to double its flight capability
before being refueled.
Flight Thrusters – A modification of an armor
that adds thrusters to a suit of armor, providing a
three zone flight capability. After three zones
have been traversed, the armor needs to be
refueled. Refueling costs one script.
Gas Mask – A plastic, rubber, and plexiglass
mask that fits snugly over the face, forming a
seal, while filters attached to the front of the
mask strain the air of specified harmful
chemicals. This negates asphyxiation by gas. A
gas mask functions for two hours, after which
the filter must be replaced. Removing the filters
renders a gas mask ineffective.
Quick-Draw Sling – An easy-access holster for
a weapon, allowing a character to carry and
access a second secondary weapon without
having to access his or her inventory.

Light Amplification Goggles – A pair of light
amplification goggles that negate low light
penalties.
Munition Belt – A special bandolier or belt that
is worn over the shoulders, across the body, or
around the waist that allows a character to hold
up to two boxes of ammunition without
consuming any inventory slots.
Oxygen Tank – A large metal tank containing
compressed oxygen for use in hazardous
environments, an oxygen tank is capable of
providing fresh air for one hour. This system
must be hooked to a rebreather, which in turn
adds to the amount of time the rebreather can
stave off asphyxiation.
Rebreather – A portable device that provides
oxygen, a rebreather fits over the mouth
comfortably and snugly. A rebreather functions
for twenty rounds, staving off damage from
asphyxiation due to lack of air, not due to low
pressure vacuum, after which its canister must
be replaced.
Retardant – Special materials and plating
added to an armor that reduce damage of a
singular chosen type by ten ( Burn, Shocking,
Caustic, or Freeze ).
Servo Motors – Incorporation of advanced
servo motors into the arms and legs of a suit of
armor, providing two bonus melee lethality.
Shielding Generator – A back-mounted
generator that produces a field of charged
particles and suspends them approximately one
foot away from the wearer, the shielding
generator is a miniaturized version of the
generator utilized by vehicles and suffers the
same technical complexities. Due to its
still-significant size and bulk, a shielding
generator removes its wearer’s ability to carry a
storage pack and its associated additional large
item slots.
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Stability Motors – The installation of advanced
stability motors into the arms and legs of a suit
of armor, providing one bonus melee and ranged
die.

4.6 – Gadgets
Gadgets are special items that directly affect a
character or the environment. Unlike
modifications, gadgets require the user to
expend AP to receive their benefits.

Therm-Optic Camouflage – An expensive
modification that weaves special optic and
heat-suppressive fibers into a wearer's body
armor that provide two bonus stealth die against
living creatures.

Characters may equip up to three gadgets at
any one time. Certain gadgets can be equipped
together as a set, referred to as a stack, and
placed in one equipped gadget slot.

Thermal Goggles – A pair of goggles that
register thermal signatures instead of reflected
light, negating fog penalties.

Any gadget may be purchased as a
masterpiece. Masterpiece gadgets costs one
extra script and provides one bonus die to its
skill roll.

Vacuum Seal – A special modification to armor
that renders the wearer hermetically sealed from
the outside environment, preventing
environmental toxins from taking effect. As an
added bonus, this also negates asphyxiation by
vacuum when combined with a Rebreather.

Items are not consumed on use unless
specifically stated otherwise.

Gadget Name

Size

AP Cost

Unit Cost

Stack
Size

Effect

Aetheric Conduit
Injection

S

4

97

3

Allows an individual to strike incorporeal
creatures and prevent armor bypass.. Lasts for
20 rounds.

AI Nexus

S

4

2000

1

Houses an AI to be installed into various
machines

Antidote

S

4

37

3

Negates death from poison

Auto-Turret Dock

L

8

458

1

Transforms a weapon into a turret

Aux-Lens

S

6

178

1

Substitute for a cortex jack

Bomblets

S

6

56

3

8 lethality, explosive, thrown as a rock, scratch
damage only, affects all occupants of a zone

Breaching
Charge

10

10

210

2

20 lethality when used to breach a barrier, 10
when used as a trap, explosive

Burglary Kit

S

8

88

1

+2 die to open doors and remove traps

Camera

M

4

141

1

Records video and visual effects
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Cellular Phone

S

2

109

4

A hand-held phone, has a low-resolution
camera

Chemical Jar

M

4

21

1

Empty container for chemicals, can be used to
fill an industrial syringe

Data Chip

S

4

45

5

Storage device for cortex jacks and computers

Decoder

M

4

48

1

Translates one type of code or language into
another language

Duct Tape

S

4

18

1

Binds items together

E-Mag Diver

L

8

414

1

Allows electrosphere diving. Can support one
person without a cortex jack or three with.

Electrician Kit

S

10

120

1

+2 die to open electronic doors and remove
electronic traps

Empathic
Projector

M

-

613

1

Allows telepathic communication

Epinephrine Pen

S

3

68

3

Reduces health by 3, restores 5 PP

Field Technician
Kit

L

10

211

1

+2 die for science skill use to analyze

First Aid Kit

M

16

126

1

Restores 5 health, each success adds to this
amount, removes bleeding, 10 uses

Flares

S

3

10

5

Negates low light penalties in a zone for 1 hour

Flashbang

S

4

35

3

Causes blindness and deafness to all zone
occupants

Gas Mask Filter

M

6

35

2

Filters for a gas mask, lasts for 2 hours

Geiger Counter

M

4

173

1

Indicates irradiated zones, people, and items

Grappling Hook

S

6

24

2

Can be thrown as a rock, attaches rope to
zones and elevations

Grenade

S

4

45

3

5 lethality, explosive, thrown as a rock

Homing Beacon

M

6

489

1

Radio beacon that can be attached to terrain or
objects

IFF Transponder

S

4

45

4

Identifies friend or foe to electronic devices

Industrial
Syringe

M

4

48

1

Syringe capable of penetrating walls
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Map

S

2

20

1

+2 logistics die

Medpack

S

12

57

1

Restores 2 heatlh, each success adds to this
amount, 10 uses

Mimetic
Contacts

S

4

206

1

Contacts that copy eye color and shape

Molecular Printer

L

20

500

1

Constructs items from slats

Multitool

S

6

345

1

Can be used to assemble or disassemble items
or bypass locks. Using a multitool imposes a
five die penalty to remaining silent.

Parachute

L

4

320

1

Requires 15 AP to wear. On use drops a
character one elevation per round until reaching
ground level.

4

Coats weapon to cause poisoned condition.
Cost based on the number of rounds the poison
functions

Poison

S

6

45 per
round

Portable
Computer

M

8

431

1

Portable computer with wireless electrosphere
connection

Psychoactive
Drugs

S

4

100 per
attribute

4

+1 die to specified attributes for 30 minutes, can
cause addiction

Quick Crete

S

3

71

2

Adds cover to a zone

Radiation
Removal Drops

S

4

59

5

Negates death by radiation from dropping to 0
health

Rebreather
Canister

M

6

40

2

Canister for a rebreather, lasts for 20 rounds

Recorder

S

4

39

2

Records sounds and spoken communication

Regenerative
Stimulants

S

3

91

3

Restores four health. Removes one condition:
blind, cripple, concussion, or snare

Rope

L

4

22

1

Allows for elevation transfer between zones, 50
feet of rope

Satellite Phone

M

4

314

2

Phone that operates in areas without
electrosphere connection.

Seal of Reprieve

S

6

157

5

Temporarily suspends a curse, can be used to
remove curse if bound to a soul
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Signal Grenade

S

4

52

3

Causes a dense cloud of smoke or emits a high
pitched squeal

Silencer

S

0

69

1

Allows an attempt to hide the sound of a firearm

Smart Phone

S

6

219

1

Phone combined with a relatively low-power
computer, has a high-resolution camera

Smoke Grenade

S

4

35

3

Causes fog penalties in a zone, closed confines
cause gas for five rounds

Spinotaph

S

4

2025

1

A handheld, unfolding computer capable of
wirelessly accessing the electrosphere and
scanning physical items and surroundings for
information

Spray Paint

S

6

15

2

Can of aerosol paint

Surgery Kit

L

20

198

1

Restores 10 health, each success adds to this
amount, removes bleeding, blind, concussion,
and crippled, 10 uses

Synapse Mapper

L

16

746

1

Maps a subject's brain for installation into a
cloned body

Target Painter

L

6

352

1

Provides location information of painted target
within 6 zones

Tear Gas
Grenade

S

4

45

3

Causes asphyxiation to all occupants of a zone
for three rounds, enemies reduced to zero
health are knocked unconscious

Tool Chest

L

20

392

1

Restores 30 health to machine, each success
adds to this amount

Tool Kit

M

14

113

1

Restores 10 health to machine, each success
adds to this amount

Torch

M

2

35

1

Removes low-light and darkness penalties for
the zone you are in. Can be used to blind
creatures and people with night vision.

Transfer Cable

S

6

45

2

Transfers information between computers or
cortex jacks

Water Saw

L

6

231

1

Saw capable of cutting through walls

Zero

S

4

94

5

Knocks a character unconscious for two hours

Aetheric Conduit Injection – A single dose of a
Vitae relic held in a nutrient solution, usage of

the aetheric conduit injection causes an
individual's body to temporarily excrete a
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substance through the normal process of
sweating. This substance forms a barrier which
incorporeal creatures cannot pass through,
providing a limited immunity to attacks that
would typically cause internal rupture and
bypass armor. Additionally, a character may
make unarmed attacks against an incorporeal
creature so long as this injection is in effect. An
aetheric conduit injection lasts for 20 rounds.
AI Nexus – A relatively small box filled with
circuitry, the AI nexus contains all the vital
functions and core personality of an Artificial
Intelligence. Able to be installed into drones,
networks, or modified vehicles, an AI is capable
of performing as a character on its own, though
it is unable to interact physically with the world
unless it is installed into a body. Despite this, an
AI is treated as a character with its own
attributes and skills and uses its own attributes
for its rolls, save if the attributes of the body it
inhabits are greater. An AI core possesses
fifteen health, no absorption or armor, and may
only be damaged while it is separate from a
vehicle or body.
Antidote – Allows a character to negate the
eventual death from poison after he or she has
dropped below zero health.
AutoTurret Dock – A large, collapsible metal
frame that contains a compact computer,
sensors, and a motorized cradle for two
non-vehicle weapons which must be purchased
separately. Using basic friend / foe identification,
utilizing IFF transponders, an autoturret tracks
targets with a motion sensors and determines
range with an incorporated targeting designator.
The basic autoturret requires one round to
register a moving subject as friend or foe, during
which the subject must remain within weapon
range. A sentry turret automatically attacks once
every round after the individual who deployed it
finishes his or her turn, using all applicable
weapons and using the user's science skill to
attack. A sentry turret may benefit from its
environment if the user specifies. An autoturret
may be programmed with if-then clauses for

weapon usage, but cannot think for itself and are
therefore often slaved to a power armor's
network. An autoturret may not move, has fifteen
health, has five absorption, and operates for
eight hours before it must be recharged for a full
day.
Aux-Lens – Most often used by doctors,
medical examiners, and cybernetic specialists
that do not possess a cortex jack of their own,
Aux-lenses have become incredibly cheap due
to their proliferation and utility. Unlike cellular
phones or smartphones, Aux-lenses are only
able to link to read datachips or be connected to
weapons that possess the appropriate
modifications. Aux-Lenses are unable to connect
to the electrosphere and, despite rumors to the
contrary, do not seem to be able to alter the
wearer’s mental state.
Bomblets – A series of small bombs that
fragment when they explode. Has the thrown
range of a rock, a lethality of eight, and is an
explosive weapon. This weapon deals scratch
damage instead of standard damage. This items
is consumed upon use.
Breaching Charge - A bundle of explosives with
an adhesive backing, a breaching charge
specializes in the destruction of barriers
between zones. The device can also be
salvaged and repurposed into the use of traps,
though the shaped charges are less damaging
against flesh than buildings.
Burglary Kit – A set of lockpicks, glass cutters,
and leather gloves that grant two bonus burglary
die to open standard doors or disarm
mechanical traps. The burglary kit allows a
character to silently enter homes with the proper
skill use, however it does not prevent other
means of detection such as motion sensors or
thermal cameras.
Camera – A digital camera with a long-lasting
battery or a regular film camera. Both record
images, though the regular camera is immune to
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electromagnetic shock, but does require special
methods to process the film.
Cellular Phone – A basic phone that relies on
the electrosphere to broadcast and receive
messages. It also has a camera for taking
low-resolution images.
Chemical Jar – A jar that can be filled with
chemicals and plugged with a cork. This item
can fill an industrial syringe twice or be thrown,
using the range of a rock, to cause an effect
depending on the chemical stored. When thrown
this item is destroyed. When purchased, a
chemical jar is empty.
Data Chip – A small flash-memory chip that can
be inserted into a cortex jack or a computer.
These chips can contain software that can
provide a one die bonus to a skill, so long as the
chip is inserted, access to memories of other
individuals, or even raw data and information.
Chips that are purchased are typically blank.

Electrician Kit – A kit with a programmable
magnetic strip, a small drill, wires, and other
electronic devices. Provides two bonus burglary
die to open electronic locks and disarm electrical
traps. Additionally, this kit may be used to
deactivate motion sensors or thermal cameras.
Empathic Projector – A solid device that is
attuned to the wearer's nervous system, the
empathic projector allows a single individual to
communicate telepathically with those within 10
zones. Those that he or she speaks to must be
willing to listen. Those that are not may use any
social skill, or pathics, against the user's pathics
skill to ignore the telepathic communication.

Decoder – A special device that automatically
translates messages written in code. Each
decoder only works with one specific code
however.

Epinephrine Pen – A small medical pen filled
with amber fluid that accelerates heart rate and
reaction speed. When used, this item reduces a
character's current health by three, but restores
five PP. If a subject fails to sleep for at least six
hours before he or she uses a number of
regenerative stimulants and epinephrine pens
greater than twice his or her endurance he or
she suffers a heart attack. This causes the
character to be reduced to zero health and be
rendered unconscious. This item is consumed
upon use.

Duct Tape – A roll of adhesive tape that can be
use to bind objects together. Alternatively, it can
be used to tape wounds shut, healing an amount
of lost health equal to two less than a medical
skill result. A single roll of duct tape can be used
ten times before it is consumed.

Field Technician Kit – A set of easy-reference
pamphlets and analytical tools that provide two
bonus science die. The field technician kit allows
an individual to easily identify elements held in
an item, to easily discern an artifact's use, or to
easily perform a field autopsy.

E-Mag Diver – A large device that cradles a
reclining subject's head, the E-Mag Diver is a
piece of electrical machinery designed to allow
individuals without cortex jacks to enter the
Electrosphere by interfacing with the brain
through the skull. Divers may also be used by
individuals with mesh implants and cortex jacks
to enter the Electrosphere, though they do not
need to rest within the cradle of the device. A
single diver may allow for up to three individuals
to enter the Electrosphere at the same time.

First Aid Kit – A bag filled with bandages,
compresses, splints, and any other such items
you might need to patch a hole in a human
being. Often includes synthetic blood and
nutri-sal to speed the recovery. Restores five
lost health in addition to a medical skill result,
negates the bleeding condition. This can be
used ten times before it is consumed.
Flares – A stick filled with phosphorous
materials that, when lit, provides illumination.
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Negates low light penalties in a zone for an hour.
This item is consumed upon use.
Flashbang – An explosive device designed to
create a loud, bright explosion with minimal
physical effects. Has the thrown range of a rock
and causes blindness and deafness for three
rounds to all occupants of a zone. Occupants
not immediately affected by the flashbang are
not affected upon entering the zone. This item is
consumed upon use.
Gas Mask Filter – An attachment to a gas mask
that allows one to function, straining poisons
from the air. Each filter lasts for roughly two
hours before it must be replaced. A used filter
may not be refreshed or recharged in any way,
though they may be thrown as a rock.
Geiger Counter – A device used to indicate
irradiated zones, this item is useful to anyone
travelling through the wasteland. A near-infinite
battery life means that it does not have to be
replaced once purchased.
Grappling Hook – A weighted head with
several hooks that can be used to quickly fasten
rope to a distant zone. This can be thrown with
the range of a rock.
Grenade – An explosive device with an
activation lever. Has the thrown range of a rock,
a lethality of five, and is an explosive weapon.
This lethality is doubled if the target cannot
dampen the impact by moving away from the
blast, such as with the snared condition. This
item is consumed upon use.
Homing Beacon – A radio beacon that can be
attached to an item to provide positioning to
individuals with advanced communication
equipment such as computers and smart
phones.
IFF Transponder – A small battery hooked to a
diminutive broadcasting device, an IFF
transponder can broadcast one of fifteen
separate frequencies, chosen by the user, to

passively identify the user as a friend to
computers and digital scopes associated with
the same frequency. It may also be used to track
an individual's movement if it is attached. This
item may be thrown with the range of a rock.
Industrial Syringe – A large syringe capable of
penetrating iron through the use of a small
hydraulic piston. The canister integrated into the
machine holds up to a quart of liquid or foam
which is injected with a second trigger beneath
the one that activates and deactivates the
hydraulic piston.
Map – Two bonus logistics die so long as the
user is able to discern where he or she is in
relation to the map.
Medpack – Restores two lost health in addition
to a medical skill result. This can be used ten
times before it is consumed.
Mimetic Contacts – A pair of contacts capable
of changing their color, depth, and dilation
without affecting the eyesight of the wearer. The
case these contacts are packaged in can be
used to alter their appearance on a fine level.
The case also includes a scanner that may be
used to copy the appearance of another
individual, though it must do so over the course
of several minutes, meaning the individual must
be either willing, unconscious, or restrained.
Molecular Printer – A device that deconstructs
materials and uses them to construct usable
items, a molecular printer is a valuable piece of
machinery. Unfortunately, the device requires set
up in a stable location with available power, such
as a building, and time to construct any item;
one day for small items, two days for medium
items, and three days for large items. The cost
for each item created is equal to half its base
value, which must be in slats as the printer
consumes these to create the items.
Additionally, each item to be printed requires a
reusable blueprint to be installed into the printer.
Blueprints are available for purchase, each of
which is equal to half the base value of the item.
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Multitool – A battery powered screwdriver with
multiple heads and sockets capable of
performing various tasks including quick
assembly or disassembly. The loud noises it
produces makes it unsuited for covert
operations.
Parachute – Layered fabric, control lines, and a
harness meant to prevent an individual from
dying horribly when falling from great heights. A
parachute requires fifteen AP in order to be worn
in a gadget slot and four AP to activate. Once
activated, the parachute reduces elevation loss
to one per round and stops functioning once the
character reaches a stable ground level.
Poison (#) – A virulent poison that can be used
to coat a weapon. The (#) indicates the number
of rounds the poison remains in the person's
body. This item is consumed upon use.
Portable Computer – A portable computer with
an effective processor and a card that allows it
to wirelessly tap in to the electrosphere. This
computer has enough battery life to last for six
hours before it must be plugged in for one day.
Psychoactive Drugs – Special medicines,
herbs, and other items that, when consumed,
cross the blood-brain barrier to directly affect the
user's consciousness and nervous system. Each
psychoactive drug grants a one die bonus to a
certain number of attributes for thirty minutes. A
character may become addicted to a single
psychoactive drug if he or she does not sleep for
at least six hours before consuming a number of
psychoactive drugs equal to his or her willpower.
A character that is addicted has the effects of
the drug doubled, but must use the specific
psychoactive drug at least once every twenty
four hours or, after this time period, suffer five
damage every three hours from withdrawal. A
character may remove the effects of withdrawal
and addiction by surviving for twenty four hours
without the specified psychoactive drug.

Quick Crete – Causes the cover environmental
effect to be added to a zone. This item is
consumed upon use.
Radiation Removal Drops – Small pills that,
when ingested, bond with radioactive particles
and remove them from the bloodstream,
negating the eventual death from radiation after
the user has has dropped below zero health.
Rebreather Canister – An attachment to a
rebreather that provides fresh air for twenty
rounds. A used canister may not be refreshed or
recharged in any way, though they may be
thrown as a rock.
Recorder – A simple digital or cassette
recorder. It records spoken messages and other
audio events.
Regenerative Stimulants – A small medical
pen filled with a dark red nutrient mixture that
encourages the reproduction of blood cells.
When used this restores four health and negates
one chosen condition (blind, cripple, concussion,
snare). If a subject fails to sleep for at least six
hours before he or she uses a number of
regenerative stimulants and epinephrine pens
greater than twice his or her endurance he or
she suffers a heart attack. This causes the
character to be reduced to zero health and be
rendered unconscious. This item is consumed
upon use.
Rope – A fifty foot long braided hemp or nylon
rope. Securing it costs four AP, while a character
that is climbing pays an additional four AP to
raise one elevation or two AP to lower one
elevation. Items may be secured to a rope as
well. A rope may only raise someone or
something to the point which it is secured.
Satellite Phone – A phone that operates by
broadcasting signals to the few remaining
satellites in orbit, allowing messages to bypass
the locations where the electrosphere is unable
to send messages.
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Seal of Reprieve – A small paper seal filled with
incense that, when burned, alleviates the effects
of all curses on him or her for one day. If a spirit
or soul has been bonded with a seal of reprieve
before it is burned, one curse is removed.
Signal Grenade – A smoke grenade that does
not explode, but rather releases a dense stream
of colored smoke or releases a high pitched
squeal, depending on manufacture. Often used
for evacuations and marking areas for airborne
assistance. This item is consumed upon use.
Silencer – An attachment to the end of a
weapons barrel, or barrels, that muffles the
sound of the round being fired. As most rounds
travel incredibly quickly, and because not all the
pressurized gas involved in the use of a firearm
can be contained, a silencer reduces the total
sound from a loud pop to a more hollow bark.
Even so, the sound does not carry as far,
allowing a subject to use a stealth roll with an
attack to avoid being detected. Using the
subsonic ammunition modification with this
gadget grants one bonus die to avoid detection.
This gadget lasts for thirty attacks before it
breaks.
Smart Phone – An advanced cellular phone
capable of rendering images on its surface as
well as storing data. It also can tap in to the
electrosphere's network and take relatively
high-resolution images.
Smoke Grenade – A grenade designed to fill an
area with smoke. Has the thrown range of a rock
and causes fog penalties in a zone for five
rounds. Closed confines also cause gas in a
zone for five rounds. This item is consumed
upon use.
Spinotaph – A small, handheld device in the
rough simulation of a human spine that can be
straightened and its flexible screen expanded to
operate in a similar form to both a laptop and a
smartphone. The spinotaph also possesses
additional sensors that let it scan whatever it is
pointed at in the environment, or even the

environment itself, listing details such as
elemental makeup, air quality, and information
presently known about those objects.
Spray Paint – A small aerosol can of latex or
oil-based spray paint that, when shaken, allows
someone to mark a surface in a specific color. If
pressed, an individual can attempt to blind an
opponent with the spray paint can. With an open
flame, an individual may use the spray paint can
as a zero range, one lethality weapon that
causes burning damage. Additionally, with an
open flame an individual can throw the spray
paint as though it were a grenade, which
immediately consumes the gadget. A can of
spray paint can be used ten times before its
supply of aerosol is exhausted.
Surgery Kit – Restores ten lost health in
addition to a medical skill result, negates the
bleeding, blind, concussion, crippled conditions.
This can be used ten times before it is
consumed.
Synapse Mapper – A large device capable of
mapping, in full detail, the layout of an
individual's brain and nervous system. Two
methods are used to perform this operation. The
first simply scans the brain and the nervous
system through flesh and bone and replicates
the individual's mind with approximation. The
second method causes the device to open the
skull and directly analyze the individual's brain
while it is destroyed. The data can then be used
to retool the brain within a spare body. It is
unknown what happens to an individual's soul
during and after these processes, but spare
bodies uploaded with a scan performed through
the bone are noted to often times behave in
radically different ways while those individuals
uploaded with a scan that destroyed the brain
are often incredibly similar to the original. A
character that has used a synapse mapper to
destroy his brain still exists within the synapse
mapper and can control objects the synapse
mapper has been incorporated into much like an
AI.
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Target Painter – A bulky rifle that projects a
visible beam of light at a target, providing
targeting positions to individuals with advanced
communication equipment. When used with
specialized scopes and weaponry capable of
registering the beam of light, the target painter
allows for heavy but fragile equipment to strike a
location without fear of reprisal.
Tear Gas Grenade – Has the thrown range of a
rock and causes all opponents in the zone to be
asphyxiated for three rounds. Additionally, if
someone is reduced to zero health by a tear gas
grenade's effects he or she is immediately
knocked unconscious. This item is consumed
upon use.
Tool Chest – A large box of wrenches, sockets,
hammers, and other various tools that restores
thirty lost health, in addition to a repair skill
result, to a Machine. Though these are heavy
and take much effort to move, they can be
placed inside a vehicle as cargo to make easy
field repairs.
Tool Kit – An average case of tools that
restores ten lost health, in addition to a repair
skill result, to a Machine. Often used by
mechanics and engineers, tool kits allow an
individual to solve minor problems that may go
wrong with mechanical devices as well, such as
rusted or frozen gears or belts.
Torch – A wooden stick with a oil-soaked rag, a
lantern, or a metal electric flashlight. Activating
this device illuminates the zone the character is
currently in, removing low-light and darkness
penalties. A torch possesses enough oil or
battery power for four hours of continuous use.
Torches may be used as a club in combat if
equipped as a weapon. Instead of dealing
damage, a torch may be used to blind a target
capable of seeing in the dark for one round.
Alternatively, torches that rely on oil may be
used to convert all physical damage they would
do to burning damage, though this destroys the
torch.

Transfer Cable – A ten foot cable that is
specifically fitted to work with cortex jacks and
comes with multiple adapters to allow an
individual to interface with electronic equipment.
Transfer cable is filled with special materials that
act much like the neurons in an individual's
brain, allowing for a high rate of information
transfer between linked machines and linked
persons.
Water Saw – A powerful pump mounted to a
thin nozzle, a water saw is a device that can be
used to cut through hardened materials
relatively quickly. Taking a total of thirty minutes,
a water saw may create an opening between
two zones. It should be noted that a water saw
requires an ample supply of water, such as what
can be provided by a working fire hydrant or a
tanker truck. If used against an individual, a
water saw is a four lethality weapon with a range
of zero.
Zero – A relatively large solvent tablet based on
the 'zombie powder' used in Vodoun. When
ingested, the chemicals within zero cause an
individual's neural system and bodily functions to
rapidly and systematically halt, rendering an
individual effectively dead to any observer. After
two hours has passed, an antidote is
administered by the tablet that revives the
individual.

4.7 – Load Bearing Gear
Load bearing gear is special equipment worn to
carry items and heavy loads that would
otherwise be unmanageable. A character may
wear one of each type of load bearing gear:
vest, thigh rig, combat pack, and storage pack.
Without load bearing gear, a character is limited
to the items that fit inside his or her pockets and
hands.
A character receives a number of bonus large
slots equal to half his or her strength bonus
when he or she carries a storage pack. These
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bonus slots only function if the character carries
the storage pack. Any character that attempts to
carry a storage pack that has more equipment
than his or her strength bonus allows finds
himself unable to equip the pack unless he or
she removes some equipment first.

Load bearing gear may not be purchased, or
made, as a masterpiece.
Alternatively, for ease of use, players and
narrators may opt to instead disregard load
bearing gear and equipment sizes. In these
cases, players are requested to only carry gear
within reason for their character’s size and
strength.

Accessing any Load Bearing Gear costs a total
of four AP, unless the character is reloading. If
the character is reloading, the AP cost is ignored
in favor of the standard two AP reload cost.

4.7.1 – Vests

All load bearing gear are medium items when
not equipped.

Name

Small
Slots

Medium
Slots

Large
Slots

Cost

Miscellaneous Effects

Grenadier Vest

5

0

0

62

-

Law
Enforcement
Vest

3

0

0

36

-

Security
Harness

1

0

0

10

+1 die to hide contained object

Shoulder
Holsters

2

0

0

20

+1 die to hide contained objects

SWAT Vest

2

1

0

49

-

Tactical Vest

2

2

0
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Weapon Sling

1

0

1

29

-

Grenadier Vest – Grenadier vests are mostly
used by military officers wielding assault rifles
with mounted grenade launchers. These vests
allow such people to carry multiple rounds into
combat, more than would necessarily be
available through other equipment.

the pit of a character's arm. Though limited in
capacity, a docker's clutch provides one bonus
stealth die to hide the object it contains.

Law Enforcement Vest – A typical vest worn by
law enforcement personnel, this particular load
bearing gear has a large amount of room for
pistols and ammunition.

Shoulder Holsters – A modified security
harness that allows a person to store two
sidearms or small objects on either side of his or
her body, shoulder holsters retain their
predecessor's ability to avoid detection,
providing a one bonus stealth die to hide the
objects they contain.

Security Harness – A leather harness that
safely tucks a sidearm or other small object into

SWAT Vest – A modified vest worn by strategic
weapons divisions, SWAT vests are capable of
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holding a single medium sized object in addition
to two small objects.

weapon slings are little more than leather straps
secured to a weapon with small pockets for
ammunition. Weapon slings are most often used
by military members wielding heavier weapons
such as machine guns and sniper rifles.\

Tactical Vest – Tactical vests are used by
military personnel entering live combat
situations. The medium and small slots allows
the wearers to carry special equipment, such as
emergency medical kits, into combat without
significantly hindering mobility.

4.7.2 – Thigh Rigs

Weapon Sling – Traditionally worn by guerrilla
fighters and members of the mexican cartels,

Name

Small
Slots

Medium
Slots

Large
Slots

Cost

Miscellaneous Effects

Medical Rig

3

1

0

77

-

Munition Rig

5

0

0

62

-

Pistol Holster

3

0

0

12

-

Pockets

2

0

0

-

Always available if no other thigh rigs are worn

Relic Rig

0

0

2

100

Allows the use of two relics, if stored in these slots

Rifle Holster

2

0

1

43

-

SMG Holster

2

1

0

26

-

Utility Rig

1

2

0

88

-

Medical Rig – A large pouch meant to secure
medical equipment without hindering movement,
a medical rig is capable of housing a first aid kit
and numerous syringes while protecting them
from the scrapes and impacts of rough wear.
Munition Rig – A leg harness consisting of five
small pouches, the munition rig is constructed to
provide enough ammunition to sustain any
combat scenario. The pouches are also capable
of carrying utility equipment, such as combat
knives, rendering them useful for individuals
wishing to remain versatile.
Pistol Holster – A typical thigh holster for a
pistol with a small pouch for extra magazines.
Civilians and law enforcement prefer these

holsters for their lightweight and durable
natures.
Pockets – Pockets sewn into a blouse, a skirt, a
shirt, or a pair of pants, they're always a part of
clothing and armor. These don't disappear if you
wear thigh rigs, though they cannot be used
while using any Load Bearing Gear.
Relic Rig – A large armored bag meant to be
worn at the sides, a relic rig is special in that it
not only allows a character to store relics of any
size, but also allows the relic stored within to be
active as well by providing protective layers of
rubber and insulation.
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Rifle Holster – A sling carried on the lower
back, a rifle holster is capable of containing
larger and heavier weapon systems. Not
exclusively limited to rifles, this holster may also
carry machine guns, flamethrowers, and rocket
launchers.

Utility Rig – Little more than a pair of large
collapsible pouches, a utility rig is capable of
containing heavier equipment for specialists
without requiring the use of hands or limiting
upper body mobility.

SMG Holster – A large holster meant to carry
SMGs and sawed off shotguns, scavengers
make the most use of these holsters as the
weapons they contain are relatively lightweight,
yet capable of providing lethal force.

4.7.3 – Combat Packs

Name

Small
Slots

Medium
Slots

Large
Slots

Cost

Miscellaneous Effects

Attache Case

2

0

1

16

Waterproof if closed

Combat
Briefcase

3

1

0

63

Contained items cannot be destroyed by being
dropped

Day Pack

2

1

1

82

+1 die to be hidden in a location

Messenger Pack

1

2

0

30

-

Operation Pack

0

2

1

49

-

Relic Pack

0

2

2

100

Allows the use of two relics, if stored in these slots

Attache Case – A bag originally created to hold
field surgery kits, the large space inside an
attache case renders it also possible to store
tools and instruments necessary for mechanical
repairs. As an added bonus, a waterproof lining
prevents anything stored inside from
deteriorating due to moisture.
Combat Briefcase – A hand-held briefcase with
a shoulder strap, combat briefcases are
reinforced with thin sheets of steel to prevent
damage to the objects housed within. With many
pockets covering the exterior, combat briefcases
are widely used by freelance explorers and
scavengers hired to conduct research.
Day Pack – A fairly small, lightweight backpack
that is often used by combat personnel, a day
pack is versatile enough to carry an assault rifle
and ammunition as well as any supplies

necessary for a trip. Due to their carry capacity,
day packs are sometimes used as mobile
storage stashes by scavengers too wounded or
exhausted to carry their spoils with a single trip.
Messenger Pack – A large shoulder-slung pack
meant to carry laptops and papers, messenger
packs are employed most often employed by the
couriers that travel between towns. As an iconic
symbol, some agencies provide messenger
packs to members for free.
Operation Pack – A large bag secured with a
shoulder strap, operation packs are often used
to carry laptops and research equipment.
Occasionally, scavengers will purchase these
packs to contain spare weapons, often with an
intent to distribute.
Relic Pack – A large, armored pack worn
across the lower back, a relic pack is able to
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transport two relics of any size. A relic pack also
increases the active relic limit for a character by
providing protective layers of rubber and
insulation.

4.7.4 – Storage Packs

Name

Small
Slots

Medium
Slots

Large
Slots

Cost

Miscellaneous Effects

Bag

0

0

5

10

-

Duffel Bag

2

0

4

27

-

Field Bag

4

2

1

42

-

Patrol Pack

2

2

3

73

-

Tactical Case

2

4

1

52

-

Three Day Pack

6

1

1

90

+1 die to be hidden in a location

Bag – A denim or cloth sack used to carry items,
a bag is a simple, but effective container. All
bags are susceptible to tearing from prolonged
use, but their minimal cost makes them useful
for individuals on a tight budget.
Duffel Bag – A large bag secured by a shoulder
strap, a duffel bag is capable of containing a
small object in an external pocket and four
objects within its confines. Resistant to tears and
relatively lightweight, the proportions of a duffel
bag allow for the storage of multiple weapons
within its confines.
Field Bag – A large bag with many small
pockets along the outside, a field bag is useful
for travelers and hunters for its extensive
ammunition storage capacity. Also preferred by
traders, a field bag is able to hold many trinkets
and trade goods.
Patrol Pack – Created to provide a
standardized pack, the patrol pack holds most
items that an individual would need on a long
distance patrol, both to assist with travel and to
report strategic commands.
Tactical Case – A tactical case is little more
than a field bag modified to support heavier

loads and more versatile equipment. Often used
to store basic necessities for a mobile field base,
a tactical case can also be used to carry a rifle
and camouflaged equipment.
Three Day Pack – Often referred to as a scout
pack, the three day pack is little more than a
backpack with numerous external pockets. Like
a day pack, the three-day pack is often used to
create a stash for pickup. Lightweight and
durable, a scout pack provides vital carrying
capacity to soldiers without limiting mobility.

4.8 – Cybernetics
Cybernetics are synthetic or synthetic-organic
replacements or improvements implanted inside
a person's body. Though the technology is
relatively new, cybernetics allow a character to
perform feats of almost superhuman quality.
All cybernetics are normally noticeable by all
characters and require extensive surgery both to
install and to remove.
All cybernetics take up space within an
individual's body. The eight augmentation slots
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are as follows: Head, Eyes, Torso, Left Arm,
Right Arm, Legs, Spine, and Suite.

to zero health. A botch indicates the character
has died.

Some cybernetics require energy every time
they are used. These implants are powered by
the same energy cells that power energy
weapons, with the power cell cost included in
the implant cost. Energy cells contain up to ten
charges. Integrated into the implants
themselves, they may not be removed or
replaced, only recharged. Unless otherwise
indicated, the benefits for activated cybernetics
only lasts for a single action.

Not all cybernetics are created to the same
quality standard. Some cybernetics exist that
have an increased charge cost per use. Others
are capable of backfiring or overloading under
duress and damaging their user, while some
might not be properly fitted and cause physical
ailments to the wearer, reducing the wearer's
maximum health. A rare few may suffer from
mechanical, electrical malfunctions, or may shut
down entirely and possibly require further
surgery to reactivate. Lower quality cybernetics
are often cheaper than their standard
counterparts, though the specific cost and effect
is determined by the narrator. Likewise, better
components are available at an increased cost,
often providing more uses per charge. The
highest grade may not be counted toward the
user's limit for cybernetic surgery.

All cybernetics, once installed, immediately
affect the way an individual recognizes the
world. Often, this is by incorporating system data
into the individual's peripheral vision so that
when the individual wishes to view the status of
his or her implants the information is readily
available. This does not physically display an
image on the character's retina or iris, but
instead operates by the cybernetics interfacing
with the nervous system. Due to the mental
strain of adapting new appendages and
components, every installed cybernetic, other
than a prosthesis or cortex jack, reduces a
character's power point maximum by one. This
reduction is refunded when the cybernetic
implant is removed.
A character may not have a number of
cybernetic implants greater than his or her
endurance attribute without rolling to withstand
the surgery. To withstand cybernetic surgery
without being damaged, a character must roll an
athletics skill use with a number of successes
equal to half the total number of implants the
character already has (rounded down). Failure
to succeed on this roll indicates the character's
surgery has gone wrong, reducing the character

Name

Cost

Body Slot

A character may not have multiple cybernetics
with the same name. A character may not install
multiple cybernetics into the same body slot.
Cybernetics without an indicated slot do not
require a slot to be installed.
The cost for each implant does not include
surgery to integrate the cybernetic. The cost for
implant surgery is five script. This may be per
cybernetic, or for a single surgery that can install
multiple components, dependent on the skill and
persuasion of the surgeon.
Characters do not begin play with any
cybernetics, save if they are purchased. The
cost for the surgery to install cybernetics when a
character is created is waived. Prosthetics are
free during character creation.

Charges Per
Use

Effect
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Active Chaff
System

142

Torso

5

Automatically causes an explosive attack
against the user to fail, must be used before
defense roll

Adrenal
Enhancer

161

Torso

-

Restores 1 PP each round, deals 1 damage
each round

Augmented
Optics

151

Eyes

2

Removes effects of fog and foliage on user for
one round

Augmented
Reaction System

270

Spine

6

Change initiative next round, +4 AP

Backup Battery

305

Spine or Torso

-

Provides an additional 20 charges that may be
used with any implants

Bone
Reinforcement

105

Suite

-

+2 Absorption, -1 die penalty to all strength
skills

Centrifugal
Balancer

505

Suite

-

Allows movement across narrow paths without
the use of a skill check.

Cerebral
Amplifier

808

Spine

-

+1 die bonus to all Intellect, Willpower, and
Leadership rolls, requires Cybernetic Nucleus

Cortex Jack

100

-

-

Allows direct mental interfacing with
computerized devices by cables, does not
reduce power points

Cranial Mesh
System

500

Head or Spine

-

Wireless electrosphere access

Cranial Mount

315

Head

-

Small weapon treated as a natural weapon

Cybernetic
Nucleus

615

Head

-

Maps character brain when killed, able to be
used as an AI or uploaded into a cloned body

Dermal Auditory
System

157

Eyes or Torso

-

Dermal Mesh
System

100

Arms

-

Allows direct interfacing with computerized
devices by touch

Electronic
Camouflage

170

Legs or Torso

5

+2 die to hide against electronic detection for
ten rounds

Emotional
Dampening

201

Head

4

Alleviates psychosis, exhausted, wounded,
weary conditions for five rounds

Fiber Weave

320

Arms, Legs, or
Torso

-

Increases maximum health by 4

Full Body
Enhancement

1034

Suite

-

Requires Cybernetic Nucleus, provides +1 die
bonus to all Strength, Agility, and Endurance
rolls

Hearing

through skin, water does not impair
hearing
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Hard Jack

228

Spine

-

Allows direct interface with a machine, +2 AP if
the character possesses the piloting discipline
for the utilized vehicle, extended use kills, may
not be used to join with black ships.

Harmonizer

1500

Spine

-

Allows direct interface with a machine, +2 AP if
the character possesses the piloting discipline
for the utilized vehicle, does not kill with
extended use, may be used to join with black
ships.

Illumination

65

Eyes

1

Removes low light penalties on user for one
round

Infusion Canister

172

Arms, Spine, or
Torso

-

Uses an antidote, drug, epinephrine pen, or
regenerative stimulant without using AP

Integrated Armor

127

Arms, Legs, or
Torso

-

+1 absorption

Integrated
Gadget

103

Arms

-

Allows two small gadgets or one medium
gadget to not consume an inventory slot

Integrated
Weapon

91

Arms

-

Small or medium weapon treated as a natural
weapon

Integrated Rail

327

Spine

-

Medium or Large weapon treated as a natural
weapon

Internal
Compartment

120

Legs or Torso

-

Increases character's inventory by 1 small slot,
+2 die to hide items in this slot

Location
Recognition

131

Eyes or Head

-

+2 die to navigate terrain, user cannot be lost,
save due to supernatural effects.

Magnetic Sling

318

Arm

5

Allows a free thrown grenade.

Microfibral
Latticework

120

Legs

2

User may leap up to 2 elevation units without
aid or fall up to 2 elevation units without
damage

Microfibral
Motivation

149

Legs

3

User may move one zone without expending
AP

Microfibral
Musculature

128

Arms or Legs

4

+2 die to all strength related skills for 5 rounds

Neural Enhancer

219

Head

-

Instant simple calculations, may fully learn
written language in 1 week, may learn a spoken
dialect in 2 weeks

Orthic
Reconstruction

80

Spine

-

Character gains 3 bonus large inventory slots

Pneumatic Arms

287

Arms

2

Increases melee attack rolls by one die
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Prosthesis

45

-

-

Replacement for any lost organs or limbs, does
not count toward cybernetic limitations, does
not reduce power points

Receptive
Regenerant

110

Suite

4

Increases the amount of health restored by
three when the user is healed.

Recombinant
Lungs

140

Torso

1

Prevents asphyxiation for 1 round

Reload Armature

107

Arms

-

Reload reduced by 1 AP

Shielded Optics

60

Eyes

-

Ignores items and techniques that cause
blindness

Stun Pads

117

Arms

2

Unarmed melee attack may knock target
unconscious

Subdermal
Plating

80

Torso

-

+2 absorption, -1 penalty to all agility skills

Sympathetic
Relay

400

Suite

-

+1 initiative, +1 for every ally within 2 zones

System
Regulation

227

Suite

-

Increases survivability due to lack of food and
water, reduces required rest to 4 hours

Targeting
Systems

413

Eyes

3

Increases ranged attack rolls by one die

Thermoptic
Camouflage

219

Legs or Torso

5

+2 die to hide against thermal and visual
detection for ten rounds

Torsion Pitons

210

Legs

-

+3 bonus die on athletics checks to remain
upright or stable on moving objects

Vision
Enhancement

135

Eyes

1

User is treated as though 1 zone closer to
target for ranged attacks

Active Chaff System – Active chaff systems
are small, though bulky cybernetics that are
capable of stopping explosive weapons by firing
electrical pulses that detonate incoming
ordinance. This cybernetic enhancement may be
used to automatically stop an opponent's attack
with an explosive weapon after he or she rolls.
Adrenal Enhancer – A specialized device built
around the heart that screens the blood stream
for epinephrine and stores the chemical
compound for controlled release. The slow
injection of epinephrine allows a character to
recover one Power Point each round, up to the

user's maximum PP, though the process is
physically draining and causes the loss of one
health each round.
Augmented Optics – Augmented optics allow a
character to see into the infrared and ultraviolet
spectrum as well as register thermal sources.
This removes the effects of fog and foliage with
each use, though these benefits only last for one
round.
Augmented Reaction System – A heavily
layered system that interfaces directly with the
individual's brain, the augmented reaction
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system allows an individual to comprehend the
world around them and react with superhuman
speed. This system provides an immediate
bonus of four AP and allows the character to
reassign his or her placement in initiative order,
starting the next round.
Backup Battery – A battery integrated into the
user's body that acts as a secondary power
source for any other implants. Though not useful
on its own, the backup battery may be used to
power other energy-draining implants for an
extended period of time.
Bone Reinforcement – Bone grafts and
incorporation of steel to a skeletal structure
renders a character more resistant to mishaps
involving falls or focused blunt trauma at the
cost of muscle mass and significantly increased
weight. A character with this modification suffers
a one die penalty to all strength skills, but gains
two absorption.
Centrifugal Balancer – Inclusion of surgeries to
augment an individual's inner ear as well as
install gyroscopic balancers in an individual's
extremities allows an individual to move with
greater precision and care than he or she would
otherwise be capable of. An individual with this
modification no longer suffers athletics rolls to
remain balanced when standing on narrow
ledges or wires. Attacks and actions that would
cause a balancing character to roll athletics to
remain balanced still do so.
Cerebral Amplifier – Installation of a Cerebral
Amplifier is a complex surgery that focuses
around the human brain. The installation of a
cerebral amplifier involves the cloning and
enhancement of cerebral tissue and the
expansion of the spinal chord. Unlike most
cybernetics, the installation of a Cerebral
Amplifier can fail for unknown reasons, which
makes its integration difficult and causes the
culture to decay. It is for this reason that the
surgery requires a Cybernetic Nucleus. If the
culture decays, the cost of a new culture is four
script. If successful, the Cerebral Amplifier

provides the subject with a one die bonus to all
intellect, willpower, and leadership skills.
Cortex Jack – A cortex jack allows a character
to directly interface with any computer, item, or
weapon with the appropriate technology.
Located in a character's head, at the temple, a
cortex jack is a particularly sensitive, and
weighty, piece of hardware that often includes
slots for five datachips behind the ear. A cortex
jack may be plugged in to a wall to recharge all
other cybernetics.
Cranial Mesh System – A highly advanced
implant that enhances the user's brain with
miniaturized components and numerous relics,
the cranial mesh system allows a character to
wirelessly access the Electrosphere and
interface with wireless devices.
Cranial Mount – Sometimes referred to as a
skull-gun, a cranial mount allows a small
weapon, such as a pistol, to be mounted to an
individual's head and readied with a mental
command. Often, users are recommended to
wear earplugs to prevent hearing impairments.
Cybernetic Nucleus – This system is a
malleable black egg that fits snugly inside a
human being's skull, beneath the brain. When
installed, the device automatically attaches to
the nervous system. Essentially a high-density
storage drive, the cybernetic nucleus is capable
of preserving an individual's identity as though it
has been uploaded by a synapse mapper. This
device, once activated, functions for up to twenty
years without being linked to a body or external
power source. The cybernetic nucleus may be
attached to any machine, in which case the
individual may operate it as an AI would, or it
may be implanted into a spare body at a body
bank and activated.
Dermal Auditory System – A relatively simple,
though extensive cybernetic graft, the dermal
auditory system allows a character to hear the
world through their skin as well as their ears by
detecting and discerning vibrations. This also
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allows a character to hear perfectly when
underwater.
Dermal Mesh System – A sophisticated implant
that combines relics and technology within the
character's nervous system and brain, the
dermal mesh system allows a character to
mentally interface with electronic devices simply
by touching them. This also allows any artificial
intelligences coexisting within the character's
body to experience the world through all five
senses.
Electronic Camouflage – Electronic
camouflage uses magnetic projections and
artificial electronic feedback to confuse the
sensors of a machine. This system may only be
used twice, during which a character gains a two
die bonus to stealth against robots and
mechanical constructions for five rounds.
Emotional Dampening – An implant that
synthesizes and administers a custom mixture of
regulating drugs directly to the individual's brain
when activated, emotional dampening systems
are most often used to regulate individuals that
suffer psychoses. They are also rumored to be
used by professional hit squads that deal in
clandestine combat and shadow warfare.
Emotional dampening can be used to alleviate
the psychosis, bloodied, exhausted, or wearied
condition for five rounds.
Fiber Weave – Adding carbon fibers that flex in
accordance to pain receptors into the epidermis
of an individual increases its resilience to
trauma, preventing lacerations and impacts from
damaging as deeply as they would otherwise.
Installing this modification increases the user's
maximum health by two as long as it is installed.
Full Body Replacement – Not so much an
implant as an overhaul, the Full Body
Replacement is an option only available to those
that already possess a Cybernetic Nucleus. This
procedure can take many forms, though most
often it is used when a character cannot typically
be saved, such as when a character suffers

traumatic damage that separates the head and
mangles the body. The replacement prosthesis
for this operation can either be wholly synthetic,
made of metal and plastic, or it can be an
organic body created from cloned and enhanced
tissue integrated with cybernetic technology.
Both options provide one bonus die to all
strength, agility, and endurance rolls.
Hard Jack – A massive socket located at the
base if the wearer's skull, the hard jack allows a
character to directly interface with any vehicle
with a hard jack access point other than a black
ship. In activating this implant, the user's
consciousness fully leaves his or her body,
causing his or her body to effectively become
brain-dead while providing improved reaction
time and spatial perception. While active the
pilot may utilize any vehicle as though he or she
possesses the necessary discipline. If the
character already possesses the required
discipline, he receives two bonus AP while the
hard jack is active.
Harmonizer – Similar to a hard jack, the
harmonizer is capable of linking an individual to
a vehicle in order to provide direct control. As a
result, the harmonizer provides the same
benefits. However, unlike a hard jack, the
harmonizer requires the inclusion of an artificial
intelligence to better facilitate control, allowing
the user to control any vehicle including the
black ships. Additionally, due to the inclusion of
an artificial intelligence, the harmonizer can
regulate biological systems, preventing the
death that would otherwise occur when using a
hard jack without life support.
Illumination – Illumination reflects light along
the back of a character's eyes, removing the
penalty for operating in low-light conditions, but
degrading quality of vision. The reflection is
easily seen by other characters while this
cybernetic implant is active.
Infusion Canister – A small container placed
within the arm, spine, or torso that allows an
individual to carry medicine internally. Though
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only capable of housing a single dosage, the
infusion canister allows an individual to receive
the benefit of a drug without expending AP to
manually swallow pills or use a syringe. Filling
an infusion canister is an action that requires ten
AP and a dosage of the drug to be used. A drug
in an infusion canister does not consume an
inventory slot.
Integrated Armor – Integrated armor consists
of reactive fibers placed directly beneath a
character's skin. The moment that an impact is
detected with the character's skin, often before
the nervous system has a chance to report the
event to the brain, the fibers flex and harden in
an attempt to disperse the damage of the blow.
This results in one bonus absorption.
Integrated Gadget – Integrated gadgets are
often installed in the forearm, if they are small
enough, or integrated along the entire arm. This
allows a character to hold those items internally,
such that those items do not consume an
inventory slot and can readily be accessed.
Expendable gadgets, such as regenerative
stimulants, must be replaced after usage to be
consumed again, an act which requires 8 AP.
Integrated Weapon – Integrated weapons are
weapons placed inside a character's body, such
as in an arm or a vestigial appendage such as a
tail, ready for use without consuming a slot. The
weapon a character may have integrated is
limited to a single small and medium weapons.
An integrated weapon may be modified as any
other weapon of its type.
Integrated Rail – Whereas most weapons can
be broken apart and either mounted inside a
prosthetic limb or aligned in such a way that they
self-assemble, the largest weapons do not
provide such a possibility. Instead, they must be
directly attached to a rig grafted to the user's
spine and shoulders for support, with the
weapon capable of automatically sliding up and
over the shoulder to align itself properly. An
integrated rail is limited to attaching a single
medium or large weapon to the user. An

integrated weapon may be modified as any
other weapon of its type.
Internal Compartment – Internal compartments
are small hollows fitted inside a character's
body. This increases the number of small
inventory slots a character has by one. Due to
the nature of this compartment, the items hidden
in this small slot receive a two die bonus to
remain hidden.
Location Recognition – A simple automapping
tool that interfaces with a character's neural
system, the location recognition tool
automatically registers key landmarks and
provides topographic details directly to the user's
brain that ensure that he or she will never
become lost, excepting any supernatural effects
that might occur. Additionally, this implant
provides two bonus die to navigate difficult
terrain formations.
Magnetic Sling – A powerful electromagnet is
mounted in an individual's forearm and coupled
with a semi-autonomous processor. Whenever a
thrown object targets the individual with this
modification or the zone he or she is in, this
cybernetic allows that individual to immediately
avoid damage and make an attack with that
thrown weapon towards another target. This
action deducts AP from the user's next turn.
Microfibral Latticework – Microfibral
latticework allows a character to jump higher
and fall further than a human being typically is
able. An individual with this modification can
often jump up to two elevation units without
causing any damage to him or herself. Likewise,
the individual may fall a similar distance without
incurring harm.
Microfibral Motivation – Microfibral motivation
enhances a subject's cadrio-vascular system
and leg muscles, allowing a character to run
faster and further for a brief period of time. This
modification may only be used four times, each
use allowing the user to move an extra zone of
distance.
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Microfibral Musculature – Microfibral
musculature incorporates high density fibers into
a subject's musculature system, allowing a
character to hit harder and lift heavier objects for
a time. This results in a two die bonus to all
strength related skill checks.
Neural Enhancer – An expensive, but
invaluable alteration to an individual's brain, the
neural enhancer allows an individual to quickly
alter his or her mind and memories by uploading
information directly into his or her brain. A
character with a neural enhancer may fully learn
any language within one week, speech patterns
such as accent and dialect within two weeks,
and may quickly perform advanced, but not
professional, mathematics within moments.
Unfortunately, this also causes a character to be
open to memory redaction, depending on the
individual that he or she works for.
Orthic Reconstruction – An operation that
implants steel plates for greater support and
increases muscle density along the spine, Orthic
reconstruction allows an individual to carry
heavier loads than he or she would otherwise be
accustomed to. This manifests in three extra
large inventory slots.
Pneumatic Arm – A system that increases an
arm's strength through multiple pockets of gas
that increase pressure and, therefore, force
during a swing, pneumatic arms are regarded as
low-tech as they are effective. When activated,
the user receives one bonus die to all melee
attacks for a single round.
Prosthesis – Prosthetics are created in order to
replace lost limbs, organs, neural tissue, or
flesh. These provide no benefit to a character,
other than enabling the limb or organ's use
(including eyes for the permanently blind), but
also do not count towards the maximum number
of cybernetics a character may have.
Receptive Regenerant – Receptive regenerant
consists of regrowing colonies of mutable cells

contained in various locations around an
individual's body. When the individual is healed,
such as by the usage of a medical kit or a
psychic ability, these cells are rushed to the
damaged areas by a powered network to quickly
close wounds and restore vitality.
Recombinant Lungs – Recombinant lungs
carry special modifications that transform carbon
dioxide into pure oxygen within the character's
lungs. Whenever activated, the user may ignore
the effects of Asphyxiation for a single round.
Reload Armature – Reload armatures integrate
mechanical limbs inside the user's forearms,
allowing the device to collect and ready spare
magazines and reduce the time it takes to
replenish a weapon's ammunition. Some
designs allow for a magazine to be stored inside
the user's forearm with the armature itself,
though these are incapable of storing
ammunition for a large weapon. When installed,
a reload armature reduces the AP cost of a
reload by one.
Shielded Optics – Shielded optics are
modifications made to an organic or prosthetic
eye. Simple implants, this modification allows
eyes to ignore the effects of items and abilities
that would normally overwhelm the individual's
visual cortex, such as flashbangs.
Stun Pads – Stun pads are small electric pads
incorporated into a character's fingers and palm.
Upon touching an opponent's exposed flesh with
a successful unarmed melee attack, this
cybernetic enhancement causes debilitating
pain. Should the target fail to surpass the excess
of the attack by rolling his or her endurance dice,
the subject falls unconscious for five rounds.
Stun pads may also be used to power small
electronic devices for an equal amount of time.
Subdermal Plating – Subdermal plating
consists of heavy ceramic plates implanted
beneath the skin that serve to protect a
character's body from impact. A character with
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this modification suffers a one die penalty to all
agility skills, but gains two absorption.
Sympathetic Relay – A series of receptive
materials are laid into the neural system of the
user, providing a higher-speed pathway for
neural information to travel while also providing
subconscious connection to others through a
subtle broadcast of sensory information.
Individuals with this modification in close
proximity to one another provide parallel
processing, allowing an individual with this
cybernetic modification to further increase his or
her reaction speed through the incorporation of
additional and more accurate sensory data.
System Regulation – An enhanced cybernetic
system that bonds with the user's heart,
circulatory system, digestive tract, and lungs,
system regulation allows an individual to control
his or her body's autonomous functions. With
system regulation, a character may enter a state
of suspended animation for up to three days
without food, water, or air, may hibernate when
well fed and hydrated for up to two weeks, and
may reduce the total amount of time required for
rest to four hours instead of six.
Targeting Systems – An internal alteration or
replacement of the eye that allows the mind to
process multiple trajectories and damage
calculations with helpful visual paths and cues,
targeting systems are often used by marksmen
in military units. When installed, targeting
systems can be activated to provide a one die
bonus to all ranged attack rolls in a round.

technology with a character's skin through
artificial pigmentation. This system may only be
used twice, during which a character gains a two
die bonus to stealth against living creatures for
five rounds.
Torsion Pitons – Large spikes are integrated
into the user's feet that can be deployed into a
surface. When active, the pitons grant an extra
three die for athletics checks to remain upright
or stable on a moving surface.
Vision Enhancement – Vision enhancement
allows for either a single eye or both eyes to
more accurately judge depth and distance. This
allows the user to act as though he or she is one
zone closer to his or her target without needing
to physically move.

4.9 – Anomalous Materials
Anomalous materials are objects of unknown
origin found within the wastelands. Often found
near hazardous, supernatural, or strange
regions of the wastes, anomalous materials,
simply referred to as relics, are useful tools.
Though their effects are wildly varied, with some
effects being permanent with a single use, those
that provide passive effects often require being
stored within a relic rig or a piece of membrane
to become functional.
Relics do not have a set cost. They are valued
often in excess of twenty script. Characters do
not begin play with any Relics.

Therm-Optic Camouflage – Therm-optic
camouflage integrates advanced camouflage

Name

Effect and Description

Bang Stick

A black rod that releases a loud bang when it strikes a hard surface. Often used by trainers, an
active bangstick causes normal animals to ignore the user's presence unless the user attacks the
animals that have been affected.

Burnblue

A bluish resin, often rolled into a segmented rod of tablets, most often used by the Faust to help
power their flying machines, this relic can also be placed in other petrol fluids to enhance their
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function. When used on a vehicle, Burnblue causes the vehicle to not need any upkeep or
maintenance for the month it is used. Physical damage and maintenance must still occur, but the
difficulty of finding fuel is removed. Burnblue is produced by the thin, sickly white trees that grow
near the edges of glass jungles, trees which many Faust have aboard their larger ships. Burnblue
does not require special relic gear to function, but the trees that produce it do if they are removed
from their native territory. A single full roll of Burnblue can be used three times before it is depleted.

Chrysalis

A crystalline construct roughly the size and shape of a football that shimmers vividly when exposed
to light. A chrysalis reacts aggressively to extreme changes in temperature, voltage, or
acidity,
releasing a dispersal of equal and opposite forces, negating a single instance of non-physical
damage. A chrysalis recharges by unknown means, though it does require a full day's rest.

Crane Flowers

A small, delicate flower made of a substance similar to glass, crane flowers shatter upon being
plucked. Though they serve little purpose individually, a person may ingest the remnants of one
thousand crane flowers to immediately remove any permanent malady such as cancer or
amputation. Strangely, the flowers lose all consistency upon being consumed in this fashion.

Crayfish

A large, almost lobster-like creature approximately three feet in length, a crayfish carries the
unusual ability to restore a person to life. Unfortunately, this is because a crayfish is a parasite that
must feed on living flesh. To meet this requirement, a crayfish burrows its tail, which comprises half
its length, into a subject's chest cavity and reanimates dead tissue with special enzymes. After
reanimation the crayfish begins to feed, releasing acids into the reanimated body and absorbing the
digested juices. In proper hands, a crayfish can be used to resurrect an individual who has recently
died, however the doctor must remove the crayfish before it begins to feed.

Dermus

An obsidian shard of material that provides one bonus absorption by emitting a passive telekinetic
shield. Dermus is often carried by career soldiers, who often pay absorbent amounts of money.

Edvarium 621

A crystalline ore of an unknown source that can be found in locations where golden fragments have
most deeply gouged the landscape. It is unknown how this mineral is formed, but the gold-green
crystal seems to grow organically underground near subterranean pools of water. Edvarium 621 is
not identifiable on the periodic table of elements and consists of 621 solidified particles that interact
with one another on a deep, intrinsic level. When exposed to positive or negative ions, Edvarium
621 has the unique ability to warp time either forward or backwards, respectively around itself.
Despite what individuals may consider logical, Edvarium appears to refuse to create a paradox,
warping time in relation to objects without altering previous events. In fact, it may be better to state
that Edvarium merely alters the temporal state of all that it affects, causing spent bullets to reform to
as they were before they were expended and reverting aging cells within a body into stem-cells.

Fiberwire

A clump of thin black strands that contracts to varying degrees when exposed to different electric
currents. Fiberwire is often found growing in the uppermost reaches of the black spires, where the
architecture turns black and almost organic in nature. Though it can be plucked easily from the
surfaces to which it is attached, fiberwire is incredibly resilient and, if placed together, can form the
long consistent chain that are used in power armor and frames.

Gravitas

Golden-yellow cylinders that range from approximately one to six inches wide and of varying
lengths. When first examined, a gravitas may be mistaken for a pipe. However, when an object is
placed within the cylinder one quickly finds that the object lacks
any mass. This, in turn,
causes many effects that would not otherwise be possible under earth's gravitational field.

Jade Thorn

A jade colored blade roughly three feet in length, a jade thorn is heavy and cumbersome to wear.
It's effects, however, are incredibly useful as a jade thorn allows a character to ignore a target's
physical damage immunity. Rare and valuable, jade thorns are often purchased by creatures that
could be harmed by their effects and subsequently destroyed.
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Lichen

Little more than a large bowl that produces red spores, the lichen relic was originally thought to be a
useless anomaly. However, if the spores are placed on a recently deceased individual, the spores
grow into a thick layer of fungus that quickly digests all biological materials. If enough biological
material is present, the process creates a highly reactive viral slurry that, if ingested, causes the
individual to permanently display species traits of the destroyed body. As an individual consumes
more of the viral substance, more traits are displayed. It is possible, through this method, for a
character to gain or lose racial alternatives.

Liquid Ivory

A synthetic liquid that naturally form in pools within the black spires and the depths of the black
ships, liquid ivory is one of the few substances that humanity can reliably recreate. Though it is of
little use on its own, that it functions exactly the same as organic blood without the chance of being
rejected by the human body allows it to be used in transfusions without risk. That it also is capable
of limited repair of artificial components within the body also allows it to help maintain cybernetic
implants and has caused it to be of widespread use in full-body prosthetics and artificials.

Membrane

A dark red leathery sheet that grows near the top of the black spires, a membrane is approximately
forty eight inches by seventy four. Membranes are required to activate other relics for an extended
period of time, much as a phone requires charging. The specifics of how this process occurs are
unknown. Unlike all other relics, a membrane does not need to be placed inside a relic rig to
function. Instead, this relic is used to line relic-containing items, such as relic rigs, so that the relics
stored within may be used.

Migrator

A solid, but warped steel wheel that glows with a sickly green light, a migrator is an incredibly
valuable and rare object capable of storing a person's consciousness, a process that turns the
figure to a blackened husk, and transferring it into another person's body. The means by which this
process is performed is unknown. The wheel is destroyed when the consciousness is placed.

Molten Heart

A heavy, sphere of stone and metal veined with crimson, the molten heart is often used to generate
power. Requiring only water, which is absorbed in limited quantities through its solid surface, a
molten heart increases its temperature rapidly until it is capable of superheating its surrounding
environs, which in turn often allows it to be used in the construction of engines and turbines

Oxis

A large, flat, rock-like relic approximately the size of a basketball that releases gases that bond
harmlessly with radioactive particles. Oxis is useful for wasteland explorers as it allows a character
to ignore five consecutive rounds of radiation damage.

Red Domino

A small red tablet one inch long, half an inch wide, and a quarter inch thick, a red domino has the
peculiar ability to move in minor, but noticeable ways. Those who use an active red domino notice
no benefit or penalty.

Rhine

A rod accentuated with multiple metal disks, a rhine relic acts as a powerful battery. A single rhine is
capable of powering one power armor or vehicle with less than twenty armor for a month. Two rhine
are able to power a frame or a vehicle with at least twenty armor for a week before needing to
recharge. Three rhine are able to power the heaviest vehicles, consisting of zones, for three days,
after which they are overheated and in need of recharge. A rhine recharges by unknown means,
though it does require a full day's rest. A rhine cannot explode if improperly handled.

Sheng

A large, irregular, blue-veined rock, the sheng is an organic object harvested from obsidian trees
that grow within the black spires. It is theorized that the sheng function through the use of psychic
energies, but for all intents and purposes individuals treat them much like a high-density battery.
The power present in a sheng, however, is beyond conventional batteries and the Rhine and is
capable of powering the massive frames that each nation uses for an indefinite period of time. A
sheng is also highly volatile and, if struck with enough force, capable of exploding
and
dealing thirty damage to all occupants in a zone.
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Sprinter

A smooth gray stone that fits in the palm of a person's hand, sprinter provides a one AP bonus.
Though it is considered a beneficial relic, individuals who use the sprinter relic for prolonged
durations begin to show paranoid tendencies and hallucinations when in poorly-lit conditions. Often
used by thieves, sprinter relics are both expensive and rare.

Vitae

A red-black crystal that dissolves easily in alcohol, vitae is a benign relic in that it allows an
individual to attack and defend against incorporeal beings as though they were material. That the
substance produces more of itself when in alcohol, feeding on the chemical and reproducing until a
crystal is created, it is used in multiple common devices and modifications.

4.10 – Mounts and Drones
Mounts are large animals capable of carrying
heavy items as well as riders into combat and
across large distances. Unlike vehicles, mounts
cost an amount of scrip based on the basic
creature, learning capacity, and specialized
breed, all determined by the narrator running the
game. Mounts also may not equip vehicle
weapons or modifications, the only exception to
this being if the mount has specialized armor
equipped.
Drones are the opposite. Large, mobile
machines equipped with logic processors or
remote controls, drones are not capable of
equipping vehicle modifications, but are capable
of mounting one standard weapon of any size.
Unlike mounts, drones are not capable of
autonomous thought, unless housing an AI, and
are directed with simple commands by their
owner for four AP. Such simple commands
include traveling to a specific point, opening fire
on a specific target, or following their owner.

per point of health, up to a max of rank ten in
strength, agility, and endurance and seventy five
health. A custom-built drone comes with no
weapons or plating.
If a mount is not controlled by a character due to
the character being killed or knocked
unconscious, the mount's learning capacity
dictates its actions.

4.11 – Mount and Drone Equipment
Mounts, like characters, can also be equipped
with armor and weapons. However, due to the
fact that their physiology is so different they
obviously cannot wear the same equipment as a
normal person. They also cannot support the
weight of vehicle weapons. Mounts have only
two unique equipment categories: Barding and
Barding Modifications.

4.11.1 – Barding and Plating
Mounts have their own statistics, based on the
basic animal or creature being used and any
mount-specific bonuses based on breed and
training. Any creature may be used as a mount,
even wild animals under the correct
circumstances. However, wild animals,
whenever struck by an attack, require the
character riding them to perform an animal
check to avoid dropping the rider.
A drone is often custom-created for a task. The
cost for such a custom drone is one hundred
slats per physical attribute rank and fifty slats

Barding is the armor that a mount can wear.
Unlike armor worn by people, barding does not
cover an animal's entire body. Instead, barding
covers only the areas that are most vital for the
animal's survival and the areas that are most
prone to being struck by an attack. This means
that the underside of the animal is often left
relatively unprotected. As such, barding only
provides absorption to an animal, not armor.
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Plating is armor directly bolted to a drone and,
as such, every point of absorption from a drone
automatically counts as a success, lowering
damage by one point. An exception exists,
however, with regards to explosive weapons.
Due to the fact that the armor plating is lighter
than a vehicle would be, and yet heavier than
normal armor, plating only provides half the
typical absorption against such weapons, and
must still be rolled to determine its successes.

Barding is also used to mount melee weapons
that an animal can use in self defense or at the
rider's direction. Weapons integrated into
barding use the bonus AP provided to a rider or
the rider's own AP.
Certain modifications can be installed to allow
the rider to use a large mounted weapon. These
weapons are used with the rider's AP, not the
mount's bonus AP.

Barding
Classification

Absorption

Small Weapon
Slots

Medium
Weapon Slots

Modification
Slots

Cost

Ceramic

8

1

0

3

830

Kevlar Scale

5

0

1

2

620

Leather

2

1

0

2

215

Powered

10

1

1

4

1155

Regenerative

10

0

1

2

1230

Ceramic - Ceramic plate is the standard armor
worn by mounts used to assault a location.
Capable of stopping most firearms, ceramic
plate also includes a small weapon mount for an
animal's defense.

armor plating, most animals are capable of both
resisting the most powerful of blows and being
equipped with a combination of two weapons.
Due to the need for a skeletal system, powered
barding may not be equipped by drones.

Kevlar Scale - Kevlar plates arranged in a scale
pattern useful for catching gunshots and severe
blows. Often worn with a leather skirt to hide and
protect the legs, kevlar scale is worn by most
military mounts. Kevlar scale also includes a
weapon mount for an animal's self defense.

Regenerative - Regenerative plating is
regarded as the best armor an individual can
purchase for a drone. Created with several
artifacts, regenerative plating restores two health
at the start of every round, so long as the drone
has not been destroyed. Due to its required
integration with the systems of a drone,
regenerative plating cannot be equipped on a
mount.

Leather - Leather plates sewn onto a harness
worn by the mount, leather armor allows animals
to ward off the scratches caused by the
environment. In combat it is less than effective,
but its small mount allows an animal to use a
blade or claw weapon.
Powered - Powered barding is the best armor
that an individual can purchase for a mount,
however many people consider this excessive.
By using external musculature and ceramic

4.11.2 – Barding and Plating
Modifications
Like standard armor, barding can also be
modified to fit special roles and challenges. Most
of these mimic the modifications made to armor
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for individuals. A piece of barding may not have
two modifications with the same name.

Barding modifications are displayed as follows:

Modification

Cost

Effect

Armor Plate

120

+1 Absorption

Artificial Intelligence
Integration

400

Allows an AI to be installed into the drone so that it may be
controlled directly by the intelligence. This modification may only
be installed on a drone.

Camouflage

140

+2 stealth die in compatible terrain

Environmental System

260

Negates environmental irradiation, weakness, and exhaustion

Fireproof

200

Reduces enflamed condition duration by the absorption value

Gas Mask

75

Negates asphyxiation by gas

Neural Reactive
Musculature

600

Once each round when moving into a zone a mount may choose
to move a second time without expending AP

Oxygen Tank

60

Provides air to a rebreather for one hour

Rebreather

110

Negates damage from asphyxiation due to lack of air

Retardant

160

Reduces damage from a source (such as burning or freezing) by
ten

Servo Motors

320

+2 melee lethality

Stability Motors

340

+1 die for ranged attacks

Vacuum Sealed

370

Prevents environmental toxins from taking effect, negates
asphyxiation by vacuum when combined with a Rebreather.

Weapon Platform

410

Provides a single large weapon mount

Armor Plating : Armor plates hidden in the least
protected regions of an armor, which increases
absorption by one. This modification costs one
script.
Artificial Intelligence Integration : An
advanced layout of sensors and command
architecture, the AI integration modification
allows an AI to be installed into the drone so that
it may be controlled directly by the intelligence.
This modification may only be installed on a
drone.

Camouflage : A basic replacement of cloth
covering with camouflaged fabric that serves to
help hide a person from sight, providing two
bonus stealth die when the camouflage matches
the terrain. This modification costs two script.
Environmental System : The installation of an
automatic chemical dispersal system that
counteracts the effects of radiation on the
wearer's body, this modification negates
environmental irradiation, weakness, and
exhaustion. This modification costs six script.
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Fireproof : The incorporation of multiple flame
retardant compounds to an armor renders it
resistant to fire, reducing damage from the
enflamed condition by the armor's absorption
value. This modification costs three script.
Gas Mask : A plastic, rubber, and plexiglass
mask that fits snugly over the face, forming a
seal, while filters attached to the front of the
mask strain the air of specified harmful
chemicals. This negates asphyxiation by gas. A
gas mask functions for two hours, after which
the filter must be replaced. Removing the filters
renders a gas mask ineffective. A gas mask
costs one script.
Neural Reactive Musculature : The placement
of sleeves of external mechanical musculature
around the creature's legs that reacts to neural
pulses allows an animal to move with greater
speed. Once each round when moving into a
zone an animal may choose to move a second
time without expending AP. This modification
costs four script.
Oxygen Tank : A large metal tank containing
compressed oxygen for use in hazardous
environments, an oxygen tank is capable of
providing fresh air for one hour. This system
must be hooked to a rebreather, which in turn
adds to the amount of time the rebreather can
stave off asphyxiation. An oxygen tank costs
three script.
Rebreather : A portable device that provides
oxygen, a rebreather fits over the mouth
comfortably and snugly. A rebreather functions
for twenty rounds, staving off damage from
asphyxiation due to lack of air, not due to low
pressure vacuum, after which its canister must
be replaced. A rebreather costs two script.
Retardant : Special materials and plating added
to an armor that reduce damage of a singular

Derived Statistic

chosen type by ten ( Burn, Shocking, Caustic, or
Freeze ). This modification costs four script.
Servo Motors : Incorporation of advanced servo
motors into the armor covering a creature's legs
and skull, providing a two lethality bonus to
melee attacks. This modification costs five
script.
Stability Motors : The installation of advanced
stability motors into the armor surrounding
installed weapons, providing one bonus ranged
die to attacks made with a mounted weapon.
This modification costs five script.
Vacuum Sealed : A special modification to
armor that renders the wearer hermetically
sealed from the outside environment, preventing
environmental toxins from taking effect. As an
added bonus, this also negates asphyxiation by
vacuum when combined with a Rebreather. This
modification costs four script.
Weapon Platform : A stable platform mounted
on the armor that provides ample weight
distribution for a large weapon system, though it
may only be used by the rider. This modification
costs eight script

5 – Derived statistics
Derived statistics are summaries or statistics
drawn from a character's basic attributes and
skills. Incorporated into derivative statistics are
more advanced, but still necessary rules for
play.
Derived statistics may be further modified by
equipment and temporary bonuses. As a rule,
the basic equations for derived statistics are as
follows on the table below.
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Maximum Health

10 + Strength Rank + (2 x Endurance Rank)

Maximum Power Points

5 + (2 x Willpower Rank)

Maximum Action Points

5 + Half Agility Rank

Initiative

Intellect Rank + Leadership Rank

5.1 – Die Pools
A die pool is a representation of a character's
training and raw talent when performing an
action. The number of die in a die pool is equal
to one plus the number of ranks a character
possesses in the skill being used plus the
number of ranks in the attribute related to the
skill being used. Any penalties to the die roll
subtract from this total.

Health is a measurement of a character's
physical fitness and ability to endure damage.
Health is further divided into two concepts:
current health and maximum health.
Maximum health is the highest amount of
damage a character can endure. To calculate
maximum health, add ten to the character's
strength attribute, then add double the
character's endurance.

It should be noted that skills may be used
improperly, such as by throwing a weapon that is
not normally capable of being thrown or firing a
weapon outside its normal range. When such
actions are performed, the user’s die pool is
reduced by four die to indicate the difficulty of
such a task.

Current health is a representation of a
character's present physical state. Current
health is calculated by taking maximum health, if
the character is uninjured, and subtracting
damage received. If the character’s current
health is less than the maximum health, the
character instead uses current health and
subtracts the damage received.

A character's die pool may never be less than
one when attempting a roll. When a character’s
dice exceed ten, however, the number of dice
rolled must be condensed.

Current health may never be reduced below
zero.

Condensing dice means that the player
continues to only roll ten die, but, for every two
die that he would typically roll above this
number, one automatic success is generated for
the roll. The remaining ten die are rolled as
normal and added to these automatic
successes.
Only dice that are physically rolled can be
considered for a trinity or a botch.

5.2 – Health

If a character's current health is less than ten,
that character suffers from the bloodied
condition.
Health can be restored by masteries, items, and
resting, however the amount of health restored
cannot cause current health to exceed maximum
health.
Whenever a character sleeps for at least six
hours after treating his or her wounds with a
medical kit, first aid kit, or surgery kit, he or she
regains an amount of health equal to his or her
endurance attribute. The best type of kit used
also provides a bonus, with medpacks restoring
two health, first aid kits restoring four health, and
surgery kits restoring eight health.
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If a character reaches zero health, the character
is close to death. He or she is still conscious and
can still act freely, however any successful
attack made against the character is
automatically considered an overwhelm and
must be rolled on the overwhelm table.

5.3 – Power Points
Power Points (abbreviated PP) are a
representation of a person’s mental
concentration and measurement of a character's
capacity for supernatural or extraordinary
talents. Like health, PP is divided into current PP
and maximum PP.
Maximum PP is the peak of mental fitness for a
character. To calculate maximum PP, double the
character's willpower and add five to the result,
then subtract the number of cybernetic implants
that the character possesses that consume a
slot.
Current PP is a representation of a character's
present mental state. Current PP is calculated
like current health, however PP is only
decreased by the use of techniques and
masteries or by certain supernatural effects.
If a character's current PP is less than five, that
character suffers from exhaustion.
PP can be restored by items, however the
amount of PP restored cannot cause current PP
to exceed maximum PP.
Whenever a character sleeps for at least six
hours, his or her PP is refilled to maximum.
If a character's PP reaches zero, there is no
further penalty.

5.4 – Action Points

Action Points (abbreviated AP) are a
measurement of a character's ability to act with
speed and precision. AP determines the total
number of actions a character can take each
round. Like health, AP is divided into current AP
and maximum AP.
Maximum AP is the peak of physical ability for a
character. To calculate maximum AP, add five to
half a character's agility.
Current AP is a representation of a character's
present physical abilities. Current AP is
calculated like current health, however AP is
decreased by every action that a character
takes.
AP may only be restored at the start of a new
round, in which case it is restored fully. Current
AP may never exceed maximum AP, save if the
subject is affected by conditions, abilities, or
masteries.
Nearly all simple actions, such as moving
between zones, opening containers and doors,
using and moving items only costs two AP.
Standard actions, such as unjamming a weapon
or using skill with some effort, such as jumping
across a ten foot gap, require four AP.
Complex Actions, such as hacking into a
computer, repairing a damaged device, or
utilizing a sentry turret can require more AP, up
to a maximum of twenty, depending on the
complexity of the device.
Some actions, especially those involving
equipment, require an amount of AP that is
based on the item. Talking, signing, or any form
of communication is considered a 'free action',
meaning that it carries no cost and may be
performed at any time.
A character may create an AP deficit by
performing an action above his or her maximum
AP, so long as he or she has not expended AP
during the round. This causes the character to
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lose all AP and to be skipped during the next
round.

5.6 – Movement and Zones
A character may also suspend an action, in
which case they reserve their AP for an action
and perform the action when the indicated event
happens. This has no impact on the order in
which characters' turns are taken.
A character that runs out of AP may no longer
act for the round.
Should a player wish to end his or her turn
prematurely, all remaining unspent AP is lost.

5.5 – Initiative
Initiative is how players determine turn order
when combat is engaged or a time-sensitive
crisis is forced upon the players. Rather than
have a chaotic race to see who can talk the
fastest or loudest, all players roll a number of die
equal to the sum of their character's intellect and
leadership attributes (or one die if the intellect
and leadership attributes are zero). The same is
done for all monsters or opponents. The results
are tallied exactly like a skill check, and those
with the highest results move first.
If multiple creatures or characters possess the
same result the characters in question are rolled
again, with order being determined from this
additional roll.
Once all creatures and characters have ended
their turns, either by expending all their AP or
declaring their completion, the round is
considered over. All AP resets and initiative
progress is returned to the first creature or
character in the initiative list.
Note: Despite how some abilities are capable of
changing the order of combat participants during
a single pass through the list of participants in
combat, no character is able to take two turns in
a single pass through the initiative list.

Characters are not merely fixed in one single
location during combat and social encounters.
Instead, characters move among zones, which
in turn provide a basis for the weapons that
characters use.
A zone is best described as either a specified
enclosure or an open area. In both cases, a
zone roughly equals a ten foot by ten foot room,
or 100 square feet of space in which multiple
characters are free to act.
Moving from one zone to an adjacent zone costs
two AP. There is no way to move to a
non-adjacent zone.
Zones may be destroyed by a sizeable
explosion or the use of special abilities or
masteries. If a zone is destroyed, it may create
new zones or may simply be eliminated from
play. This does not cause zones to draw nearer,
as such distance is still in effect.
Zones that are separated by walls or other such
constructions may have their barriers breached.
Depending on the thickness of the barrier, the
damage incurred, and the armor of the barrier,
an attempt to breach may create a narrow hole,
destroy a section and allow easy access, or do
nothing.
Attempts to breach are calculated as any other
attack, including reductions of damage by armor,
though they do not deal recorded damage to a
barrier. Instead, ten damage renders a barrier
permeable to gunfire, though occupants may not
move freely. Twenty damage, or ten damage to
a permeable barrier, destroys a barrier and
allows normal movement between zones. Any
damage less than this has no effect.

6 – Advanced Rules
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6.1 – Conditions
Advanced rules exist in order to provide
challenges, benefits, and to more accurately
reflect reality. While advanced rules are not
required, their inclusion can promote deeper
gameplay and force players to make significant
decisions.

Conditions are physical injuries or states that a
character is presently influenced by. A notable
few are beneficial, but the broad majority of
conditions have a negative impact on a
character's actions.

Advanced rules are divided into the following
sections: Conditions, botches, overwhelming,
automatic successes, luck, environmental
effects, vehicle and mounted combat, frame
combat, the electrosphere, and handling death.

Conditions often possess an intensity, written as
a number to the right of the condition itself. The
intensity of a condition has a direct effect on
either damage it deals or the limitations imposed
upon the character suffering from the condition.

Name

Absorption

Addicted

Armor

Intensity

Effect

Yes

A character with absorption, either gained through armor, skills, masteries, or
environmental effects, is able to possibly ignore an indicated amount of
damage whenever he or she is struck. When struck, the character rolls the
intensity of his or her absorption, determined by his or her body armor, and
removes damage equal to the successes before recording the damage
received. Even though absorption is effective at stopping blows, the minimum
damage an individual can take from a successful attack is one damage,
representing fatigue, pain, and minor injury such as bruising that may be
sustained from the impact.

No

Addiction occurs whenever a body requires the intake or production of certain
chemical compounds that cross the blood-brain barrier to affect the human
mind. A character can become addicted if he or she comes under the effects of
a specific addictive substance a number of times greater than his or her
willpower. When addicted, the effects of the designated substance are doubled
and the character must be affected by the substance at least once per day or
suffer the withdrawal condition.

Yes

A character or object with armor, either gained through body armor, chassis,
skills, masteries, or environmental effects, is able to ignore an indicated
amount of damage every time damage is dealt. The intensity is used to identify
how much damage from an attack is removed before the actual damage is
calculated. Unlike absorption, Armor does not roll to determine whether it
prevents damage and is capable of reducing damage to zero. Armor also
functions in this way against alternative damage types such as burning. Armor
functions as absorption against damage caused by weapons and abilities with
the explosive property. Vehicle weapons, even those that are explosive, force
armor to function as.additional health. As such, every point of damage from a
vehicle weapon reduces armor by one point, before finally reducing health
when armor reaches zero.
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Asphyxiation

No

A character that is asphyxiating, either by gas or liquids, cannot breathe
normally. A character that is asphyxiating receives five damage each round that
he or she cannot breathe.

Attack

Yes

A character is able to attack with a type of damage, indicated in parenthesis,
and with a bonus lethality, also indicated as intensity. This condition lasts for
five rounds, unless otherwise noted.

Bleeding

Yes

A bleeding character suffers two physical damage at the end of each round.
This cannot be altered by absorption. This condition lasts for a number of
rounds equal to the intensity.

Blinded

Yes

A blinded character has great difficulty with all skills, suffering a four die penalty
with the use of all skills. A character that has been blinded cannot deny an
individual the opportunity to use stealth. This condition lasts for a number of
rounds indicated as intensity.

Bloodied

No

A bloodied character only has less than ten health remaining, representing that
he or she suffers from severe wounds and blood loss. This condition imposes a
two die penalty to all combat, mobility, and social skills.

Concussion

Yes

A character suffering a concussion has great difficulty with psionic attacks,
suffering a four die penalty with the use of either the pathic or kinetic skill. This
condition lasts for a number of rounds indicated as intensity.

Crippled

Yes

A crippled character has great difficulty with melee attacks, suffering a four die
penalty with use of the melee skill. This condition lasts for a number of rounds
indicated as intensity.

No

Cursed characters have been struck with a supernatural affliction that warps
how events unfold, the character's health, or the way people perceive the
character. The most common curse is misfortune, which reduces a character's
luck by one point every day, while other curses are capable of reducing the
total die a character has for an action. The worst curses are those involving
diseases, in which case a creature is permanently afflicted until the curse is
removed. As curses can neither be created, nor destroyed, this can prove
difficult. For game mechanics, a curse is a permanent form of another condition
and can only be removed by bonding it with another being or item. If a curse
fails to find its target, either through lack of an item to act as a vessel or hair or
flesh of the curse's new victim, the person calling the curse is, instead,
affected.

Yes

Diseased characters have been infected with a viral or bacterial malignancy.
This causes weakness in the person's body and continued mental fatigue for
the duration of the illness. Each disease affects a specific attribute or collection
of attributes, temporarily reducing them by the indicated intensity. If any
attribute is placed below one, the character is rendered unconscious. The
diseased condition lasts until the subject has been treated with a medical skill
check equal to twice the disease's intensity. Even after being treated, the
diseased condition persists for an additional two days.

Cursed

Diseased
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Electrified

Yes

An electrified character suffers five shocking damage at the end of each round.
This cannot be altered by absorption. This condition lasts for a number of
rounds equal to the intensity.

Exhausted

No

An exhausted character has less than five PP remaining, representing that he
or she suffers from severe mental and physical fatigue. This condition imposes
a two die penalty to all technical and psionic skills.

Frozen

Yes

A frozen character suffers five freeze damage at the end of each round. This
cannot be altered by absorption. This condition lasts for a number of rounds
equal to the intensity.

Yes

Hanging characters are using their arms to suspend themselves over an open
space. When hanging, a character is required to roll athletics at the end of his
or her turn in order to remain hanging every round, with the target number,
indicated by intensity, being the number of turns the character has remained
hanging. Failure to meet this target number causes the character to drop to the
highest elevation available below his or her present zone, suffering fall damage
accordingly. Removal of the hanging condition requires the same AP
expenditure required to change elevation. While hanging, a character with two
arms may utilize any secondary weapon available.

Helpless

No

A character that suffers from Wavering, Blinded, Concussion, Crippled, and
Snared conditions at the same time is helpless. In this circumstance, a single
melee attack, if it deals damage, places the helpless character at zero health.
Helpless individuals are subject to executions. This condition lasts until one of
the required conditions is removed.

Ignited

Yes

An ignited character suffers eight burning damage at the end of each round.
This cannot be altered by absorption unless the character's armor is fireproof.
This condition lasts for a number of rounds equal to the intensity.

Immune

No

An immune character is immune to a certain damage type or condition, save in
specific indicated circumstances. This condition lasts for five rounds, unless
otherwise noted.

Inaccurate

No

A weapon or character that is inaccurate suffers a three die penalty to attacks
when not targeting a vehicle or a zone.

No

An incorporeal character or creature cannot directly interact with material
objects, passing through walls and barriers as though they didn't exist and
floating freely with their own direction. Incorporeal creatures may attack other
living entities freely with natural weapons and, in some cases, may carry
incorporeal weapons, both of which bypass armor that is not alive or coated in
Vitae.

Yes

An irradiated character suffers six poison damage at the end of each round.
This cannot be altered by absorption. A character that drops below zero health
while irradiated will die within ten days unless he or she receives a radiation

Hanging

Incorporeal

Irradiated
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removal treatment. This condition lasts for a number of rounds equal to the
intensity.

Yes

A marked character suffers unnaturally bad luck, causing a two die penalty to
all rolls while the condition persists. This condition lasts for a number of rounds
indicated as intensity.

No

Characters that are off-handing are performing an action without the use of
their primary hand, resulting in a two die penalty to an action. This can be
performed willingly while the primary hand is occupied with another task, but is
not necessary. This can also be incurred by having the primary hand or arm
removed or disabled in a conflict or through surgery. This condition is removed
if a replacement limb is found and attached.

Poisoned

Yes

A poisoned character suffers four poison damage at the end of each round.
This cannot be altered by absorption. If a character drops below zero health
while poisoned, he or she will die within three days unless he or she receives
an antidote. This condition lasts for a number of rounds equal to the intensity.

Psychosis

No

A character with a psychosis is unable to use a specified skill, indicated in
parenthesis. This condition lasts for five rounds.

Yes

A character with fast healing has two health restored at the end of each round.
This condition negates bleeding. This condition lasts for a number of rounds
indicated as intensity.

Yes

A resistant character is resistant to a certain damage type. Damage received
from this type is lowered by the intensity, save in specified circumstances. This
condition lasts for five rounds, unless otherwise noted such as in the case of
armor modifications or special qualities. If the subject of an attack possesses
both resistance and armor, the subject uses whichever one of the two values
would offer greater benefit.

Yes

A scoured character has his or her armor and absorption halved. If the
character has a resulting absorption or armor value of less than three, he or
she also suffers two caustic damage each round. This condition lasts for a
number of rounds equal to the intensity.

Scratched

Yes

A character that has been scratched by an attack will suffer more damage with
the next successful attack. When the target is next damaged, an amount of
bonus physical damage is added to the attack on a point for point basis until
either the damage is doubled or the amount of bonus damage is equal to the
scratched condition's intensity. This damage is applied before absorption is
calculated. After damage is applied, the condition is then removed. This
condition can be removed with a first aid kit, in which case each success
reduces the intensity by three.

Snared

Yes

A snared character cannot leave or enter any zones, nor expend AP, otherwise,
for movement. This condition lasts for a number of rounds indicated as
intensity.

Marked

Off-Handing

Fast Healing

Resistant

Scoured
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No

A character that is soulless no longer possesses a soul within his or her body.
Any attempt to return the character from the dead, such as through a spare
body or the use of relics, automatically fail. It is possible resuscitate the
character from a critical injury. Only soulless characters may subsume the
identity of an angel, demon, or otherworldly creature.

No

Unaware characters are off their guard when combat begins or are unwary of
an impending attack. Characters that suffer from this condition move as though
maintaining a daily routine and, if attacked, suffer a two die penalty to defense.
Any attacks against an unwary character also benefit from an extra four
lethality, so long as the unwary character cannot react to or see the attack
coming. Unaware characters are also subject to executions. If a character is
reduced to zero or fewer health while unwary, they automatically suffer an
overwhelm. Unaware characters may not act in combat so long as they remain
unaware. This condition lasts for only a single round.

Vulnerable

Yes

A vulnerable character receives extra damage from a specified damage type.
The quantity of damage is specified in parenthesis. This condition lasts for five
rounds, unless otherwise specified.

Wavering

Yes

A wavering character has great difficulty with ranged attacks, suffering a four
die penalty with use of the ranged skill. This condition lasts for a number of
rounds indicated as intensity.

Weakened

Yes

A weakened character temporarily loses one rank from a specified skill. This
condition lasts for a number of rounds equal to the intensity.

Weary

Yes

A weary character temporarily loses one rank from a specified attribute. This
condition lasts for a number of rounds equal to the intensity.

Withdrawal

No

Withdrawal occurs whenever a person is not affected by a substance he or she
is addicted within a twenty four hour period. A character that suffers
withdrawals five points of damage and rolls a number of die equal to his or her
endurance attribute once every six hours. Each success reduces the damage
of the withdrawal by one point. A character that is addicted to a substance and
undergoes withdrawal for three days both cures his addiction and withdrawal.

Wounded

Yes

Wounded characters have been hurt incredibly badly and suffer a temporary
loss to maximum health equal to one quarter total maximum health. This
condition lasts for a number of rounds indicated as intensity.

Soulless

Unaware

6.2 – Botches
Botches are when things go completely and
irrevocably wrong. A botch, also known as a
critical failure, occurs when all of a player's dice
are failures, or over half are sixes. In this
circumstance, generally the worst possible
outcomes has occurred. Mechanically, this may

cause a character to immediately end his or her
turn or suffer a non-damaging condition. In some
cases, this can translate to direct damage to the
character of the initiation of combat.
A botch may also break a weapon or piece of
equipment.
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It should be noted that in the case of a botch
where over half are sixes, if a trinity bonus would
normally occur at the same time the botch and
trinity are both cancelled.
Narrators should exercise caution with botches,
as too many botches or too disastrous a botch
can destroy even the most powerful and most
prepared party. In certain cases, such as
immediate party defeat, botches should be
tempered with judgment.

6.3 – Overwhelming
An overwhelming roll is when things go
incredibly well for a character. Also known as a
critical success, an overwhelming roll is not a
guaranteed success as in other games, instead
it causes special, unintended effects that will
benefit the user.
To achieve an overwhelming success, a
character must have a number of successes
equal to or greater than his or her rolled dice
pool. Automatic successes are not included in
this total. If a character is unable to beat an
opponent's opposing roll, overwhelming does
nothing.

Whenever an overwhelm is performed on a
character by an attack, the result of the attack
causes severe debilitating damage. A character
is also automatically overwhelmed whenever he
or she receives a successful attack when at or
below zero health. The result of an overwhelm is
determined by rolling three six sided die and
referencing the sum to the following table.
Any major or critical overwhelm will destroy a
character's worn personal armor if the armor is
intact. If a character is using a shield, any
moderate, major, or critical overwhelm will
destroy the shield if the shield is intact. In these
cases, the typical effect of the overwhelm is
ignored. If a character's personal armor or shield
has already been destroyed then the
overwhelm's effect is applied.
A character may choose to opt to deal a minor
injury during an overwhelm before rolling for the
grade of injury sustained. Overwhelms against
helpless creatures and characters have their
grade and result selected by the individual
performing the overwhelm without need for
rolling dice.
When an overwhelm is inflicted, a single dice roll
is used to determine the grade of the overwhelm
sustained:

Roll

Overwhelm Type

1

Critical

2

Major

3-4

Moderate

5-6

Minor

For added randomization, the narrator may
choose to roll a six sided die to also determine

the location of the injury (And therefore also alter
the effects on the overwhelm charts):

Roll

Overwhelm Location

1

Head
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2

Left Leg

3

Right Leg

4

Left Arm

5

Right Arm

6

Torso

Each grade of overwhelm has a general effect.
A critical overwhelm instantly kills a target and
can cause damage to others in the zone.
A major overwhelm will grievously injure a
target, knock them unconscious for three hours,
and will cause them to die after a number of
round as well as suffer permanent penalties
unless prosthetics are implanted.
A moderate overwhelm will render a subject
unconscious for three minutes. It will also cause

significant damage and break bones, causing a
penalty until the wound is splinted and left to
heal. Some injuries may even kill a character or
creature after some time.
A minor overwhelm will merely render a subject
unconscious for three rounds and cause a minor
penalty that dissipates when the character is
returned to zero health or above.
The following charts, used by rolling three die,
serves as an example of such overwhelms:

Critical Overwhelms
Roll

Result

3

The force of the blow is severe enough to cause the target's body to systematically destroy itself, erupting
in high velocity plumes of flesh, blood, bone, and neural tissue. If struck with a burning weapon, the flying
flesh is ignited and all occupants of the zone, save for the individual inflicting the overwhelm, suffer five
burning damage. There is no chance to revive the target.

4

The target's lower torso and groin are torn apart from the blow, severing the target's legs and throwing the
target's intestines across the zone. If struck by an explosive weapon, the shower of gore and bone
fragments strikes with enough force to deal five damage to all occupants of the zone, save the individual
inflicting the overwhelm. There is no chance to revive the target.

5

The attack shears through the target vertically, bisecting the spinal column and skull. If struck by a freezing
attack, the target's bloodstream and nervous system freezes and explodes under the pressure, throwing
shards of ice in all directions and striking all occupants of the zone, save the individual inflicting the
overwhelm, for five freezing damage. There is no chance to revive the target.

6

The blow forces the target's body to twist and bend in multiple directions, muscles and bones breaking and
tearing as the full force of the impact tears through the target's figure. If struck with an electrifying weapon,
the body becomes a living, writhing conduit of electricity as the neural tissue is burned from the inside out,
creating a nova of electrical energy that strikes all occupants of the zone, save the individual inflicting the
overwhelm, for five shocking damage. There is no chance to revive the target.
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7

The target's head is destroyed beyond recognition, the head caved in and the face shredded apart to
expose a bony skull. If struck by an energy weapon, the skull melts and is detached from the body, striking
another target chosen by the attacker within the zone for ten caustic damage. There is no chance to revive
the target.

8

The target's body gains a gaping cavity in its upper chest, severing the head and sending it flying at
another opponent within the same zone, chosen by the attacker, for ten damage. There is no chance to
revive the target.

9

The force of the blow smashes into the target's torso, tearing the body in half horizontally and causing
massive trauma to the nervous system, immediately killing the target. There is no chance to revive the
target. If the target was using an explosive weapon, ammunition is thrown from the force of the impact and
detonates, striking one occupant in the zone chosen by the attacker for ten explosive damage.

10

The target's upper torso is twisted 180 degrees from the sudden impact of the assault. If struck by
automatic fire, the upper torso is turned into fine red pulp in the process, with fragments of lead and bone
striking another target chosen by the attacker within the zone for ten damage. There is no chance to revive
the target.

11

The impact's strength is enough for the target's ribcage to fold in upon itself, skewering the target's internal
organs. If the attacker is unarmed, or using a weapon that confers unarmed bonuses, the attack throws the
target's body into another target chosen by the attacker within the zone for ten damage. There is no
chance to revive the target.

12

The target's left arm is hit with so much force that enough pressure is generated for the target's right femur
to fragment and explode, severing the arm with enough physical trauma to instantly kill the target. There is
no chance to revive the target.

13

The target's entire body is destroyed, erupting in a fine, red mist and liberal amounts of gore. There is no
chance to revive the target.

14

The target's right arm is hit with so much force that enough pressure is generated for the target's right
femur to fragment and explode, severing the arm with enough physical trauma to instantly kill the target.
There is no chance to revive the target.

15

The target is struck in the jaw with so much force that it is both torn apart and twists the target's head and
severs the spine. There is no chance to revive the target.

16

The target's left leg is hit with so much force that enough pressure is generated for the target's right femur
to fragment and explode, severing the leg with enough physical trauma to instantly kill the target. There is
no chance to revive the target.

17

The target's head is pierced by the attack and surgically removed in a gout of crimson ichor. There is no
chance to revive the target.

18

The target's right leg is hit with so much force that enough pressure is generated for the target's right femur
to fragment and explode, severing the leg with enough physical trauma to instantly kill the target. There is
no chance to revive the target.
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Major Overwhelms
Roll

Result

3

The target's body is torn apart, though the head and the majority of the torso remains intact. Needless to
say, the target cannot perform any action unless fitted with extensive prosthetics to all portions of his or her
body. Unless the target is returned to zero health or above within one round the target will die.

4

The target's face is torn apart in the assault, causing the target to both gain a horrifying, skull-like visage.
Additionally, the target's eyes are gouged out, rendering the target permanently blind unless fitted with a
prosthetic. Unless the target is returned to zero health or above within two rounds the target will die.

5

The target's throat is torn open in the assault. The target will never speak again unless fitted with a
prosthetic. Unless the target is returned to zero health or above within two rounds the target will die.

6

The target's right arm is ripped off. The target may not use his right arm again unless fitted with a
prosthetic. Unless the target is returned to zero health or above within three rounds the target will die.

7

The target's skull is penetrated and the blow causes relatively major trauma to the brain. The target will
never use pathic or kinetic abilities again unless fitted with a prosthetic. Unless the target is returned to
zero health or above within two rounds the target will die.

8

The target is torn open from upper chest to groin, causing the internal organs to lose their pressurization
and to fall out across the ground while lungs and the heart collapse. Unless the target is returned to zero
health or above within three rounds the target will die.

9

The target's internal organs are ruptured, causing internal bleeding and systemic shock. Unless the target
is returned to zero health or above within five rounds and has these organs replaced within two days the
target will die.

10

The target's left arm is ripped off. The target may not use his left arm again unless fitted with a prosthetic.
Unless the target is returned to zero health or above within three rounds the target will die.

11

The target's flesh is peeled from his body in the attack, exposing nerves and bleeding muscle to the air.
The target has ten fewer maximum health and constantly writhes in pain unless fitted with prosthetic skin or
has his or her skin surgically reattached. Unless the target is returned to zero health or above within three
rounds the target will die.

12

The target's ears are destroyed from the assault, the eardrums torn and the bones are fragmented. The
character is permanently deaf unless he or she is fitted with a prosthetic.

13

The target has part of his skull removed in the attack, tearing out a significant chunk of the target's brain in
the process. The character may no longer create an AP deficit unless fitted with a prosthetic. Unless the
target is returned to zero health or above within three rounds the target will die.

14

The target's right leg is ripped off. The target may not use his right leg again unless fitted with a prosthetic.
Unless the target is returned to zero health or above within three rounds the target will die.

15

The target's side is torn open, exposing internal organs to the open air. The target must expend two more
AP to move between zones unless fitted with a prosthetic. Unless the target is returned to zero health or
above within three rounds the target will die.
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16

The target's chest gains a gaping hole. The target must expend one more AP to perform any action unless
fitted with a prosthetic. Unless the target is returned to zero health or above within three rounds the target
will die.

17

The target's major arteries are severed, causing massive internal and external bleeding. Unless the target
is returned to zero health or above within three rounds the target will die.

18

The target's left leg is ripped off. The target may not use his left leg again unless fitted with a prosthetic.
Unless the target is returned to zero health or above within three rounds the target will die.

Moderate Overwhelms
Roll

Result

3

The target's skull is fractured with a major concussion The target may not create an AP deficit and will die
after three days unless their head is bandaged and splinted.

4

The target's throat is smashed, causing great difficulty for the target when speaking or breathing. The
target cannot speak and will die within three days unless their throat is treated.

5

The target's heart begins to stutter arhythmically. Any chemicals used on the target, including stimpacks,
will cause the target to lose consciousness for five rounds. The target will die within three days unless his
or her arrhythmia is treated.

6

The target's nervous system begins to produce feedback due to an injury in the spine, causing thoughts to
become delayed and erratic while pain is randomly dispersed through the body. The target may not use
any psionic abilities and will die within three days unless their spine is treated and splinted.

7

The target's eyes are swollen shut and their sockets are perpetually bleeding. The target is blind and will
die within five days unless treated and splinted.

8

The target's ears are ruptured, causing the target to both lack balance and to become nauseous. The
target loses any bonuses due to elevation. The target will die within five days unless the rupture is treated
and splinted.

9

The target's bowels begin to rupture, creating septic problems within the body. The target loses five
maximum health and will die within five days unless the hemhorraging intestines are treated.

10

The target's blood vessels begin to rupture and fail, causing internal bleeding and hemhorraging. The
target will die within five days unless his or her damaged veins are treated and larger injuries splinted.

11

The target's pelvis is fractured, making movement difficult and burying shards of bone in the target's
muscles. Constant movement causes the pain to become unbearable, limiting the character to a maximum
of one zone of movement. This penalty persists and the target will die within five days unless his or her
damaged bones are splinted.

12

The target's right arm is broken. The bones are reset when the target is returned to zero health or above,
but the limb remains unusable unless splinted.
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13

The target's skull is fractured with a minor concussion, causing the target to suffer frequent migraines and
pain when focusing. The target's injuries are treated when the target is returned to zero health or above,
but the target suffers a two die penalty to technical skills unless splinted.

14

The target's left arm is broken. The bones are reset when the target is returned to zero health or above, but
the limb remains unusable unless splinted.

15

The target suffers from numerous bruises across his or her body, making movement difficult and painful.
The target's injuries are treated when the target is returned to zero health or above, but the target suffers a
two die penalty to all mobility skills unless splinted.

16

The target's right leg is broken. The bones are reset when the target is returned to zero health or above,
but the limb remains unusable unless splinted.

17

The target's rib cage is shattered, making breathing incredibly difficult. The bones are reset when the target
is returned to zero health or above, but the target may not move more than two zones every round unless
splinted.

18

The target's left leg is broken. The bones are reset when the target is returned to zero health or above, but
the limb remains unusable unless splinted.

Minor Overwhelms
Roll

Result

3

The target receives a solid blow to the skull, creating minor trauma that makes concentration difficult. The
target may not create an AP deficit until returned to zero health or above.

4

The target is struck in the right shoulder, puncturing the meat. The target is treated as though his limb is
broken until the target is returned to zero health or above.

5

The target is struck in the gut, causing a minor puncture that avoids damaging internal organs. This causes
all melee, ranged, and psionic attacks to have their cost increased by one AP until the target is returned to
zero health or above.

6

The target is struck in the left shoulder, puncturing the meat. The target is treated as though his limb is
broken until the target is returned to zero health or above.

7

The target is struck in the chest, creating a large welt and fracturing a rib. The target is treated as though
having broken his ribs until returned to zero health or above.

8

The target is struck in the right leg, puncturing the meat. The target is treated as though his limb is broken
until the target is returned to zero health or above.

9

The target is struck on the brow, causing blood to flow into his or her eyes. The target is treated as though
his or her eyes have been gouged until returned to zero health or above.

10

The target is struck in the left leg, puncturing the meat. The target is treated as though his limb is broken
until the target is returned to zero health or above.
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11

The target receives a grazing blow across the skull, creating a skull fracture. The target is treated as
crippled until returned to zero health or above.

12

The target takes a blow that disorients and renders the target deaf until returned to zero health or above.

13

The target takes a serious blow to the back, causing movement to be strenuous. The target may not move
more than one zone each round until returned to zero health or above.

14

The target is struck in the throat. The target is treated as though his limb is broken until the target is
returned to zero health or above.

15

The target is battered and bruised, making it difficult to fully recover. The target suffers from ten fewer
maximum health, and may not be restored to his or her original maximum health until first restored to zero
health or above.

16

The target is struck in the groin, paralyzing the character for a moment. The target skips his or her next
turn.

17

The target is thrown backwards by the blow and knocked unconscious. The target is displaced one zone
directly away from the attacker, or, if that direction is blocked, is displaced to one adjacent zone at the
attacker's discretion.

18

The target is knocked unconscious without any lasting physical damage.

6.4 – Trinity
A trinity is any time a roll results in at least three
ones on a successful action. Whenever a trinity
occurs either one trinity token is added for player
use or a trinity bonus is activated, chosen by the
player. Trinity bonuses may be purchased for
five XP and a character may only have one
without investing in specific disciplines.
Changing this bonus at a later point costs ten
XP.
The automatic successes given to players
through acquiring a trinity form a pool of tokens

that any player may draw from. Any unused
automatic successes in this pool disappear
when the session ends or the group rests.
Additionally, trinity tokens may also be used to
activate specials bonuses from luck.
It should be noted that in the case of a trinity roll,
if a botch would also normally occur at the same
time the botch and trinity are both cancelled.

6.4.1 – Trinity Bonuses

Trinity Bonuses
Arbalest

The character, with a single attack, deals damage or successes to a number of targets within range.
The damage dealt or the success rating is the same amount he or she dealt to the original target.
The number of additional targets affected is equal to the number of ones in the holy trinity.

Berserker

The character, with an attack, deals extra damage or has a continued number of successes as
though he or she had made extra skill rolls with the same result. The skill roll result is multiplied by
the number of ones rolled.
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Blessing

The character's allies recover from their injuries and allows them to ignore the penalties from broken
limbs for a number of rounds. All allies are healed for an amount of health equal to the number of
ones and ignore penalties from broken limbs for a number of rounds equal to the same amount.

Dagger

The character, with a single attack, does not deal damage. Instead, the character immediately inflicts
an overwhelm or completes a task. Three ones results in a minor overwhelm or completes a minor
task. Four ones results in a moderate overwhelm or completes a difficult task. Five ones results in a
major overwhelm or completes an advanced task. Six or more ones results in a critical overwhelm or
completes an expert task.

Forge

The character automatically stikes an opponent with an overwhelm, in addition to dealing standard
damage. To determine the type of overwhelm, a single die is rolled, with a failure and a success
denoting a minor and a moderate overwhelm, respectively. The specific overwhelm is also rolled.

Hangman

The character reflects the results of a number of actions onto their perpetrators, regardless of intent.
The number of actions that are reflected are equal to the number of ones rolled. The character under
the benefit of hangman can choose to allow an action to affect him or her, but this still uses one
reflection.

Horseman

The character moves a number of zones equal to the number of ones. This movement does not
expend any AP. The character may also choose to move allies instead of themselves.

6.4.2 – Trinity as Luck
While the game's actual luck is represented by a
roll of the die, the characters themselves have a
supply of good luck that the players can call
upon to save them. While the true luck of the
game comes in the form of a dramatic rescue
secured by a single die of success, the
mechanical luck can prevent a player from being
torn apart in a flurry of unceremonious gunfire.
To use luck, players rely upon the pool of trinity
tokens they generate through normal play. Luck
tokens are maintained throughout multiple
sessions, but all characters are limited to a
maximum of ten tokens.
Tokens may be used in the following ways:
A player may spend luck tokens to reduce the
effect of an overwhelm by one stage per two
tokens. In this way a character may turn a
critical overwhelm into a minor overwhelm by
spending six tokens.

A player may spend one luck token to quickly
attempt a skill use before someone else
performs an act, this only functions within a
non-combat scenario.
A player may spend two luck token to
automatically succeed and notice any one thing,
chosen by the narrator, out of the ordinary in a
scene. This notice is not grounded in fact, but
rather a 'gut feeling'. If nothing can be noticed,
only one luck token is removed instead.
A player may spend luck tokens to gain an
automatic success on a single action, at a cost
of one success per token.
A player may spend three luck tokens to invert
all dice. So long as the character has not rolled
a botch, odds are treated as failures and evens
are treated as successes.
A player may spend four luck tokens to ignore
the immediate effects of a botch. Any long term
effects still come to pass.
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A player may spend four luck tokens to ignore all
conditions for a single round. Damage applied at
the end of the round is not nullified.
A player may spend seven luck tokens to
'rewind' at the end of his or her turn. In this case,
the character's most recent turn is rendered null
and restarted and he or she is unable to perform
that same action as the character experiences
intense deja vu.

6.5 – Automatic Successes
An automatic success is a special bonus
granted to a character either by the GM for
performing an action with a distinct advantage
over his or her opponent, or by expending luck
tokens. While expending one luck token only
provides one automatic success, a GM may
provide up to three automatic successes for an
action.

6.6 – Grappling
Grabbing an opponent, referred to as grappling,
is an action that any character may perform as
part of an unarmed attack. If the attack is
successful no damage is dealt to the opponent,
but multiple actions become available for the
user and his opponent, each costing two AP.

Both characters are considered to be grappling
unless one of the two dies or breaks the grapple.
Multiple characters may grapple a single
subject.
Small melee and ranged weapons may be used
while in a grapple, at standard cost, but may
only be used against other participants of the
grapple.
Each action the user attempts to perform is
decided by a contested athletics skill roll. The
user is granted a two die bonus to all these
special actions.
Any ranged attack against individuals that are
grappling have a chance to hit either target,
represented by the roll of a single die where a
success means the intended target is struck and
a failure means the other is struck. Multiple
grapplers are handled the same way, with a
failure including another roll to determine which
untargeted grappler is struck.
Melee attacks are made with two bonus die
against grapplers while ranged attacks suffer a
two die penalty. Pathic and kinetic abilities are
rolled as normal.
The following actions may be performed in a
grapple, each of which costs two AP and
requires a successful contested athletics skill
roll:

Name

Effect

Break

The user may break the grapple with a single subject.

Deny

The user may deny the use of one of the subject's limbs, treating it as though it is broken for one
round. The limb is not actually broken.

Disarm

The user can attempt to remove a weapon or item from the opponent's hands or inventory, which
drops the item at the character's feet.

Drag

The user may force the subject to move with him or her into another zone. This costs an
additional two AP from the user as well as one AP from the subject.
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Exhaust

The user can attempt to strangle and wear down an opponent, reducing the opponent's AP by
two for every successful use.

Leverage

The user can attempt to break a subject's limb. This deals no damage, but renders the limb
inoperable until it is fixed. This action is performed with a four die penalty to athletics.

Shield

The grappled subject can be used as a shield, causing him or her to be the subject of the next
ranged or melee attack. If the majority of grapplers use one person as a shield, the chosen
individual automatically becomes the subject of a ranged or melee attack. If no clear majority is
present, the attack is resolved as normal. Upon being struck, this breaks the grapple.

Recover

The user may regain the user of one of his or her limbs if it had been denied by an opponent.

Throw

The grappled subject can be thrown into an adjacent zone. This breaks the grapple.

6.7 – Trophies
Trophies are small pieces of animal hide or
bones that can be permanently affixed to a
weapon or piece of armor. These items are often
skulls or crests, which are easily and readily
noticeable to all opponents. When facing an
opponent of a general type, such as an
aberration, a human or demi-human, or a
demon, a trophy of the same type provides a
benefit.
When affixed to a weapon that is not a shield, a
trophy provides one bonus die and one bonus
lethality to melee, ranged, or kinetic skill usage.
The skill that receives this benefit is determined
by the skill traditionally used to operate the
weapon.
When affixed to a shield, a trophy provides one
bonus defense die and one bonus absorption.
When affixed to a piece of armor, a trophy
provides benefits as though it had both been
attached to a shield and a weapon.

Narrators may find it useful to offer rarer trophies
may provide a non-standard benefit, such as
engulfing a weapon in flames or providing the
limited ability to regenerate wounds.
Multiple trophies do not add their effects
together when determining their benefit against
an opponent. A weapon, a shield, and a suit of
armor tailored against a single opponent type
will only ever provide one bonus die and lethality
or absorption.
Trophies may only be affixed to armor and
weapons as they are being created. Affixing a
trophy to armor or a weapon requires three
additional successes over the normal number of
successes required to finish the item.
Trophies are acquired through the successful
use of the survival skill on a creature's corpse.
However, doing so means that nothing else,
such as meat, hide, or reagents, can be
acquired from the body.
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